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INTRODUCTION.

IN the year 1816 Mr JOHN SMITH was appointed a

Missionary to Demerara, by the London'Missionary

Society, from an entire confidence in his irreproachable

character, and in that real union of zeal with know

ledge—of firmness with judgment—by which he was

well known to be distinguished, as a fit person to

-“ spread the knowledge of Christ among heathen.

and other unenlightened nations"-—the sole object for

which the Society was instituted. On Mr Smith’s

arrival at Demerara, he waited on the governor, Ge

neral Murray, and received his permission to begin

his labours. He also obtained the approbation of the

planter on whose estate the chapel was situated which

he went to fill. This gentleman, Mr Van Cooten,

Was the executor of a deceased proprietor, who, from

experience of the beneficial effects produced by Mission

ary instructions among the slaves, had founded the

Chapel, and endowed it by his will. Mr Smith was

very successful as a teacher. His congregation usually

amuunted to eight hundred, and, in one year, (1822,)

he baptizedfour hundred and sixty-two, solemnized one

hundred and fourteen marriages, chiefly candidates for

baptism, and had, in communion with his chapel, two

hundred and three converts, who had attained consider

able proficiency in religious knowledge. The moral

demeanor of his flock is said to have kept‘pace with
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their religious improvement ; and, as an example of

this, not one infifiy had violated their marriage vows.

Their conduct, in the disturbances which took place,

proves still further the salutary influence of Mr Smith’s

labours, in the good effects of that Christian spirit

he had introduced among them.

The discussion of the question of “ Slave Emancipa

tion” which took place in the British Parliament last

session, gave rise “to instructions transmitted by the

Government, recommending the disuse of the cartiwhip

as a's'tiinulus to labour, and that the employment of it

should be confined to cases where it might ,serve for

punishment merely, deliberately inflicted, and away

from the field. Along with these recommendationswere

transmitted positive injunctions to exempt females entire

ly from the lash. On receiving Lord Bathurst's 'in- ,

structions, resolutions had been passed by the Gover

nor and the Court of Policy, which, in conformity - to

those instructions, regulated the use of the whip, yet

the resolutions were not communicated to the slaves;

while their existence, and the instructions which led to

them, were familiarly spoken of by the members of the

Government, even in ‘the presence of the negroes.

The slaves were thus led to believe, that their liberty

was withheld from them, by the suppression of Lord

Bathurst's letter, and the resolutions of the House of

Commons, from the 21st July, when they were laidbeé

fore the Court of Policy, till the 7th of August, when

the Court passed a vote conformable to the Letter.

On the eve of these transactions the Governor issued

an order, prohibiting any negro from attending church,

without a written passport from his master; and which

he was not obliged to grant. This was at once con~

strued by those slaves who had been converted, as an
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indication of hostility towards their religion; and, on

the 18th of August, some of the slaves on the East Coast,

who had been chiefly aggrieved by the order of May,

interfering with their attendance on church, rose upon

their masters, and were joined by others. The revolt,

it is said, extended to fifty plantations ; and the utmost

extent of the violence committed by the negroes, was

imprisoning'the whites, and putting them in the stocks.

So‘dangerous'a movement was checked with becoming

promptitude. And it is remarkable, that the slaves who

had risen and possessed themselves, by force, of the

persons of all the whites on fifty plantations, did not

shed 'a' drop oftheir blood. According to the bulletin of

the Governor, there were killed (after the troops began
to act) lof the negroes, considerably above 200 ; of the

Whites, one rifleman slightly wounded, and one other

person hit in the leg by the cross-fire of his own party

The Rev; Mr Austin, the clergyman of the Established

Church, alluding to the revolt, thus writes : “ I feel

no hesitation in‘decl'aring, from the intimate knowledge

which my most anxious inquiries have obtained, that,

in the late scourge which the hand of an all-wise Cre

ator has inflicted on this ill-fated country—nothing but

those religious impressions which, under Providence,

Mr Smith has been instrumental in fixing nothing but

those principles of the Gospel of Peace which he has

been proclaiming, could have prevented a dreadful efi'u

sion of blood here, and saved the lives ofthose very per

sons who are now (I shudder to write it) seeking his."

On the 19th of August, martial law was proclaimed 5

and, during the suspension of the civil judicature of

the Colony, a Court-Martial was assembled for the trial

of Mr Smith. The charges were four ,4 and the cvi<
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dence adduced against him was obtained from slaves,

and extracts from his own private journal.

Thefirst charge was that of “ Promoting discontent

and dissatisfaction, before the 18th of August, in the

minds of the slaves towards their masters, managers,

and overseers, with intent to excite them to revalt and

rebellion against the authority of their masters, contrary

to his allegiance.”-The sentence finds him guilty, but

but not with the intent charged, or against his allegiance.

. ‘The second charge was. that “ He advised, consulted,

and corresponded with Quamina, a negro,concerning and

touching the intended revolt and rebellion ; and that, qfter

it broke out, he assisted it, by advising, consulting, and

corresponding with Quamina touching the same, know

ing it to be in progress, and Quamina engaged in it."

The third charge was, that “ He knew of the intend

ed revolt, and gave no information respecting it to the

proper authorities,” and the fourth was, that after it

broke out, “ He held communication with Quamina,

knowing him to be an insurgent, and did“ not use his

utmost endeavours to suppress it, by securing Quami

na, and giving information respecting him."

Mr Smith, in his defence, demonstrates, that he had

no hand in exciting the tumult, and offers to show what

was its real origin. He says—“ There must be amuse

for the revolt. It has been attempted to be shown, that

I was the cause. This attempt having failed ; and the

prosecutor having, by this attempt, proved, that even

he thought there must be a cause of' revolt, has plainly

admitted, that some cause or other does exist. Now,

what is that cause .9 It is not one cause, but many.

“ 1st, Immoderate Labour.

“ 2d, Severity of Treatment.

“ 3d, Opposition to Religious Instructions.
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“ 4th, Withholding the Instructions concerning the

Whips.

"’ The whole of these causes I can and will prove,

provided the Court will allow me to go into the evi

dence."

,This tender was rejected—the Court pronounced him

guilty—and Mr Smith was sentenced to be “ hanged

by the neck till dead." The sentence, however, recom—

mended him to the mercy of the British Government.

Before their decision could arrive, Mr Smith had sunk

into his grave !

Mr Smith had laboured under severe illness the sum

mer before, which was fatally aggravated by his im

prisonment, and the anxiety inseparable from the situa

tion in which he was placed. During the first four

teen Weeks, he and his wife were confined in a small

room, quite in the roof of the house, and without clean

linen—a thing essential to health, especially in those

Climates; for they had been hurried to prison without

being allowed time to take linen with them, and no- .

thing but food was afterwards suil'ered to be brought.

“ After the trial,” says Mrs Smith, “ he was removed to

a Very low damp room in the jail, and his disease gain

ed upon him in a most astonishing manner.” When

hopes of recovery were nearly gone, he was removed to

another room, and appeared to get better for a few days.

Mrs Elliot, wife of a brother missionary, was, after se

ven applications, and a delay of fourteen days, allowed

to remain with them one day ; and, when all chance of

recovery was gone, she was allowed the adjoining room

to that of Mr and Mrs Smith ; but it was now too late.

He died on the 6th of February, 1824, between one

and two in the morning.

The funeral was directed to take place at two o'clock
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in the morning; so that no negroes should follow the

corpse. The widow begged permission to attend the

remains of her husband to the grave. This was refused.

She entreated to be allowed this last gratification. The

officer said his instructions were peremptory. Mrs

Smith bowed in silent submission ; but Mrs Elliot, her

friend and companion, asked, if General Murray had

issued such directions? The answer she received from

the officer was, “ that his orders were peremptory."

The coffin was conveyed by two negroes to the grave ;

and at four o’clock in the morning, when the body had

been interred, the two women repaired to the grave,

and poured over him the last tribute which has ever

been paid to the memory of the dead in all civilized

countries. They wished to show their respect towards

the memory of the deceased, and erected a small monu

ment, to mark the spot where .he was buried. This

was not permitted. The Governor ordered the bricks

to be taken up—-“ the frail memorial" to be destroyed—

and the spot to be railed in to prevent any future mark

of respect being paid to his memory.
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THE question regarding the Proceedings at Demerara,

with respect to the late Mr SMITH, the Missionary, to the

discussion of which the Public have looked forward with so

much anxiety, 'was introduced to the House of Commons

on Tuesday, June 1, 1824, by Mr BROUGHAM, in the fol-‘

lowing Speech :—

Mn SPuKlL—I confess that, in bringing the question, on which

1 now rise to address you, before this House, I feel not a little dis

heartened, in consequence of the very intense interest it has exci

ted out of doors. But while I am fully alive to the great anxiety

With which this discussion has been looked to by a very large por

tion of the public, I still cannot conceal from myself that there

prevails elsewhere, and in places, and amongst persons, where one

would have least expected it, a considerable degree of aversion to

enter into its discussion, or candidly to examine its details. Many

persons who have been remarkable for their decided hostility to

acts of official oppression—who have been alive to every violation

of the rig hts of the subject, and who have uniformly viewed with

peculiar {calousy every infraction of the law,-strange to say, on

the question of the treatment of Mr Smith, evince a backwardness

to discuss, or even to hear it. Nay, they would fain fix upon any

excuse to get rid of it. What signifies an inquiry, say such per

sons, into a transaction which has occurred on the other side of

the globe, in a different portion of the world ? as if distance or cli

mate made any distinction in anoutrage upon law or justice. One ~

would have rather expected that the very idea of that distance—

the circumstance of the event having taken place, without the im

mediate scope and view of the people of this country—in posses

Sions, where the people had no legal representatives in this House—

one would have thought, I say, that in place of forming a ground

of objection, it strengthened the claim of the British Legislature to

interfere. Then, says another person, too indolent to inquire, but

most prompt to object, it is true there have been a great number

0f petitions presented on the subject, but then every body knows

how those petitions are procured, by what descriptions of persons

A
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they are signed, and what is the character of the motives which we

know influence a few misguided but enthusiastic men, in prepa

ring them, and of the great crowd in signing them. And, after all,

it is merely about a poor Missionary ! And to all this is added-—

what renders the subject much more unpalatable to them—that

this poor missionary is of the religious society of the Methodists!

If there is any validity in such extuses, it is the first time that I have

to learn that the weakness of the sufferer, his unprotected situa

tion, his being left single and alone to contend against power, ex

ercised violently, constituted areason for this House to shut its ears

against all investigation into those proceedings, and the treatment

of the injured individual.

I hasten to this objection, with the view of at once disposing of

it. Suppose that Mr Smith was a Methodist, what then? Does

his connection with that class of religious subjects, because, on

some points essential in their consciences, they are separated from

the national church, alter or lessen their claims to the protection

of the law? Are British subjects to be treated more or less cere

moniously in the security of the administration of justice P But it

does so happen that the Missionary Society, which sent out Mr

Smith, was a Church Missionary Society, composed of Churchmen

and Dissenters. Of that latter class Mr Smith is, or, as 1 must

unhappin say, was, being aminister of the Independents. Of that

numerous, conscientious, and much venerated body, he was a most

respectable minister—a body, be it remembered, who have merited

the high honour of carrying to an extent far beyond all other reli

gious classes, the principles of religious toleration—men, to whose

ancestors this country, so long as civil and religious liberty is va

lued, will continue to owe a large debt of gratitude—men, of whom

it may with justice be said, that whatever were their excesses,

which, in the imaginations of some. excited ridicule, and, in the

judgments of others, blame, had still the proud triumph, and I

will proclaim it, even of having with the zeal of martyrs, and

the skill and courage of warriors, suffered for, fought, and at

length secured the civil and religious liberties of Great Britain.

Their descendants, true to the generous principles of their founders,

still possess, in a pre-eminent degree, the enviable distinction of ex

ceeding every other religious persuasion in their tolerance of the

opinions or difl'erences of others. It is with them so positive and

absolute a principle, that they are yet in that good course in ad

vance, though in the progress of knowledge so many. other classes

of Dissenters have made such great and near approaches. All then

I ask of those who feel indisposed to this discussion is, that they

will not allow their prepossessions, or, I would rather say (for dis

guise it as they will, that indisposition arises from indolence alone),

their indolence to preVent them from entering calmly and fully in

to the discussion of the details of this proceeding. It is impossi

hle that they can overlook the unexampled solicitudc which this

question has excited in every class of the population out of doors.

That consideration would naturally induce the House of Commons

to lend its car to the’consideration of such a question, though fully
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sufficient on its own merits to command its undivided attention.

It will be my duty to call your attention to the charge preferred

against the late Mr Smith, and to the whole of the proceedings

tbunded on that charge. And in so doing, I have no hesitation

in saying, that from the beginning of those proceedings to their

fatal termination, there .has taken place more of illegality, more of

the violation of justice—violation of justice even in the form as

well as in the substance—that in the whole history of modern times,

I venture to assert, has never before been witnessed on any inquiry

that could be called a judicial proceeding. I have tried the expe

riment with every person with whom I have had an opportunity

of conversing on the subject of these proceedings at Demerara, as

well members of the profession to which I have the honour to

belong, as others acquainted with the state of affairs in our colonies,

and l have never heard one of these persons but who declared to

me, that the more the question was looked into, the greater the at

tention given to the details—the more fully the whole mass was

sifted, the more complete was his or their assent to the conviction,

that there was never exhibited a greater breach of legal protection,

a more daily violation of justice, or a grosser outrage on all those

ordinary forms by which law and justice were wont to be admini

stered.

The first communication of alarm that took place at Demerara,

was on the appearance of the Governor, General Murray’s, pro

clamations. Certain instructions had been forwarded from this

country to those slave colonies which were more under the control

of the Legislature than the'older West India islands. Whether

these instructions were the best calculated to fulfil the intentions

Of those who issued them; whether these directions had in some

Points gone too far, at least, in prematurely introducing the object

that they had most properly in view—or whether, in other points,

may stopped short of their purpose ; whether it was expedient, in

acountry where the symbol of authority existed in the constant

manifestation of the lash of the driver, it was expedient at once to

Withdraw that dreadful title of ownership, he should not then stop

to inquire. Suflice it to say, that these instructions arrived at De_

mefflfa on the 7th of last July. Great alarm appears to have been

- excited in consequence amongst the white part of the population.

That the existence of such alarm so generally felt by the proprie

l‘fl‘s, 011 which there was so. much apprehension and such expres

510118 of fear, were speedily understood by the domestic slaves,

there could not be a doubt. _ By them they were speedily commu

Bloated to the field negroes. All this time there was no oflicial

c"illrllunication of these instructions from the Colonial Govern

ment. A meeting had been convened of the Court of Policy, but

nothing had been made public in consequence of such assembling.

A second meeting was held, and it was understood thata dif

ference of opinion prevailed, after a discussion, which, though

“0t fiery, was still animated. The only means which the

very circumstances of the case, and in the very crisis, would

have suggested themselves, did not, it did appear, suggest
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themselves to the head of affairs at Demerara. I do not im

pute to those in authority any intentional disregard of duty. It

is very possible that, in the moment of excited apprehension—

in the prevalence of a general alarm, rendered more intense

by the inquisitive anxiety of the slave population,—an alarm con

tinued by the state of ignorance in which they were kept as to

the real purport of the instructions from England : But most cer

tainly, whatever was the cause, the authorities of Demerara over

looked that very natural course of proceeding best calculated to al

lay at least the inquisitiveness of the slave, namely, by promulga

ting in the colony what it really was that had been directed in the

instructions of the King’s Ministers, even if they were not dispo

sed to declare whether they should or should not carry these in

structions into execution. Unhappily they did not take that plain

course. Week after week was sufi‘ered to elapse; and up to the

period when the lamentable occurrence took place, which led to

those proceedings, no authentic, or at least no authoritative com

munication, either of what had arrived from England, or of what

was the intention of the authorities'at Demerara, was made. This

state of suspense occupied an interval of nearly seven weeks. The

revolt broke out on the 18th of August. During the whole of that

interval the agitation in the colony was considerable : it was of a

twofold character. There' was on one side the alarms of the

planters as to the effect of the new instructions received from his

Majesty’s Government ; and on the other the naturally increasing

anxiety of the negro population as to the precise purport and ex

tent of these instructions. There existed the general impresion,

that some extension of grace and bounty had been extended to

‘them. In the ignorance, which was so studiously maintained as to

those instructions, the hopes of the slaves were proportionably ex

cited—they knew that something had been (lone, and they were in

quiring to know what it was. The general conversation amongst

them was, “ Has not our freedom come out? Is not the King

of Great Britain our friend P" But fieedum, freedom, was

what they decided upon in their own imaginations. And on

that very question of freedom, I take the opportunity now of

asserting the opinion which, with respect to that most important

subject of emancipation, I have uniformly maintained, not only

since I have had the honour of a seat in this House, but long be.

fore, with no other difference, save, perhaps. in the manner of the

expression, correcting that manner by that experience and know

ledge which a more extended intercourse with human life must na

turally produce. My opinion ever has been, that it was as neces

sary to the security and rights of our white brethren, as it wasjust

to the negro population—those victims of a long continued system

of cruelty, impolicy, and injustice—to maintain directly the legal

claims of the planters, and to avoid, in our relations with the lat

ter, a wavering uncertain policy, keeping them in a condition of

doubt and solicitude. Justice to the whites, mercy to the blacks,

_ commanded us to protect the first from the efi'ect of such an alarm,

and the last from the expectation, that in the hapless condition in

which they were placed, the emancipation—I mean sudden, unpre
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pared emancipation, effected by violent and unjustifiable haste,

without previous instruction—was to be extended. The realiza

tion of such a hope, though carrying the name of a boon, would

inflict the severest misery on those beings, whose condition was al

ready too wretched to require that aggravation of calamity.

, It is for the sake of the blacks themselves, as subsidiary to their

own amelioration, that the true and defined and legal interests of

our white brethren should be maintained. Reverting to the oc

currences at Demerara, it is undeniable that a very considerable

delay took place ; it inevitably, therefore, gave rise to those fatal

proceedings, which all of us, however we may differ as to the

causes in which they originated, must unfeignedly deplore. it

appeared that Mr Smith had ofliciated in the colony of Demerara

for seven years. He had maintained during his whole life a cha_

racter of the most unimpeachable moral purity, which had won

not alone the love and veneration of his owh immediate flock, but

had procured him the respect and consideration of all thoserwho,

though of different persuasions, resided in his neighbourhood, with

one or two inconsiderable exceptions. lndeed, there was not a

duty of his ministry that he had not discharged with fidelity and

zeal. That this was his character was evident even from the papers

laid upon the table of that House. These documents, however,

disclosed but part of the truth on that point. Before I sit down,

I shall have occasion to advert to other sources, which show that

the character of Mr Smith was such as I have described it, and

that those who were best qualified to form an opinion had borne

'the highest testimony to his virtuous and meritorious labours. Yet

this Christian minister was dragged from his house, three days af

ter the revolt had been substantially quelled, without being allow .

ed the accommodation of those clothes which, in all climates, were

necessary to human comfort, but which, in a tropical climate,

were absolutely essential to actual existence. He was dragged too

from his house and his family, at a time when his life was attacked

by a disease which, whatever might have happened, would have,

at one time or other, caused his dissolution ; but which the treat

ment he then received, with such indiscrect haste, must have acce

lerated. He was next imprisoned, in that sultry climate, in an un

wholesome and fetid room, exposed to the heat of the sun. When

it was experimentally ascertained, that the life of this ill-treated

man was placed in jeopardy from such treatment, he was then re

moved to the garret in the roof of a house—a place only suited to

the purposes of torture, and which was both close and damp from

its exposure to the tropical rains. '

When Mr Smith was seized, he was first approached with the

hollow demand of the officer who apprehended him, commanding

him to join the militia of the district. To this demand he plead

ed his inability to serve in that capacity, founded on the rights of

his clerical character. Under the pretext of that refusal, his papers

were next demanded, and taken possession of. Amongst those

papers was his private journal, a part of which was written with

the purpose of the contents being communicated to his employers,
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while the remaining part was intended for no human eye but his

own. In the second place of imprisonment he was detained until

the revolt was entirely quelled. That it was so quelled was ascer

tained from the dispatches of General Murray to Earl Bathurst,

da'ted the 26th of August. At least the dispatch of that date ad

mits that the public tranquillity was nearly restored. At all events,

by subsequent dispatches of the date of the 50th and 51st, it ap

pears no further interruption took place, nor was there any move

ment of importance. At that period the colony was in the enjoy.

ment of its accustomed peace and tranquillity, barring always

those chances of relapse, which, under such circumstances of

public feeling, and in such a state of society, must be supposed

greatly to lead to irritation and to tumult. Martial law, it will be

recollected, was proclaimed on the 15th of August, and was conti

nued to the 15th of February following—five calendar months, al

though they had the most unquestionable authority, that all ap

pearances of revolt had subsided, and indeed disappeared.

In a prison such as I have described, Mr Smith remained until

the 14th day of October. Then, when every pretence of all real

danger was over—when every thing like apprehension, save from

the state of such society, was removed, it was thought fit to bring

to trial, bya Military Court Martial, this minister of the Gospel. I

' shall now proceed to take a view of the outside of that Court Mar

tial, to look minutely at its externals, and to examine the founda

tions on which it rested, and the accompaniments by which it~was

attended. I know that the general answer to all which has been

hitherto alleged on this subject is, that martial law had been pro-'

claimed in the Island of Demerara. But, Sir, I do not profess to

understand, as a lawyer, martial law of sucha description; it is

entirely unknown to the law of England: I do not mean to say in

the bad times of our history, but in that subsequent period which

is called constitutional.

It is very true, that formerly the Crown sometimes issued Procla

mations, by virtue of which civil ofi‘ences were tried before military

tribunals. _The most remarkable instance of that nature, and the

nearest precedent to the case under our consideration, was the well

known proclamation of the august, the bus, the humane Philip

and Mary, stigmatising as rebellious, an as an act which should

subject the offender to be tried by a Court Martial, the having he

retical, that is to say, Protestant hooks in one’s possession, and not

giving them up without previously reading them. Similar procla

mations, although not quite so extravagant in their character, were

issued by Elizabeth, by James I., and (of a still less violent nature)

by Charles 1., until at length the evil became so unbearable, that

there arose from it that celebrated PETITION of RIGHT, which was

one of the best legacies, if not the best legacy, left to his country,

by that illustrious lawyer, Lord Coke, to whom every man who

loves the constitution owesadebt of gratitude and veneration which

he can never adequately pay. That petition declares, that all such

proceedings shall thenceforward be put down ; it declares, “ that no

man shall be forejudged of life or limb against the form of the

Great Charter :"--“ that no man ought to be adjudged to death but
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by the laws established in this realm, either by the custom of the

realm, or by Acts of Parliament ;" and “ that the commissions for

proceeding by martial law should be revoked and annulled, lest,

by colour of them, any of his Maiesty’s'subjects be destroyed or put

to death, contrary to the laws and franchise of the land." Since

that time, no such thing as martial law has been recognised in this

country; and courts founded on proclamations of martial law have

been wholly unknown.

And here I beg to observe, that the particular grievances at which

the Petition of Right was levelled, were only the trials under mar.

tial law of military persons, or of individuals accompanying, or in

some manner connected with military persons. On the abolition of

martial law, what was substituted? In those days, a standing army

in time of peace was considered a solecism in the constitution. Ac

cordingly, the whole course of our legislation in those days, pro

ceeded on the principle, that no such establishment was recognised.

Afterwards came the Annual Mutiny Bills, and then Courts Mar.

tial, which were held only under the Mutiny Act. These Courts

were restricted to the trial of soldiers for military offences, and the

extent of their powers was pointed out and limited by law. But,

Sir, I will not go further into the consideration of this delicate con

stitutional question ; for the present case does not rest on any nice.

ties-it does not rest on any fine-spun decisions with respect to the

law. If it should be said that in the colonies, and particularly in

the conquered colonies, the law of the colony itself may be allowed

toprevail over that of England, I reply, that the Crown has no right

to conquer a colony, and then import into its constitution all kinds

0fmonstrous usages. If the contrary to this is admitted, the Crown

would only have to go first to one coast of Africa and then to an.

other, and afterwards to the shores of the Pacific, and import the va.

rious customs of thevarious barbarous people whom it might sub.

due; pave the road with human skulls in imitation of one, introduce

scalping knives and tornahawks in emulation of another, and resort

to torture by the example of a third. All the monstrous and un

utterable practices of the most savage nations might thus be deni.

zened by an act of the Crown, without the concurrence or consent

of Parliament. Nothing, however, is more clear, than that nothing

inconsistent with the fundamental principles of the country, such,

for instance, as the recourse to torture for the purpose of obtaining

evidence, can ever be imported into a colony by any act of conquest.

But every consideration of this nature is unnecessary on the pre

sent occasion. This Court was an English Court Martial. The

title which it had to sit was the Mutiny Act, and the law of Eng

land. The members of the Court are therefore estopped from

pleading the Dutch law As that on which their proceedings were

founded. They are so estopped, because they relied for their title

tosit on our own Mutiny Act, which is time after time recited; and

they cannot argue that they proceeded on any other basis.

Lot us now, Sir, look a little at the operations which preceded

the trial of this poor Missionary. He was, as I have just stated,

tried by a Court Martial; and we are told by General Murray, in

his dispatch on the subject, that it was all the better for him, for

that if he had been tried in any other manner, he might have found
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a more prejudiced tribunal. Now, Sir, I have no hEsitation in

saying, that if I had been the party accused, or a counsel for the

party accused, I would at once have preferred submitting to a'civil

jurisdiction to the very anomalous proceeding that actually took

place.

In the first place, I should have gained delay, which in most

cases is a great advantage to the party accused. In this particular

case it might have proved of inestimable advantage to him, as the

fever of rage and hostility might have gradually subsided. By

proceeding undera civil jurisdiction, the addition of the Roman law

to that of the common law necessarily occasioned great complexity.

Months must have elapsed during those proceedings, and at every

step the accused would have had a chance of escape. All this

would have been of inestimable value, and all this was lost to the

accused by his being brought before this summary military tribunal.

The evidence, of slaves was admitted by the Court without doubt

or contest. On this point, however, I do not much rely ; for I

understand that in Demerara, the usage in this respect difi'ers from

the usage of some other colonies ; and that the evidence of negroes

against whites is considered admissible, although it is not frequently

resorted to. Still, however, there is this difference as respects such

evidence between a civil and a military court. In the latter it is

received at once, without hesitation ; whereas, if the matter is

brought before a civil jurisdiction, a preliminary proceeding must

take place respecting the admissibility of each witness. His evi

dence is compared with the evidence of other witnesses, or parts of

his evidence are compared with other parts, and on the occurrence

of any considerable discrepancy the evidence of that witness is

finally refused. There are two previous proceedings, had the sub

ject been brought before a civil jurisdiction, which might have had

this effect ; one of those proceedings is a discussion before the

Chief Justice and two assistants on the admissibility of witnesses,

who are not admitted until after an examination; and I under

stand that the circumstance of a witness being a slave, whose evi

dence is to be adduced against a white man, in cases of doubt,

weighs in the balance against his admissibility.

But I pass all this over. I rest the case only on that which is

clear, undoubted, and undeniable. By the course of civil law pro

ceedings, two witnesses are required to substantiate any charge a

gainst the accused. Let any one read the evidence and say, how

greatly the observance of such a rule would have improved the con

dition of the prisoner.

Last of all, if the accused had been tried at common law, he would

have had the advantage of havinga learned person presiding over

the Court, as the Chief Justice, who would have been individually

and professionally responsible for his conduct; who would have

acted in the face of the whole bar of the colony—who would also

have acted in the face of that bar to which he once belonged, and to

which he might return ; and whose judgment, therefore, even when

removed from them by the extent of the Atlantic, he would not

have disregarded while be retained the feelings of a man and an ad

vocate. He would have acted in the face of the whole world as an

individual, doubtless not without assistance, but with the assistance
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of laymen only, who would not have divided the responsibility with

him. Under such circumstances, he would have conducted him

self with aregard to his professional character, to his responsibility

as ajudge, and his credit as a lawyer.

Now, Sir, let us look at the constitution of the Court before

which Mr Smith was actually tried. Upon a reference to the indi

viduals of whom that Court was composed, I find, what certainly

appears most strange, the President of the Civil Court taking upon

himself the functions of a member of the Court Martial, under the

name of an officer of the militia staff ! It appeared to be the fact,

that this learned individual had taken upon himself the rank and

degree of a Lieutenant-Colonel of Militia, a few days before the

assembling of the Court Martial, in order that he, a lawyer and a

civil judge, might sit as a and a soldier! Sir, he must have

done this by compulsion. Martial law was established in the co

lony to which he owed obedience. He could not resist the mandate

of the Governor. He was bound, in compliance with that mandate,

to hide his civil gown under military armour. Al the aide-de-camp

of the Governor, he was compelled to exercise a mixed jurisdiction

-part lawyer, part soldier. He was the only lawyer in a court,

where he was overwhelmed by a majority of military. Having no

responsibility, he abandoned forms which he could not, which he

would not, which he durst not have abandoned had he been sitting

alone in the Court, in his black robe, administering the civil law.

After this strange fact respecting the members of the Court, it is

not surprising that one as strange should appear with regard to the

subordinate officers. The Judge Advocate of a Court Martial, al

though certainly sometimes standing in the situation of a prosecutor,

nevertheless, in all well-regulated Court Martials, never forgets

that he also stands between the prisoner and the Court. He is

rather, indeed, in the character of an assessor to the Court. On

this point I might appeal to the highest authority present. By you,

Sir, these important functions were long and satisfactorily, and con

stitutionally performed; and in a way productive of equal benefit

to the army and to the country. But I will appeal to another high

authority, from whose opinion no one ever dissents.

A reverend judge, in the middle of the last century, laid it down

as a clear and indisputable point, that the office of a Judge Advocate

was to lay the proof of both sides before the Court ; and that when

ever the evidence was at all doubtful, it was his duty to incline to

wards the prisoncr. No disposition of that bind, however, appears

in this Judge Advocate, 1 should rather say in these Judge Advo

cates; for one not being considered enough, two deputies were ap—

pointed to assist him. These individuals exercised all their wit,

their caution, and their subtlety against the unfortunate prisoner.

Indeed, the vehemence of the prosecution was unexampled. I

never met with any thing equal to it; and I am persuaded, that if

any such vehemence had been exhibited before a civil judge, he

would have frowned it down with indignation. In the first in

stance, the Judge Advocate concealed the precise nature of the accu

sation. The charges were so artfully drawn up as to give no notice

to the prisoner of the specific accusation against him. They were

drawn up shortly, vaguely, and obscurely ; but short, vague, and
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obscure as they were, they were far from being as short, as vague,

and as obscure as the opening speech of the prosecutor. That speech

occupies about half a page of the minutes of the trial; but scarcely

had the prisoner closed his defence, than a speech was pronounced

on the part of the prosecution, which eighteen pages of the minutes

scarcely contain. In this speech the utmost subtlety is exhibited.

Topic is urged after topic with the greatest art and contrivance.

Every thing is twisted for the purpose of obtaining conviction ; and,

which is the most monstrous thing of all, new facts are described,

new dates specified, which were never mentioned, or ever hinted at

on any one of the twenty-seven preceding days of the trial !

Again, Sir ; I say, that had I been the accused person, or his coun

sel, I would rather a thousand fold have been tried by the ordinary

Civil Code than by such a Court. To return, however, to the mem

bers of the Court. -

I rejoice to observe that the President of the civil court, although

' he was so unfortunate or so unwise as to allow his name to be placed

on the list of- the members, refused to preside over the Court. Al

though he was a man of the highest rank in the colony next to the

‘ governor, and although, in ajudicial inquiry, he must naturally'be

more skilful and experienced than any man in the colony, neverthe

less there be is in the list among the ordinary members of the Court.

Against the other members I have nothing whatever to say. The

President of the Court, however, was Lieutenant-Colonel Goodman.

Now, that gallant officer, than whom I believe no man bears a

higher character, unfortunately, besides his Majesty’s commission,

holds an office in the colony of Demerara, which rendered him the

last man in the world who ought to have been selected as President

of this Court Martial.

Let the House observe, that the reason assigned by Governor Mur

ray for subjecting Mr Smith to a trial by a Court Martial, was not

only that he should have substantially a fair trial, but that he should

not appear to be the victim of prejudice, which he might have seem

ed to be, had his case been submitted to the decision of a jury of

planters. How is it then, that with this feeling the Governor could

name Lieutenant Colonel Goodman to be President of the Court?

For the fact is, that Lieutenant- Colonel Goodman holds the situa

tion of Vendue Master in the colony of Demerara, without whose

profit not a single slave can be sold by auction. Accordingly, it

did so happen, that a few days before the sitting of the Court Mar

tial, there were great sales of negroeslby auction, which most natural

ly excited great discontent—I mean sorrow—among the unhappy

persons themselves. There was one sale of fifty-six of these unfor

tunate individuals, who were to be torn from the place of their birth

and residence, and many of them separated from their nearest and

dearest connections. I hold in my hand advertisements of sales ot‘

negroes, to every one of which I find attached the name of S. A.

Goodman. One of these advertisements, which is for the sale of

fifty-nine negroes, states, that among'the number there are many

valuable carpenters, boat-builders, &c. well worthy the attention of

the public. Another speaks of several prime single men. One

party of slaves consists of a woman and her three children. Ano

ther advertisement offers a young female slave who is pregnant. Up

on the whole, there appears to have been seventy or eighty slaves on
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sale, in which sale Lieutenant-Colonel Goodman, by the nature of his

office, had a direct interest. I do not for a moment suppose that

this circumstance was likely to warp his judgment. Probably, in

deed, he was not personally aware of it at the time. But I repeat,

that if this proceeding were intended to be free from all suspicion,

Lieutenant-Colonel Goodman was the last man to select as the Pre

sidentof the Court. That, however, is nothing compared to the

appointment of the Chief Justice of the colony as one of the members

of the Court. He, the Civil Judge of the colony, to be forced to sit

as a member of a Court Martial ! He to whom an appeal lay against

any abuse of which that Court Martial might chance to be guilty!

From whom but from him could Mr Smith have obtained redress for

any violation of justice ? Yet, as if for the purpose of shutting the

door against the possibility of justice, he is taken by the Governor

and compelled to be a member of this Court Martial !

Sir, one word more before I advert to the proceedings of the

Court, on the nature of its jurisdiction. Suppose I were ready to

admit, that on the pressure of a great emergency, such as invasion

or rebellionywhenlthere is no time for the cumbersome slow pro

ceedings of the civil law, a proclamation may justifiably be issued,

suspending the proceeding by common law, and directing that of

fences should be tried by a military tribunal. Such a proceeding

might be justified by necessity; but it could rest on that alone.

Created by necessity, necessity must limit its existence. It would

he the worst of all conceivable grievances—it would be a calamity

unspeakable, if the whole law and constitution of England were

suspended one hour longer than the most imperious necessity de

manded. And yet, Sir, martial law was continued in the island of

Demerara for five months. .

In the midst of tranquillity, that offence against the constitution

was perpetrated, which nothing but the most urgent necessity could

warrant. An individual in civil life, a clergyman, a subject of his

Majesty, was tried at a moment of perfect peace, as if a rebellion

raged in the country. He was tried as if he had been a soldier. I

know that the proclamation of martial law renders every man liable

to be treated as a soldier. But the instant the necessity ceases, that

instant the state of soldiership ought to cease, and the rights of civil

life to recommence. Only see the consequences which might have

followed the course that was adopted. Only mark the dilemma in

Which the Governor might have placed himself. The only justifica

tion of the Court- Martial was the proclamation of the Governor.

Had that Court sat at the moment of danger, there would have been

no ground for complaint against it. But it did not sit until all

emergency had ceased; and it then sat for eight and twenty days.

Suppose a necessity had existed at the commencement of the trial ;

but suppose that in the course of the eight and twenty days that ne

cessity had ceased. Suppose a necessity had existed on the first day,

who could predict that it would not cease on the second P If it had

ceased after the first week of the trial, what would have been the

situation of the Governor ? The sitting of the Court Martial at all,

could be justified only by the proclamation of martial law; yet it

became the duty of the Governor to revoke that proclamation.

Either, therefore, the Court Martial must be continued without any
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colour or warrant of law, or the proclamation of martial law must be

continued only to legalise the prolonged existence of the Court

Martial.

I now, Sir, beg the House will look with me, for a moment, at

the course of proceeding which the Court, constituted in the manner

and under the circumstances which I have described, thought pro

per to adopt. If I have shown that they had no authority, that they

tried this Clergyman illegally, not having any just jurisdiction, I

think I can prove as satisfactorily that their proceedings were not

founded on any ground of justice, or principle of law, as I have

proved that the Court itself was without a proper jurisdiction.

And here, Sir, I beg to observe, that the minutes of the proceed

ings on the table of the House are by no means full, although I do

not say they are false. They do not misrepresent what occurred;

but they are very far, indeed, from telling all that did occur; and

the omissions are of the most material description. For instance :

there is a class of questions which it is not usual to permit in a court

ofjustice, called leading questions; the object of which is to put

into the witness’s mouth the answers which the examiner desires he

should make. This is in itself objectionable; but the objection is

doubled, if in a report of the examination the questions are omitted,

'and the answers are represented as flowing spontaneously from the

witness, and as being the result of his~ own recollection of the fact,

instead of the suggestions of another person.

I will illustrate what I mean by an example. On the fifth day of

‘the'trial, Bristol, one of the witnesses, has this question put to him.

'4‘ You stated that after the service was over, you staid near the chapel,

and that Quamina was there : did-you hear Quamina tell the people

what they were to do '1" To that the answer is, “ No, Sir."

The next question but one is-" Did you hear Quamina tell the

other negroes, that on the next Monday they were all to lay down

their tools and not work ?" To which the witness, (notwithstanding

his former negative,) says, “ Yes, I heard Quamina say so a week

before the revolt broke out.” ~

Now, Sir, in the minutes of evidence laid on the table of the House,

both the questions, and the answer to the first, are omitted, and the

witness is described as saying, without any previous prompting

“ A week before this revolt broke out, I heard Quamina tell the ne

groes that they were to lay down their tools and not work."

Sir, the next instance which I shall adducc of the impropriety of

the proceedings of the Court, is very remarkable ; comprehending,

as it does, almost all that I can conceive of gross unfairness and ir

regularity. I mean the way in which the Court attended to that,

which, for want of a better word, I shall call hearsay evidence ; al

though it is so much worse in its nature than that which in the civil

and military courts of this country we are accustomed to stigmatise

and reject under that title, that I feel I am calumniating the latter

by the assimilation. In the proceedings before this military court at

Demerara, the hearsay is three or four deep. One witness is asked

what he has heard another person say was imputed to a third. Such

evidence as that is freely admitted by the Court in a part of its pro

ceedings.

But before I show where the line was drawn in this respect, I beg
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to quote a specimen or two of what I have just been ndverting to.

In the same page, from which I derived my last quotation, the fol

lowing questions and answers occur :-“ How long was it that Qua

mina remained there ?—Three days: they said some of the people

had gone down to speak to Mr Edmonstone, that Jack had gone

with them."

“ Do you know what has become of him (Quamina) ?—After I

came here, I heard he was shot by the Bucks, and gibbetted about

Success Middle Path."

And this, Sir, is the more material, as the whole charge against

Mr Smith rested on Quamina’s being insurgent, and Mr Smith's

knowing it. So that we are not on the mere outworlts, but in the

very heart of the case. And this charge, be it observed, was made a

gainst Mr Smith after Quamina was shot. it would appear, indeed,

that in these colonies it was sufficient evidence of a man‘s being a

revolter that he was first shot and afterwards gibbetted.

In one part of the examination, a witness is asked, “ Do you know

that Quamina was a revolter ?" The witness answers in the aflinna.

uve.

The next question is, “ How do you know it '2” Now, mark, the

witness is asked, not as to any rumour, but as to his own knowledge ;

his answer is, “ I know it, because I heard they took him up before

the revolt began l" [a laugh].

This evidence is to be found in pages 24 and 25 of the London

Missionary Society’s Report of the proceedings. In page 35 of the

same publication, I find the following questions and answers in the

evidence of Mr M‘ank :-“ Where were you on that day (the 18th

of August?) On Plantation Felicity, until five o’clock in the ail

ternoon."

“ Did any thing particular occur on that day ?" “ I was informed

—(mark informed)—I was informed by a coloured man, about four

O’clock, that the negroes intended revolting that evening; and he

gave me the names of two, said to be ringleaders, viz. Cato and

Quaminn, of Plantation Success."

Here, Sir, we have a specimen of the nature of the evidence ad

duced upon this most extraordinary trial. In pages lot and 102 of

the Missionary Society's Report, I find the following passage in the

evidence of John Stewart; and be itin the recollection of the House,

that the questions were put by the Court before which this unhappy

man was tried:—

“ Did Quamina, Jack, Bethney, Briton Dick, Frank Hamilton,

Jessamine, Quaco, Ralph, and Windsor, belong to Plantation Suc

cess. at the time of the revolt? Yes.

“ Did any of these attend the chapel? The whole of these ex

cept Ralph. ‘

“ Have the whole, or any of these, except Quamina, been tried

by a Court-Martial, and proved to have been actually engaged in the

rebellion ? I have been present at the trial of Ralph and Jack, and

l have seen Ralph, Jack, JeSsamine, and Bethney and Dick, ‘but

have heard only of the others.

“ Who (again asks the Court) was the most active of the insur

gents in the revolt on Plantation Success? Richard was the most

desperate and resolute; Bethney and Jessamine were very active,

1:
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and all those mentioned, except Quamina and Jack, whom I did not

see do any harm-they were keeping the rest back, and preventing

them doing any injury to me."

The Court goes onto ask, “ Was not Quamina a reputed leader—

( I beg the House to mark the word reputed)—in the revolt? I heard

him to be such, but I did not see him."

Here, then, we have hearsay evidence with a vengeance ; ‘the

witness had heard that Quamina had been a reputed leader, but how

many removes there were to this reputed charge we are unable to

learn.

I next come to the evidence of the Reverend William Austin}

and I find, in page 112, that in the cross- examination by the Judge

Advocate, ample provision is made for letting in this evidence of ma

pure and hearsay. The Judge-Advocate says

“ Did any of these negroes insinuate that their misfortunes were

occasioned by the prisoner's influence on them, or the doctrines he

taught them? I have been sitting for some time as a member of

the Committee of Inquiry ; the idea occurs to me that circumstances

have been detailed there against the prisoner, but never to myself in

my ministerial capacity." . \

By the Comma—Can you take upon yourself to swear that you

do not recollect any insinuations of that sort at the board of evi

dence ?

The witness here objected to the question, because he did not con

ceive himself at liberty to divulge what had passed before the Board

of Inquiry, but particularly to the form or wording of the question,

which he considered highly injurious to him. The President insish

ed (for it was too much to expect that even the reverend wit.

ness should find favour before that tribunal) upon the witness's an

swering the question, observing that the Court wasthe best judge of

the propriety of the question. The witness then respectfully request

ed the opinion of the Court, upon which the Court was cleared.~

Upon re-entering, the Assistant Judge-Advocate said, “ The Court

is of opinion that you are bound to answer questions put by the

Court, even though they relate to matters stated 'before the Board of

Evidence." And here again an opportunity is seized of letting in

reputed and hearsay evidence. The Court asks

“ Did you hear, before the Board of Evidence, any negro imputing

the cause of the revolt to the prisoner ?—Yes, I-have."

I shall now state to the House some facts with which they are,

perhaps, unacquainted, as it was not until late on Saturday that the

papers were circulated. Amongst the many strange things which

took place before this Court, and not the least singular of them was,

that the prisoner was not allowed counsel until it was too late to pro

tect him against the jurisdiction of the Court. But had I been coun

lel for that unhappy man, I should have at once protested against

the manner in which that Court was constituted; I should have ob;

jected, that the men who sat in judgment'in that case had previous~

ly sat. upon many other cases where the same evidence had been re

peated over and over for the conviction of other persons. I ask this

House, whether it was probable the persons who formed that Court

could have come to the inquiry with pure, unprejudiced and impar

tial judgments? I say they could not; and, therefore, that they
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ought not to have sat in judgment upon this unhappy Missionary at

all. But is this the only grievance ? Have I not also to complain of

the manner in which the Jedge-Advocate and the Court allowed

hearsay evidence to be offered to the third, the fourth, aye, even to

the fifth degree? Look, Sir, to what was done with respect to what

.was called the confession of the negro Paris. I do not wish to trou

ble the House, as I have already trespassed at some length upon their

attention, by reading that confession. It will be suflicient to state,

that finding his conviction certain, and perhaps judging but too truly

from the spirit of the Court, that his best chance of safety lay in im

peaching Mr Smith, he at once confesses his guilt, makes what is

.t‘alled a full confession, and throws himself upon the mercy of the

Court. This done, he goes on with one of—I will say not merely

(the falsest—but one of the wildest and most improbable tales that

-could by pessibility enter the mind of man, or be put to the credulity

even of this Court of soldiers. And yet, upon the trial of Mr Smith,

the confession of this man was kept back by the prosecutors, that is

to say, it was not allowed to be directly introduced, but was intro

duced as matter of hearsay, which had reached different persona

through various and indirect channels. In that confession, Paris

:says that Mr Smith administered the sacrament to them (the form

.of which he describes,) that he then exhorts them to be of good

heart, to exert themselves to regain their freedom, or if they failed

;then, they would never succeed in obtainingit. He says, in another

aplaee, that NJ Smith asked him whether if the negroes conquered

the Colony they would do any harm to him? To which Paris re

lplied inthe negative.

Now, Sir, just mark the inconsistency of this man‘s confession.

do one place, Mr Smith is represented as anxious for his personal

safety, and yet in almost the same breath it is said_that the same

,Mr Smith was the ringleader in the revolt,-the adviser and plan

tner of the insurrection—the man who recommended that the negroes

.should destroy the bridges to prevent the whites from bringing up

.cannon to attack them.. One negro is made to say that the Presi

dent's wife should be hiswife in a few days, and that ifany young lady

was found with the President’s wife, she should be his (Paris’s wife)

,[a lung/1.] Mr Smith, in another place, is pointed out as the future

Emperor, 1\Ir Hamilton was to be a general, and several others were

tohold high offices of different descriptions.-Again, Mr Smith is

made to state that unless the negroes fought for their liberty upon

that occasion, their children’s children would never attain it. Now,

-I ask, is this story probable! is there any thing like a shadow of

_truth in it? I contend there is not. I said just now that there was

no direct mention of Paris's evidence, on the trial ; there were others

.who, before the Board of Evidence gave testimony not quite so strong,

-but they also were kept back, they were sent to speedy execution.

tThe evidence of Sandy was not quite so strong; but he, as well as

Paris, was suddenly put out of the way.

The tales of these witnesses bear palpable perjury upon the face

.ofthem ; they were therefore not brought forward, but the prosecu

,tors did that by insinuation and side-wind which they did not dare

openly to attempt. I say that the Court did this; and I say also,
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that they adopted a course, in cross-examination, contrary both to the

spirit and the essence of British law and British justice.

Having said so much with respect to the nature of the evidence

offered against the prisoner, I shall now call the attention of the

House to a letter which I received from a gentleman of the highest

respectability, and entitled to the most implicit credit, but whose

name I omit to mention, because he is still resident in the colony.

If, however, any doubt should attach to his statement, I shall at

once remove it by mentioning the name ofa gentleman to whom re

ference can be had on the subject-I mean the Reverend Mr Austin.

He was a man who had no prejudices or prepossessions on the sub

ject; he is a clergyman of the Church of England, the Chaplain

of the Colony, and I believe the Curate of the only English Esta

blished Church (except one to which 77,000 slaves can have recourse

for religious instruction.) I mention this in passing, only for the

purpose of showing, that if the slaves are to receive instruction at all,

they must receive it in a great degree from members of the Mission

ary Society.

(The honourable and learned member here read a letter, in which

it was stated that the Reverend Mr Austin had received the last

confession of Paris, who stated that Mr Smith was innocent, and he

(Paris) prayed that God would forgive him the lies that Mr

had prevailed upon him to tell.)

I shall not mention the name of the person alluded to by Paris;

it is sufficient at present to state, that he took a most active part in

getting up the prosecution against this poor Missionary. The letter

goes on to state, that similar confessions had been made by Jack and

Sandy. The latter had been arrested, and sent along the coast to be

executed, without Mr Austin’s knowledge (as it appeared, from a

wish to prevent his receiving his confession); but that gentleman,

hearing of the circumstance, proceeded with all speed to the spot,

and received his confession to the above effect. He also went to

see Jack, who informed him that Mr Smith was innocent, and that

he (Jack) had said nothing against him but what he had heard from

others.

Now I beg the House to attend to what Jack said against Mr

Smith—statements which had been put into his mouth by persons

who wished to injure Mr Smith, and bring the characters of Mission

aries generally into disreputc. This poor wretch stated, that he had

lived thirty years on Success estate, and that he would not have acted

as he had done, if he had not been told that the negroes were en

titled to their freedom, but that their masters kept it from them. He

went on to say, that not only the deacons belonging to Bethel Chapel,

but even Mr Smith himself had so stated, and were acquainted with

the fact of the intended revolution; and this he stated as if, instead

of being on his own trial, he was a witness against Mr Smith ; he

also threw himself on the mercy of the Court. Now what did the

Court do ? They examined one of the counsel engaged in the for.

mer prosecution, and another gentleman as to this confession. The

counsel stated, that he took the substance of the confession down in

his own language, and that another part had been taken down by a

gentleman whom I omit to name, but who, I am boundto say, do

serves no great credit for the part which he acted in this unfortu

nate transaction.
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Jack, in defence, says—“ I am satisfied I have had a fair trial. I

have seen the anxiety with which every member of this Court Mar

tial has attended to the evidence, and the patience with which they

have listened to my cross-examination of the witnesses. From the

hour I was made prisoner by Captain M‘Turk up to this time, I have

received the most humane treatment from all the whites, nor have I

had a single insulting expression from a white man, either in prison

or any where else. Before this Court, I solemnly avow, that many

of the lessons and discourses taught, and the parts of Scripture se

lected for us in chapel, tended to make us dissatisfied with our situa

tion as slaves, and, had there been no Methodists on the east coast,

there would have been no revolt, as you must have discovered by

the evidence before you. The deepest concerned in the revolt were

the negroes most in Parson Smith‘s 'confidence. The half sort of

instruction rye received I now see was highly improper ,- it put those

Who could read on examining the Bible, and selecting passages ap

plicable to our situation as slaves ; and the promises held out therein

were, as we imagined, fit to be applied to our situation, and served

to make us dissatisfied and irritated against our owners, as We were

not always able to make out the real meaning of these passages; for

1this>I refer to my brother-in-law Bristol, if I am speaking the truth

.or not. I would not have avowed this to you now, were I not sen

sible that I ought to make every atonement for my past conduct,

and put you. on your guard in future." [a laugh-J

s The half education ! Here, then, was a negro, half educated, tooIv

be it remembered, who was capable of philosophising upon the ef

fects of a limited education. Only see how easy it is to discipline

she mind and enlighten the savage soul of a West India negro ! It:

was not alittle surprising, that this half-educated philosopher did

not tell the committee in words, that

\

" “ A little learning is a dangerous thing ;"

and follow up the assertion by advising them to

“ Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring."

[a long/1.] Judging from the efi‘ects produced by his shallow ‘

draught, he surely was in a situatiOn to address them in the lan

guage of the poet.

In page 78 of the House of Commons’ copy of thetrial, the pri.

soner was accused of having selected certain passages from Scrip

l-ul'e, calculated to render the negroes dissatisfied with their situa

tion; but this charge rested, doubtless, as many of the others did,

upon hearsay and unsupported evidence.

I stated before, that the Court continued receiving hearsay evi

dence up to a certain point; but the time was soon to arrive when

the eyes of the Court were to be opened, when the strict rules of

eVidence were to be adhered to, and when every thing like hearsay

evidence was to be rejected. 1n page 116 of the printed copy I

find, that when the prisoner was questioning a Mr Hopkinson as to

what another person had said, an objection was taken, the Court

was cleared, and,on being re-openad, the Assistant Judge- Advocate

said to Mr Smith, “ The Court has ordered me to say, that you

must confine yourself to the strict rules of evidence; and that bear

say evidence will not in future be received." Up to that period it

had been received ; nay, the Judges themselves put questions of that
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description. I say, Sir, that great as has been the impropriety of

the Judge-Advocate upon this occasion, much and grievously as

were to blame some other persons to whom I have alluded, their

conduct was perfectly harmless, compared with the irregularity, nay

the gross injustice of the Judges who presided on that occasion.

Mr Smith went on to propose other questions :—“ Did any con

versation pass on that occasion between Mr Stewart, yourself, and

the prisoner, relative to negroes; and if so, will you relate it ? Re

jecterl.—Did the prisoner tell Mr Stewart that several of the negroefl

had been to inquire concerning their freedom, which they found had

come out for them ? Rejected."

These questions, and several others, which referred to the very ea.

sence of the charge against Mr Smith, were rejected, although a dif

ferent course had hitherto been pursued. How, then, can it be said

that this poor man had a fair and impartial trial? Besides, I should

not omit to notice that this part of the proceedings is totally omitted

in the House copy of the trial. Well, one would expect, that this

new rule laid down would he scrupulously adhered to. No such

thing; for in the very next page 1 find the following question by

the Court. “ Previous to your going to chapel, were you told that

plenty of people were there on that day P—No." Here then we

have at once the regulation of the Court, that hearsay evidence might

be given against the prisoner, but none was to be allowed in his fa

vour. Again, evidence was given of Mrs Smith's conversations, even

at times when her husband was absent; observations about the five

former convictions were, it appears, introduced, and as Mr Smith

says nothing upon the subject, I have a right to suppose that they

were made by the Court; but I find no mention of these five charges

in the minutes laid before this House. Although the order against

hearsay evidence was made, still I find that a vast mass of irrelevant

matter was introduced ; observations were made about the purchase

and sale of Bibles and catechisms, psalm and hymn books, about aub

scriptions and donations, and so forth ; every one of which, when in~

quired into, has been most satisfactorily answered.

All this was done with a view to raise a prejudice against the poor

man; and not content with the conviction obtained on the charges a

gainst him, I find that many material circumstances which occurred

at the trial, are altogether omitted in the House copy of the trial ; I

find that the evidence is garbled in many places, and that passages

of the prisoner‘s defence are omitted ; some because they were stated

to be offensive to the GovernmentI others because they were said to

be of adangcrous tendency,—-others, again, because the Court enter

tained a different opinion on certain points from the prisoner, and all

because they reflected upon the Court itself.

Mr Smith was, among other things, charged with corrupting the

minds of the slaves, because he recommended them not to violate

the Sabbath; it was objected against him also by some, that be selected

passages from the Old Testament, and by others, that he did not, as

he ought, confine himself to certain parts of the New Testament;

others, again, found fault with him for teaching the Negroes to read

the Bible. And when, in answer to these charges, he quoted pas

sages from the Bible in his defence, and that, too, in a place where

he could have entertained little hope of making an impression, he
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was told that he must not quote Scripture, as it was supposed that

every Member of the Court was perfectly acquainted with the Sacred

Writings, [a laugh]. By others, again, this poor man was held up

as an enthusiast, who performed his functions in a wild and irregular

manner. It was said that his doctrines were of a nature to be

highly injurious in any situation, but peculiarly so amongst a slave

population. In proof of this assertion it was stated, that before the

revolt he preached, “ And when he came near and beheld the city,

he wept over it, saying, If thou hadst known, even thou, in this thy

day, the things which belong unto thy peace, but now they are hid

from thine eyes,” Luke xix. 41, 44. Thus was this passage, which

had been truly described by the Rev. Mr Austin as simple and

beautiful, turned into matter of accusation and reproach against this

unfortunate Missionary.

But if this text was held to be so dangerous—so productive

of insubordination and rebellion, what would be said of the Rev.

Mr Austin, a gentleman of the Established Church, and from

whose doctrines no fear was entertained ? What, I ask, would

be said of him, when it was known that he, on the some day,

delivered the following text, (and a text, by the way, much

more likely to be misinterpreted than that of Mr Smith), in the

presence of a large body of black, white, and coloured persons?

The three holy men, in particular, might be supposed to be Mr

Austin, Mr \Vray, and Mr Smith, the clergymen of the colony.

The text was from Ezekiel, chap. xiv. verse 18. :-“ Son of man,

when the land sinneth against me, by trespassing grievously, then

will I stretch out mine hand upon it, and will break the stafl‘ of the

bread thereof, and will send famine upon it, and will cut off man

and beast from it.-Though these three men, Noah, Daniel, and

Job, were in it, they should deliver but their own souls by their

righteousness, saith the Lord God. Though these three men were

'in it, as I live, saith the Lord God, they shall deliver neither sons nor

daughters, but they only shall be delivered themselves."

Let me ask any candid and impartial man, whether this is not

a text much more likely to be mistaken than the other? The charges

against the unfortunate person, as stated on the trial, are four. The

first states, that long before the 18th of August, he promoted dis

content and dissatisfaction amongst the slaves against their lawful

masters. A charge of that nature, I say, the court had no right to

try on or after the 19th, for the whole proceeding was founded on

the proclamation of the Governor, declaring martial law, which

Proclamation was dated the 19th. Supposing that, as a Court Mar

tial, they had a right to try a clergyman for a civil offence, it could

only be on the principle of martial law that they were entitled to do

so. The proclamation might place him, and every other man in

the colony, in the situation of a soldier; but if he was to be con

sidered/as a soldier, it could only be since the 19th of August.

Admitting, then, that the Rev. Mr Smith was a soldier under the

Proclamation, he was not such on the 18th, on the 17th, not at any

time during the whole period of the transactions at Demerara ;. and

yet it was upon these grounds that the Court.Martial thought pro

per, and indeed was necessitated, if it tried him at all, to try him.

But they had no more right, I contend, to try him upon that day, in

the character of a soldier liable to martial law, than they would have

I
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to try a man, who had enlisted to-day, for acts which he had com~

mitted the day before yesterday, according to the same code of

military justice. The same reasoning applies to the other three

charges. -

There is only one charge, that of communicating with Quamina

touching the revolt, which is in the least entitled to consideration ;

yet this very communication might have been to discourage, and

not to persuade the revolt. In fact, it was clearly proved to have

been undertaken for that purpose.

There are three things necessary to be established, before the

guilt of this unfortunate 'man can be maintained; first, that Qua»

mina was a revolter; secondly, that Mr Smith knew him to be a

revolter ; and, thirdly, that he had advised and encouraged the

revolt; but all the evidence shows that Quamina did not appear

in such a character, that Mr Smith was ignorant of it, even if he

did, and that his communication was . directed to discourage,

and not to advise any rash step into which the sufferings of the

slaves might lead them. As to his not having seized on the bundle,

the answer which the poor man himself gave, was a sufiicient reply

to any imputation of guilt that might be founded on it. “ See,"

said he, “in what a state I was to seize a powerful young man like

Quamina, even if I was aware that he was about to head a revolt.”

But I say, moreover, that he went the full length of stating to Mr

Stewart, the manager of the estate, his apprehensions with respect to

the impending danger, that the lawful owners, proprietors, and

managers, were put upon their guard by him, and were indebted to

his intelligence, instead of having a right to complain of his remiss

ness or disafi’ection. But in spite of those facts—in spite of his

well-known character and upright conduct-it was necessary that

he should be made an example, for certain purposes—it was neces

sary that the Missionaries should be taught in what an undertaking

they had embarked-that they should know it was at the hazard of

their lives that they opened their Bibles to their flocks; and the

Cournhlarflal, with that view, deemed it expedient to convict and

sentence him to be hanged by the neck till he was dead.

But the Negroes, it seems, had grumbled at the reports which

went abroad respecting their liberation by an act of his Majesty,

and the opposition said to be given to it by their proprietors ; those

reports did not commence with him. It seems that they originated,

in one instance, from a servant who attended at the Governor‘s ta

ble, and who professed to have heard them in the conversations which

took place between the Governor and his guests: another account

was, that a kept-woman had disclosed the secret. The Negroes flock

ed together to hear whether these reports were true or not, and Mr

Smith had communicated to their masters what he always appreh 2nd

ed as possible, knowing the Oppression under which the slaves labour

ed, and knowing that they were men. But at six o'clock on the Mon

day evening, one half hour before the rebellion broke out, he was

charged with not having disclosed what he could not have known be

fore. Now taking this fact, for the sakeofargument, to be proved to its

full extent, I say that a man ought not to be hanged for misprision.

The utmost possible vengeance of the law, according to the wildest

dream of the most prerogative lawyer, could not amount to any thing

liken sanction of the contrary principle. I ascribe the whole proceed
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ing, on the part of the Court Martial, to the wish to put down Mis

sionaries and ltIethodists; and though I find them afterwards trem

bling at the sentence which they themselves pronounced, I must con

clude, that it was not from the fear ofdoing injustice to the individual,

but from an apprehension more applicable to themselves, arising from

the mandate that “ whosoever sheddeth man‘s blood, by man shall

his blood be shed." This, I believe, to have been their motive; for

if they dared to murder that innocent man, it is impossible to deny,

upon all the inferences, that they must have died the death of mur~

derers. Horrible as this sentence must be considered, the most re

markable part of the whole was, that it' they felt they were doing right

in passing such a sentence, they should still have recommended him to

mercy. If his guilt was proved to the extent which their verdict as

sumed, how aggravated must his crime have been, in comparison

with the crimes of those untutored minds whom his evil counsels

had misled? Under such an impression he was the person upon

whom all the bloodshed ought to be charged, and yet he was the

only person whom they recommended to mercy. I know not how

many victims have been sacrificed—I hope that those who sulfered

had a fair and impartial trial in the same Court, at least more impar

tial than the zeal of political party and religious animosity afforded

to this Missionary. Making all the allowances which can be requi

red on the part of the West India Proprietors, under the present cir

cumstances of those islands, I hold it to be indisputable, that no more

sacrifices ought to be made than was absolutely necessary for the

take of example. On looking at those unfortunate transactions with

this view, I find that not more than one soldier and three civilians

fell victims to the insurgent slaves, while, on the other hand, a nu

merous body of slaves were destroyed and punished ; and what was

the testimony borne by Mr Austin, a clergyman of the Church of

England, to the conduct of the Missionary Smith ? Mr Austin has

distinctly declared, that in the course of the late struggle, nothing but

the Gospel of Peace, which was preached among the slaves by Mr

Smith, could have saved the lives of those who, he shuddcrcd to state,

were now seeking to deprive him of his.

But now, what is the fact? The slaves strike work, but they do

not shed blood, as Mr Smith was said to have taught them. On the

contrary, the slaughter was all on the other side. There were con

siderably above two hundred of the revolters killed in the field, and

I am not sure that the victims of the Court Martial did not exceed

forty-seven, executed in the month of September. I haVe seen in

the Government paper, which may not be good authority, but cer~

tainly cannot be an authority intentionally favourable to Mr Smith,

that 1000 lashes were inflicted upon some of the offenders, 900

upon others, and 800 upon the rest, accompanied in some instances

with the aggravation of working in chains. A good deal of this ap.

pears to me to have been quite unnecessary to promote the security

of the colonies. In a state of great alarm I can easily make allow

ances for what the whole of a community may do under the in

fluence of panic; but I never can forgive a government which acts

under the same passionate and absurd impulse. \Vhat could be

more cruel,—what could tend more to the disgrace of the white man

and the danger of our own colonies, than for the Government to say
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.to‘tlte Missionary, '" Beivare Of acting upon your mission; if you

teach the slave population to read, we will drive you out of the co

.lonies '9" “Then I find that the same argument was applied once to

_St Domingo, according to the account of one of the ablest colonial

writers,—-when I find that the French discountenanced the practice

of teaching the slaves to sing psalms together, and while they per

mitted them to baptize in water, denied them the privilege of offer

,ing up a few prayers,-I am astonished at the infatuation which

seems to pervade the whole of the \Vest India policy.

The sticklers for the Established Church, the opponents of Secta

arians‘tmd illethodists, have Complained that Mr Smith addressed the

slave population as dearly beloved brethren. \Vhat prudent masters

.must the colonies boast, when they can hope to keep their slaves in

perpetual ignorance? How profoundly forgetful must they be, to

speak in the language of the text selected by Mr Smith, of the

,things which belong unto peace, if theysuppose that such a system

is compatible with the advancing march of the human ~intellect.

Enough of danger and of difficulty did the whites encounter

enough were the dangers of the few slave owners who presided over

thousands of slaves, and the difl'iculties increased by the neighbour

hood of a free black population. Yet, under all these disadvantages,

they would exasperate the love of personal liberty by the mixture of

religious enthusiasm, and thusicontrol both by the hand of persecu

tion. I call upon Parliament to save the West India proprietors

from the consequences of their own rashness and misconduct; and,

in obedience to what they owe to the principles of civil and religious

liberty, to disapprove of the whole of those proceedings~ , I - - '

The honourable and learned gentleman then submitted a motion

to the following effect :--“ That an humble address be presented to

his Majesty, from this House, sayinghthat they have taken into their

most serious consideration the papers submitted to them relative to

the trial of Mr Smith, and now feel it their duty to declare, that

they contemplate, with feelings of great alarm and deep sorrow, the

fact: there stated; and they most earnestly pray, that his Majesty

would be graciously pleased to adopt such measures as will give 0?

fectual security both to his Majesty’s subjects, and to the negroes

themselves,"

Mr lViLMor Huron began by bespeaking the attention of the

House on this most important occasion, and assuring them that he

should take up no more of their time than he was compelled. The

honourable and learned member had begun his statement by say

ing, that the interest which the subject had excited in that House

bore no proportion to the interest it had excited out of doors. This

he could readily believe, as he knew very well the means which had

been employed to rouse that interest which the honourable member had

described as so intense. On aformer occasion, when the member for

Knareshurgh had presented a petition, he had then protested against

many of the statements of the petition, and the'evidence of the peti

tioners. At a latter period he should prove what he had then said

of that petition; but he meant first to direct his remarks to what had

fallen from the honourable and learned gentleman. In the first in

stance, he seemed as if he endeavoured to establish an interest with

the Methodists. But there was no connection between them; and
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the prosecution of Mr Smith was not directed against Missionaries

generally, but against the abuse ofthe powers delegated to him. If

he had followed the lessons of prudence iuculcated by the general in

structions which had been sent to him, he would now have been re-'

maining in security in that island. The reason why he did not

was a problem of easy solution, to which he should by and by come.

The honourable and learned member had descanted on the duty of a

Missionary ; but let the House remember the state of society there,

where slavery was established by law. It was his duty to inculcate

religion, without any reference to the state of society. Did he do

so? He most certainly did not. Mr Smith was neither more nor

less than an enthusiast. He (Mr Horton) did not attribute this to

him as a matter of criminality, but it was a key to judge of his ac

tions. Ill-regulated enthusiasm carried with it the attributes of cri

minality, and in itself almost amounted to a crime. In the revolt

at Demerara, which the honourable member does not undervalue,

will he say there was no danger ? The correspondence of the Go

vernor proves that there was. He states, that martial law was the

only measure he could have recourse to for the preservation of the

colony; and during the continuance of this measure, which was of

itself the suspension of all regulated law, it was not possible that the

forms of that law should be rigidly attended to. It was under this

circumstance that the Court-Martial was appointed to try Mr Smith.

If it were proved, as the honourable gentleman states, that evidence

was admitted contrary to legal forms, and contrary to what was legal

evidence, yet the House ought to be satisfied, that what was legal

evidence in other cases was not demanded in this. He begged the

House would recollect the source of the honourable members’ opinion

of that evidence, and they would see it was derived, not from the

oilicial documents before the House, but the publications of the

Missionary Society.

Mr BROUGHAM explained—that the facts on which he had argued

were to he found also in the official documents. 4

Mr Hon'rox, in continuation : It appeared that the report of that

evidence appeared to have been written by persons who had carried

off the questions and answers in their memories, and had afterwards“

written them down. The honourable member founded his opinion

of the illegality of the evidence on the fact of the Court-Martial

objecting to hearsay evidence, when they had previously admitted it.

But the circumstance he stated to prove this did not take place ‘at

the trial. The evidence of Paris, to which he had alluded, was not

given before the Court-Martial, but taken before the Board of Evi-'

dence. He had been examined before, and not at the trial. The

honourable gentleman has canvassed the proceedings of the Court,

and protested against the admission of the President of the Civil

Court as a member of the Court Martial. But he would ask, if the

admission of this officer was not more likely to enforce rules and

orders,—to carry into the Court-Martial the rules of civil law, then

if no such person were present? It was certain that he attended;

and he (Mr Horton) called on the House not to suppose it possible

that he would allow those illegalities to take place to which the ho.

nourable and learned gentleman had referred. He was quite sure

that nothing so monstrous as what had been described could have

taken place. The honourable member had also referred to the con.
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duct of the President of the Court-Martial ; but it was not possible

for the House to share the opinion, that this oflicer would so far

forget his character as an ofl'icer and a gentleman. He for one

would not believe it, and he implored the House not to lay down

rules which would strike at the character of all officers. The House,

he knew, must with all their feelings deprecate martial law ; and it

was a. subject on which eloquence less powerful than that of the ho

nourable gentleman might rouse in them a. strong sentiment of in

dignation. But, he would ask, has substantial injustice been done, or

been intended? He would ask the House to try the case, not by

general rules, but by its specialties. He was not there to defend

the proceedings as to all their technicalities. The colony, the House

must remember, was in most imminent danger. It contained only

8000 whites, and a population of 77,000 negroes. The properties

and lives of the former were in danger, and they would necessarily

have strong feelings of apprehension and resentment towards them.

It was not possible, therefore, to have a tribunal taken from among

the inhabitants, which should be impartial; and was it not better,

he would ask, to have a court formed, of which eleven of the mem

bers had no permanent connection nor interest with the island ? As

for the President of the Civil Court, who was one of the members,

he undertook the oifice from benevolent motives. He would ask,

under these circumstances, if there was any reason to suppose that

deliberate injustice had been intended towards Mr Smith, whatever

irregularities might have taken place. He did not deny, that trying

the case by analogy with our own courts, that irregularities might

have existed; but was itlikely that Mr Smith would have been better

of, had he been tried by a Civil Court?

The honourable gentleman complained of there having been too

little delay ; the Missionary Society, on the contrary, complain of too

much delay. Both accusations cannot possibly be true. In fact,

the Court-Martial was summoned as soon as possible, and continued

its sittings till the trial was ended.

Stripping the question of all its technicalities, he would appeal to

the House, Whether, supposing the Court to have been convinced

that Smith had been guilty of misprision of treason, sentencing him to

death, accompanying that sentence by a recommendation to mercy,

was not a lenient sentence? The honourable gentleman says the

recommendation to mercy was the dictate of fear. But if the Court

were convinced that the crime of misprision of treason had been

committed, (and for that crime there was'no other punishment order.

ed but death, while, at the same time, there were circumstances

which qualified the crime), could the Court adopt any other course

than that of passing the sentence of the law, and recommending the

prisoner to mercy? and was there any thing in this which deserved

to be characterised as harsh and brutal? When the sentence was

coupled with the recommendation to mercy, they deposited the power

of remitting the sentence where it properly belonged—in the breast

of the Crown. By the Dutch law of Demerara misprision of treason

was punishable with death ; and if this crime were proved against Mr

Smith, it was no proof of the brutality of the Court that it had sen

tenced him to death. If Mr Smith had been tried before the Civil

Court,_negroevidence would have been admitted againsthim, and there
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was not, therefore. that discrepancy between the proceedings of the

Court-Martial and the Civil Court, as had been represented. The

honourable and learned gentleman accused the Governor of keep.

ing up martial law longer than was necessary, in order to bring

the prisoner to trial by a Court- Martial. But this is not the case.

The Governor says, in a letter to Lord Bathurst, dated August 26,

that he would take the first opportunity of doing away military law;

but he had found it necessary to have recourse to the rigour of mili

tary service. In September also, he says, that he had applied to the

Commander of the Forces, who had told him that he could not send

him any reinforcements, and that he must rely on his own resources.

This proves that the resolution to preserve martial law was one dic

tated by necessity, which the Governor was anxious to remove as

soon as possible.

Having disposed of these points, he would now refer to the in

surrection itself. Has the Honourable Member alluded to the dis

tricm which were disturbed P Has he directed the attention of the

House to the circumstance that the foremost of the revolters were to

be found among the deacons and leaders ofMr Smith‘s congregation?

He (Mr Horton) did not say this circumstance was a proof of Smith's

guilt, but it was one element of it, In that district there were thir

teen thousand slaves; and if the House considered the details of the

outragesflhey would have no doubt of the reality of the danger as

proved before the Court-Martial. Any person who traced the evi

dence, must be convinced that Smith was an enthusiast; he did not

say this to found a charge upon it, but to prove that he was not that

pattern of Missionaries, and so spotless, that he should be selected

for a delicate situation. An enthusiast was an unfit person for such a

situation, as he was not averse to try to obtain human ends by human

means. He reasoned himself into an error, and became dangerous.

.The principles he inculcated on his flock were dangerous. If he

had inculcated the principles of obedience, as well as of religion, it

would have been better than introducing other topics. Among

slaves, it was not prudent to dwell on passages in which the children

of Israel were described as the slaves of the Egyptians. (The House

here displaying some symptoms of want of attention, Mr Horton

bespoke its patience). .

To prove Mr Smith an enthusiast, he would have recourse to his

own journal. He referred to that part, page 6, where he says, “ I

felt my spirit move within me at the prayer meeting, by hearing one

of the negroes pray most afi‘ectionately that God would overrule the

opposition which the planters make to religion, for his own glory.”

“ I should think it,“ he says, “ my duty to state my opinion respect

ing this to some of the rulers of the colony, but am fearful, from the

conduct of the Fiscal in this late affair of the negroes being worked

on Sunday, that they would be more solicitous to silence me by re

quiring me to criminate some individual than to redress the wrongs

done to the slaves." It was the principle here stated which induced

him to suppress or withhold from authority the facts which came to

his knowledge. “ I imagine," says the Journal, in another place,

“ that the Governor knows not how to refuse with any colour of rea.

son, but is determined to give meas much trouble as possible, in the

hope that I shall be weary of applying, and so let it drop; but his

c
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puny opposition shall not succeed in that way, nor in any other ulti

mately, if I can help it." There was in his feelings is direct opposi

tion to the constituted authorities.

He goes on (said Mr Horton), “ Oh ! that this colony should be

governed by a man who sets his face‘against the moral and religious

improvement of the negro slaves; but he himself is a party con

cerned, and no doubt solicitous to perpetuate the present cruel sys

tem, and to that end probably adopts the common, though not false

notion, that the slaves must be kept in brutal ignorance. Were the

slaves generally enlightened, they must and would be better treated."

In 1823, he states, he agreed with Mr Hamilton, that the project of

Mr Canning will'never be carried into efl‘ect. " The rigours of Ne

gro Slavery, I believe can never be mitigated; the system must be

abolished." Such an opinion he (Mr Horton) would contend, it was

not safe for a man to hold, and in Mr Smith’s situation it was extreme

ly dangerous. The progress of improvement and amelioration con

templated by Parliament and by the country was not possible with

this principle; and Mr Smith showed, by adopting it, that he was

not prepared to follow the instructions of the missionary of the so

ciety. He had created to himself an opinion, founded on some no

tions of right and wrong, which permitted him to be passive, while

to be passive was a crime.

In page 26, it is in evidence by Mr Reed, that the prisoner had obser

ved that this “ was not the first insurrection that had taken place in

the colony; I said it was an insurrection of a peculiar nature; he

then remarked that much blood had been shed at different periods

in religious wars, or on account of religion." He did not say that this

was a proof of guilt; but it is of a frame of mind predisposed to

be the confidant of the negroes, to give ready access to their com

plaints, and to be cognisant of conspiracy.

Again, at p. 7, there was the deposition of W. M‘\Vatt, who swore

to a conversation with Mr Smith ; “ the prisoner then mentioned that

the negroes would not better their situation until something took place

such as had been done at St Domingo. Mr Bond then replied,

would you wish to see such scenes as had taken place there ? The

prisoner said he thought that would be prevented by the Mission

aries." He mentioned this to prove that Smith thought it not his

duty to ward off any such insurrection.

Mr I-Iorton then quoted another part of Mr Smith's trial, to show,

that he had said it was wrong to make the slaves work on a Sun

day. This was ill-regulated enthusiasm. lt had been the declared

resolution of the House of Commons, and the expressed wish of the

people of England, to prevent the negroes from working on a Sun

day ; but in the present state of things, .it was a most inconvenient

doctrine to hold that they must not work on a Sunday. A rational

individual, who felt all the hardships of the negroes working on a

Sunday, would not have declared it to be a crime, when, by that

means, they provided themselves with all the little comforts and con_

veniences it was in their power to obtain.

He would then pass to a new part of the subject. The House

had seen Mr Smith without crime, and the facts Stated had only

shown the enthusiastic frame of mind which had induced him to

Act as he had done; but he (Mr Horton) would now pass to ano
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ther part of his conduct, and show his guilt. Quamina, Bristol, and

othernegroes, had a conversation with Mr Smith on Sunday, before the

insurrection broke out, when an expression had been used, on which

the honourable and learned gentleman had endeavoured to put a

construction, which they would by no means bear. The words

were, that “ it was the intention of the negroes to drive their mana

gers to town.” Mr Smith had said that the word used was not drive,

and the honourable and learned gentleman had laboured to persuade

the House that nothing more was meant than that the slaves would

strike work. Here then he (Mr Horton) called upon the House to

interpose itsjudgment. Knowing the religious communication be

tween Mr Smith and the slaves, and all the other circumstances, was it

to be supposedlthat the terms employed meant nothing more than

that the negroes meant to strike work P Did he (Mr Horton) mean

to assert, that aheir expressed intention was that they would revolt,

and obtain possession of the colony ? Perhaps not; but they meant

resistance to authority ; and such a doctrine could not be compatible

with security to life and property in the \Vest Indies.

He now came to a point to which he had not yet heard any allu

sion: it was to be found on p. 51 ot' the Missionary Society‘s printed

copy, where the examination of Jackey Reed was resumed; the wit

ness spoke of a letter from Jack Gladstone, which he sent to the

prisoner: it was this, “ My dear brother Jockey, I hope you are

well, and I write to you concerning our agreement last Sunday. I

hope you will do according to your promise. This letter is written

toJack Gladstone and the rest of the brethren of Bethel Chapel,

and all the rest of the brothers are ready, and put their trust in you,

and we hope that you will be ready also. I hope there will be no

disappointment either one way or the other. \Ve shall begin to-mor

row night at the Thomas, about seven o‘clock."

The honourable and learned gentleman seemed to admit that Mr

Smith came within the pale of misprision, if, having an opportunity

of communicating a plot, he did not make it known. His acquain

tance with the plot seemed clear by this letter; for the persons con

cerned in it were afterwards leaders in the conspiracy that might have

plunged the colony in ruin and desolation. He believed that there

was a predisposition on the minds of the slaves—that they were im

patient of authority, and that Mr Smith had taught them to think

that the power exercised over them was unlicensed and unlawful,

and, consequently, that they might .at any time endeavour to free

themselves from their oppressors.

Another letter to the prisoner, spoken to by the same witness, was

also important in this point of view. It was—“ Dear Sir, Excuse

the liberty I take in writing to you; I hope this letter may find your

self and Mrs Smith well. Jack Gladstone presented me a letter,

which appears as if I had made an agreement upon some actions,

which I never did; neither did I promise him any thing; and I hope

that you will see to it, and inquire of the members whatever it is they

may have in view, which I am ignorant of; and to inquire after and

know what it is; the time is determined on for seven o'clock to

night." To this letter Mr Smith sent the following answer :—

“ I am ignorant of the atl'air you allude to, and your note is too late

for me to make any inquiry. I learned yesterday that some scheme

was in agitation; without asking questions, I begged them to be
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quiet. I trust they will : hasty, violent, or concerted measures are

quite contrary to the religion we profess, and I hope you will have

nothing to do with them."

' This note seemed quite decisive as to the guilty knowledge

of Mr Smith. Was he to be told that Mr Smith might voluntarily

deprive himself of the means of giving information without of

fence ? If such a doctrine were to be held, it would do more

injury to the cause of Missionaries, religion, and the resolutions of

Parliament, than any thing else that could be imagined. TYet the

character of Mr Smith was to be maintained, not only as a man of

spotless purity, of unimpeachable intention, but as a man of the

utmost prudence, and propriety, and discretion. Did the House

for one moment imagine, that the views it entertained for the be

nefit of the negroes could be carried into elTect without the co

operation and favourable disposition of their masters ? Would

any master co-operate, then, with those who professed themselves

unwilling to obtain information on which might depend the lives

and properties of the masters? To avow that such reluctance,

such a resolution not to hear, might be maintained, was indeed

pregnant with danger to the cause of the Missionaries. “ Hasty,

violent, and concerted measures (said Mr Smith) are quite con

trary to the religion we profess, and I hope you will have nothing

to do with them." This demonstrably proved that he knew that

measures of violence and concert were in contemplation; for unless

he knew of them the caution would have been needless. The very

existence of this letter satisfied his (Mr Horton's) mind, that Mr

Smith was acquainted with the intended movement ; yet he did not

give the information he possessed, and, by not communicating it, he

put himself in a situation of criminal responsibility. Here, then, was

evidence on which no man could contradict him, from whence it ap

peared that Mr Smith was guilty of misprision of treason; and whe

ther misprision of treason were or were not punishable with death,

there could-be no doubt that he was guilty to that extent.

He wished also to draw the particular attention of the House to the

charge against Smith of seeing Quamina on the Wednesday ; and if

the evidence of Romeo were believed, there could be noquestion of Mr

Smith’s guilt : he said, “ I saw Mr Smith after church on the Sunday,

in his own house; I cannot recollect I saw him on Monday; I saw

him on Tuesday, I went in the evening to visit him; seeing the negrocs

making a great noise, and my heart was uneasy. I bid him good

night, and he answered me good night, and he asked me if I had

seen Quamina or Bristol ; I replied, No; he made answer, they are

\ afraid to come to me now, and said I wish I could see any one of

them." He here quoted from the book so often referred to by the

honourable and learned gentleman, and which, he believed, might be

cited as a work of authority ; and it was said in a letter from Mrs

Smith, that it. was hoped Quamina was not concerned ; but the re

collection of this lady must have failed her upon the subject, as her

story was not by any means consistent with the rest of the facts.

All placed Mr Smith in an attitude affording a strong primafacie

case of suspicion of guilt. He called upon the members to read the

whole case, and then to state what was the impression upon their

minds. He was perfectly ready to rest all upon that, (cheers from

the opposition side). If, after perusing the whole, any man could
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arrive at the conclusion that Mr Smith knew nothing, had no con

nection with the parties, and could, therefore, communicate nothing

for the safety of the colony, then he would admit that the sentenc e

of the Court-Martial was not to be justified. It was known that Mr

Smith was atllicted with habits of irregular opinion, by habits ofzea

lous enthusiasm; and under all the circumstances, it was impossible

to suppose that criminality did not attach to him. If he were to be

justified, enthusiasm was to be justified in its worst efi‘orts. Every

man might be said to be guided by good intentions, but they were

only to hejudged by their actions. Smith’s actions showed that he

was cognisant of a traitorous'conspiracy; and being cognisant, he

neglected to give notice to the proper authorities. If, therefore, this

conspiracy could have been prevented by the interference and com

munication of Mr Smith, he became more or less responsible for his

concealment.

He would now refer to a passage in the petition presented by the

Honourable and Learned Gentleman, which had produced an im.

portant effect : it was here said that the revolt “ was rather a riotous

assemblage than a planned rebellion, and within a very few days it

was easily suppressed. Many negroes were shot and hanged, though

little, if any, injury had been done to any property, and though the

life of no white man was voluntarily taken away by them." \Vith

regard to injury done to property, he would ask, whether the abstrac

tion ofiudividuals on military duty was not prejudicial to their pri

vate affairs, and whether, then, a loss of property was not occasion

ed by the conspiracy? As to the loss of life, he would challenge the

attention of the House to the examination and declaration of Mrs M.

Walrand. It would be impossi‘ile in all history to produce an inci

dent of the kind more demanding admiration than the conduct of

this lady: and while the honourable and learned gentleman, as it

were, pledged and mortgaged the sympathies of mankind on behalf

oer Smith, he (Mr W. Horton) claimed some portion of cotnpas.

sion for those who had fallen victims to the conspiracy. Mrs Wal

rand's declaration was in these terms :—

“ On this day, the lst of September 1823, personally appeared

Mrs Mary Walrand, wife of Francis Alexander Walrand, who states,

that at half past four in the morning of.the 19th August 1823, she

heard the firing of guns, and persons breaking into the house; the

jalousies breaking open. Mr Walrand then ran down stairs to de

fend the house, and I ran to one of the chamber windows, threw it

open, and begged them to desist. I asked what was the matter;

they said, “ Look at the lady at the window ;" some said, “ Fire at

her;" they did fire, and struck me in the arm. I retreated then a

little from the window, and returned to it again, where I again be.

seeched them to be quiet; when, holding up my hands in an attitude

of supplication, they again fired, and wounded me in the hand. I

then ran from the window to the stairs ; as I got on the stairs, I met

my servant boy Billy ; he asked me where I was going? I said, Be

low; and he said, Oh ! my dear mistress, don't go; and spoke with

great terror—they have killed Mr Packer—wounded Mr Forbes se

verely,--and my master, I believe, is killed. I saw him dragged

on the ground. He then pulled me into my own room, an upper

room, and locked the door as soon as I got in, and we had scarcely
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been in the room before they rushed up stairs; he then ope‘ned a

window, and jumped on the gallery, where they attempted to fire at

him ; he called our cook, called Lancaster, and said, “ Are you going

to fire at me? I know you." A boy presented at mestanding in the

window, when Billy said, “ Are you going to shoot my mistress?” I

then perceived a very tall man close under the window below, on the

ground; he told me, putting his hand on his mouth, Hush! they would

not kill me. I begged him then to come up stairs and protect me; he

burst the door, a. number rushed in, and filled the room instantly. The

tall man (believed to be Calib, as he confessed it to Mr Walrand and

Mr R. Reed) entered first, withapistol presented at me; they all pre

sented at me. I asked them why they would kill me P what harm I

had done them? They said, they did not intend to kill me, but I

must show them all the powder and shot where it was, and where

my husband was. I said, that he had gone down stairs on hearing

the noise, and I had never seen him since that time. They said,

other gentlemen were in the house, where are they? I said, I did

not know. They then proceeded to examine all the trunks in the

room, and boxes, and to take every thing valuable. About this

time I began to inquire for Mr Walrand, what they had done with

him. » A man then advanced from the crowd, and asked me ifI

knew him; I said no; I really did not; he said, “ I know you, you

are a very good lady; I know that you go to your sick house, give

the people physio, and attend to them, and that Mr Wulrand is

an excellent master; my name is Sandy, of Non Pareil, head car

penter." Well then, said I, Sandy tell me what they have done

with Mr Walrand ? he said, “ he is not hurt, Ma’am, he is only in

the stocks;" then I said, I must go there too; the tall man then

said, “ Oh, no! you must be guarded in the house.” Whilst I

was begging-to go, a man named Joseph, of Nabaclis, driver, came

up to me, and then I clung to him, and insisted to go to Mr VVal

rand ; he likewise entreated for me, and spake of my character as.a

good mistress to them, and upbraided them with their cruelty in ha

ving fired at me. While Joseph was speaking, the tall man went

to the window, called from the window to the negroes, who were

committing great excesses, breaking open the logic and drinking

the wine, Make haste away to the Post, you are losing time. After

he gave that order, he gave no reply to my entreaties, but ran down

stairs to accompany them. All this time I held Joseph by the arm,

whilst they were retreating down the side line, they having only left

a guard; Rodney, of Bachelor’s Adventure, was the one. I still

persuaded him to send me to Mr Walrand; he said, it was more

than his head was worth without leave from the guard; he then

went away and brought in one of the guards; I said I would run to

him at all events; the guard Rodney came into the house, and ac

companied me down stairs, then gave me leave to go, and in my

way down stairs I saw Mr Tucker's body; they had rifled his per

son of his watch, and every thing on him except his clothes; and

after recovering from the shock of the first sight of it, I thought it

might make some impression on their minds to speak to them of the

crime, and see whether religion had any government of their mo

tions. Rodney said they had not murdered him, he had cut his

own throat ; Joseph was still with me, and said, Don’t say- so, and
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ttooped, untied his cravats, opened his shirt collar, to shew him his

throat was not cut, and said, “ Don’t you see that throat is not cut,

he is shot in the body.” I said, you will say then that I shot my

self; here is blood on my hands and all over me ; here is my gown

all over with it. (They had previously told me their freedom had

come out, and they had great friends at home.)"

The Resolutions of the House of Commons had at this time ar

riyed in Demerara, and the slaves seemed to conceive that they were

justified by them in the course they pursued. The rebellion was

among the slaves attending Bethel Chapel; and how happened it

that the 70,000 other negroes in the colony had not joined in the

conspiracy, and had not been equally roused by the cruelty and

atrocities of their masters? The movement, therefore, arose—not

out ofageneral principle, but out of some particular and local cause

-and with that cause Mr Smith was undoubtedly connected.

Mrs Walrand proceeded thus :—“ I told them I would send my

gown home, and let them see what savages they were to fire on a de

fenceless lady, who attended them in sickness. I begged Joseph

and all our negroes to testify, if those who had been poorly had not

drunk the chocolate out of my own cup. Joseph said it was all

true, and not one of our negroes would injure me, he was sure.

Rodney said, there was no occasion to talk any more, and took me

by the arm over to the sick house, and into the room where Mr For

bes, who was badly wounded, lying on the hard floor and Mr

Walrand was—neither was in the stocks at that time. After

speaking to Mr Walmnd, I went to Mr Forbes; he was a Scotch

man, overseer of the estate, and he said, What a scene is this for

you, Madam ? his blood had covered the floor in great quantities. ‘I

asked him to have his wounds dressed; he replied to me, No, he

would rather die; “ they have taken all my clothes, and all the little

money that I had been toiling for, and this is now no country for a

poor man to get his living in.” He asked me if there was no hope

of relief. “ If this act passes nnpunished, what have we to ex~

pect? I lie here murdered by the hands of those wretches. Our

prince gave me a blow in my head,”-vvhere there was a cut. across

his neck, which Mr Walrand saw. He said, “ I wish Wilberforce

was here in this room just to look on me, for we may thank him

and them for all that has happened, that the some might be dealt to

him by some hand."

He would not have the House suppose that he road this passage

for the purpose of giving any countenance to the statement it con

tained ; but some allowance might be made for a man in the last

agonies, who was asserting his conviction of the cause of his death.

All arose out of mistaken enthusiasm, which must be repressed.

ThOse who were determined to go beyond the bounds reason and

nature prescribed to human action, must be taught to control their

ambition. If the Missionaries were to be trusted, slavery could not

be improved, but must be eradicated; and if their advice were fol

lowed, all bope of ameliorating the condition of the negroes must

be abandoned. As he had before observed, unless the wishes and

opinions of the masters were enlisted on the side of those who were

desirous of benefiting the negroes, all the exertions of the humane

and well-intentioned would be worse than useless. He was in

/
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capable of saying that Missionaries, who conducted themselves pro

perly, were not of advantage to a colony. The instruction they

gave was of the most salutary kind ; but it was the misfortune ofthis

case, that Mr Smith was held up, not only as a most innocent and

injured, but as a most prudent and discreet man. The conse

quences of holding up such an individual as a pattern of excel

lence, might be highly disadvantageous ; and it was well worthy the

attention of those connected with the Society to which Mr Smith be

longed, that a good Missionary ought not to incur the heavy respon

sibility which he had sustained.

He held the destinies of a colony, and had failed to communicate

intelligence on which the lives of the whole white population de

pended—he was the spiritual master, confidant and friend of the

slaves, and, if he would not directly criminate them, he might have

gone to the constituted authorities, and hinted that there was a mis

understanding among the negroes-that the promise of indefinite

good from England had been misapprehended—that it was neces

sary to explain it—that the police should be kept in readiness.

Thus much Mr Smith might have done, but he did not doit, though

it might have occurred to a mind of only a tithe of the ingenuity

which it was obvious Mr Smith possessed. Although the conduct

of the whites was most atrocious (which he did not admit) where

was the casuist who could prove that insurrection was justifiable ; for

once let in the principle of blood, and where was the efl‘usion to end P

In the course of his speech, the honourable gentleman had

held up most honourable military gentlemen as persons who had

forfeited every principle of honour, and had sacrificed their honest

convictions to base prejudices against the abolition of the slave sys

tem. Was it to be said that such men as Colonel Goodman and

Mr WVray had so conducted themselves? He (Mr Horton) was sa.

tistied that the House would feel and decide, that Mr Smith, how.

ever he might be held up as aparagon of excellence, had been guilty

of gross imprudence; though how far he was criminal was now a

question between his Creator and himself. He thought him an en

thusiast, who entertained notions incompatible with the well~being

of society; who considered that the end justified the means, and

that passive knowledge was not actual guilt. He had the satisfac

tion of believing, that the country at large would agree with him,

that substantialjustice had been rendered by the Court-Martial to

this individual. Itmight be true that the same precision and strict.

ness of evidence was not required by a Court-Martial; but as there

was no deliberate intention to do injustice, there was no reason to

impugn the conduct of the members.

He would now proceed to comment briefly upon the Petition ofthe

Missionary Society. He denied that the insurrection wasin no degree

connected with the conduct of Mr Smith, or that it was the result of

peculiar and unwarrantable cruelties towards the slaves. He chal

lenged the honourable gentleman to prove that the slaves were in

fluenced by ill-treatment : on the contrary, it was clear that the

leaders were high in the confidence of their masters—that they were

well fed, well paid, and in a state of comparative happiness and pro

sperity. He had already shown that it was inaccurate to assert that

there had been no injury to property, and no loss of life among the
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whites. The petition stated that special circumstances connected

with Demerara have rendered the duties of Missionaries there pe

culiarly arduous and perplexing, and have occasioned difficulties

which'no other West Indian Colonies in an equal degree present.

He contended, on the Other hand, that the Missionaries had no more

to endure in Demerara than elsewhere; but that even if the had,

they could not, therefore, be justified in making repriials. lie al

lowed that no objection could be taken to the instructions of the

Society; but the texture of the mind of Mr Smith showed that he

did not follow them. With regard to his confinement, on which

the Petition dwelt, it did not appear that Mr Smith had endured

any unnecessary severity, or that he had suffered more than if he

had been confined under the civil process of the colony; circum

stances rendered it impossible that he should be imprisoned else

where. These points were urged in the petition as matters ofcruel

aggravation, but they were inserted without due attention to ac

curacy, and before blame were given the proofs ought to be far more

conclusive. For all needful and proper purposes the prisoner had

been allowed the benefit of an advocate. It was false also to assert,

that this insurrection was not accompanied with violence and blood

shed, and unnecessary cruelty. What necessity was there for shoot;

ing at Mrs Walrand ? The wound that pierced her arm might have

pierced her heart. The petitioners also said, “ It was on Mr Smith,

as an innocent and unprotected victim, that they (the colonists)

chiefly poured the torrent of their wrath." It was not on Mr Smith

as an innocent and unprotected victim, but on Mr Smith whom they

believed to be guilty of conniving at an insurrection which he had

the power to prevent, and for the consequences of which he was

therefore responsible. The petitioners stated also, that they were

convinced, " not only of the legal, but perfect moral innocence of

Mr Smith." As to the moral innocence of Mr Smith, he should

not undertake to say how far a man, resting on his own interpreta

tion of 'his duty, might delude himself into self-approbation in the

course of the most mischievous acts. But the imperfection of the

means of human judgment made it necessary to look to acts as the

evidence of intention; and looking to those acts, he had no doubt of

the guilty knowledge of Mr Smith. For these reasons he thought

this petition of the Missionary Society, which had been the parent

of so many others, brought forward accusations the most unfounded,

and sought to establish principles the most inconvenient to society.

The petitioners ought at least to have allowed, that if Mr Smith was

innocent, his conduct presented all the characteristics of _ guilt

[dissent] ; for there could not be a misprision of treason Without

criminality, though the moral character of the crime might undoubt

edly be affected by circumstances, and there was no man who.could

deny that Mr Smith was guilty of misprision of treason; It was

unequivocally proved upon him by his letter. Martial law was not

proclaimed for the oppression of Mr Smith, but for.the protection

07 the colony; and if the honourable and learned mover. admlm'd

the wishes of the whole community to be an argument in its favour,

it had certainly that recommendation.

Under these circumstances, he could not consent to the declare;

tion, that the House viewed “ with serious alarm and deep sorrow
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the proceedings against Mr Smith; because he thought that sub

stantial justice had been meant towards Mr Smith, that the Court.

Martial were honourable men, and that although theJudge-Advocate

had so far mistaken his duty as to act as an advocate, rather than

(as the honourable and learned mover contended he should have

done) as an assessor, its proceedings were not therefore vitiated.

The Judge-Advocate might not have known the course he should

have pursued ; he might have been carried away further than he

had intended to go : but he would ask, had substantial injustice

been done to Mr Smith P Under the circumstances of difliculty

and danger in which the colony was placed, he could not so stigma

tize the proceedings of the authorities. As to the concluding part

of the resolution, which prayed for “ a pure and proper administra

tion of justice," no one in the abstract could object to it. At pre

sent the process of changing the Dutch law in Demerara for a bet

ter system was actually going on. But as it was coupled with the

other declarations of the resolution, he should give the whole motion

his unqualified dissent.

Sir JAMES Macxm'rosu said, Even if I were not immediately

challenged and called upon by the Honourable Gentleman-even if it

were not my duty, in consequence of the accusations of the Honourable

Gentleman, to rescue the Petition I presented from unjust reproach,

I own that I was extremely anxious to have an opportunity of ad

dressing the House, in order to bear testimony against a proceeding—1

the most abominable and detestable abuse of law that ever disgraced

any part of the British empire.

I am sorry that as the Honourable Gentleman had no means of

substantiating his charges against the Petition which I presented, he

should have consented to offer them. His first charge is, that the

London Missionary Society are not philosophers. I do not stand here '

to defend the philos0phy of the Missionary Society ; nor do I know

exactly what the Honourable Gentleman means by philosophy. I sup

pose he means to say that they do not reason justly—and he contends

that “ the long and inexplicable delay to promulgate the directions

transmitted by his Majesty’s Government, favourable to the slave popu

lation,” could have had no effect on the insurrection. The Judge

Advocate, in a speech which is a disgrace to the situation he holds, uses

this argument, which had better have remained there than be trans

planted to the speech of the Honourable Gentleman, (Mr “'ilmot

Horton.) He argues, that the cruelty exercised upon the slaves could

not have been a cause of the insurrection, as the Society alleged : be

cause the leaders of the revolt were in a situation to be victims of any

cruelty. There can be no greater fallacy in reasoning than this. In

most insurrections the moving cause was the sufferings of the insur

gent mass; but the leaders of the insurgents were generally men raised

above the sufferings of those whom they led.

The next charge of the Honourable Member upon the petition

ers is, that they say that in the insurrection, “ the life of no white

man was voluntarily taken away" by the insurgents. “'hen the Ho

nourable Gentleman makes this a charge against the petitioners, doa

he recollect what the Governor of Demerara himself says ? In a

'most picturesque manner the Honourable Member has repeated to the

House the narrative either given by Mrs Walt-and or made for her.
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We have specimens of the proficiency in this way of colonial inven.

tion. I hope my Honourable and Learned Friend, who is so easily

excited, (Mr Bernal, we believe) will explain the confession of Jackey,

in which he speaks of half-instruction as being so injurious, (a laugh)

something so exceedingly in character, something so exceedingly pro

bable as the spontaneous confession of a slave. I suppose my Ho—

nourable and Learned Friend recognizes in it the negro style.

But what, I repeat, did the Governor of Demerara say as to the

murder of whites ? “ I have not heard,” he says, “ of any white

who has been deliberately murdered.” It is the absence of deliberate

murder which the Governor, as well as the Society, pointed out as the

characteristic of this revolt. The attack and defence of houses and

posts were necessary parts of every insurrection, and deaths were the

necessary consequence of that kind of warfare. The Governor means

there were none of those deliberate murders which marked other insur

rections; and it is evident, from the rest of his address, that those

deaths which occurred in the course of the warfare were not unknown to

him at the time. He says, “ At Plantation , where the whites were

on their guard, two out of three were killed in the defence of their ha

bitation." They died in the legitimate defence of their habitations ;

their death is to be deplored, and their conduct is to be approved of ;

but the statement of this fact is a wretched defence against the denial

on the part of the Society, that the insurrection was not marked with

murder and assassination. The London Missionary Society appeal on

- this point to Mr Austin, a Minister of the Church of England, who

has done honour even to that Church, so illustrious in the virtue and

talents of its members, by his benevolence, by his Christian charity,

by his sense of justice, and by the intrepid defence of innocence against

all the power of a Government, and all the prejudices of a community.

I know of no individual who has done himself more honour by his

strength of character and his feeling of duty. He has wanted nothing

but a larger sphere of action to be held out to mankind, among those

who are mentioned in all times as models for their imitation, and ob

jects of their reverence. The Honourable Gentleman may suppress

his repugnance at any thing which exeulpates Mr Smith. Non mous

bic scrmo. I quote the words of Mr Austin. “ Nothing but those

religious principles which, under Providence, Mr Smith has been in

strumental in fixing—nothing but those principles of the Gospel of

peace, which he has been proclaiming, could have prevented a dread

ful effusion of blood here, and saved the lives of those very persons

who are now (I shudder to write it) seeking his life.” To this the

Missionary Society appeal; and I say they appeal to testimony which

nothing yet has shaken.

My Honourable Friend (Mr W. Horton) says, that the case that

is made out against the proceedings of the Court Martial depends on

the Report published by the Missionary Society, and on passages in

that Report which are not to be found in the Report which is regu

larly before the House. But this is not correct. The Report before

the House affords ample proofs that hearsay evidence was received_-.

not only received, but got at in the most abominable manner. Mr
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Austin was asked whether he had heard any of the negroes ever “ in

sinuate that their misfortunes were occasioned by the prisoner’s influ

ence over them, or the "doctrines taught by him ?” And this ques

tion being objected to, the further question Was put by the Court,

“ Did you hear, before the Board of Evidence, any statement by the

negroes to the efl‘ect of imputing their misfortunes to’Mr Smith 1*"

But this is not all; the Court was aware of the value of the precept,

“ Et qua: nec tractata nitescere posse relinquit."

It omitted all allusion to the Committee of Inquiry or Board of Evi

dence. The Court knew the evidence taken before the Board, and

disbelieved it, or it would have been brought forward on the trial of

Mr Smith. It was stated before that Board, that all the negroes had

taken their oaths on the Bible at Mr Smith’s chapel publicly-oaths

to spare him and destroy the colony. If they believed this statement

of Paris, can there be a doubt that they would have preserved him as

the apple of their eye, to prove against Mr Smith, not the want of

caution and discretion, the superabundance of zeal which the Honour

able Gentleman (Mr VVilmot Horton) could not sufficiently distin

guish from crime, but the most flagitious and unequivocal guilt? But

they utterly disbelieved it, for they rejected it. What then are we

to think of those who have wished to gain the effect of this evidence,

by calling on a witness to state, on hearsay, a certain part of it, con

cealing what would have made it a mass of incredible falsehoods?

Calling on a witness to say, whether the negroes had not accused Mr

Smith, as if they had spoken a word of truth-as if they had not

been convicted out of their oWn mouths of the grossest inventions.

The Honourable Gentleman (Mr W. Horton) asks, is it to be be

lieved that the President Wray would have allowed all this ? I do

not wish to speak of him, the rather because I hear that his character

is most respectable. But it is vain to argue against notorious facts in

the character of Mr Wray. We do not know, indeed, that he was

not in the minority on the Court-Martial. But he says, Would he

not have made a public protest? Why, does not the Honourable

Member know that the members of a Court-Martial are sworn to se

crecy ? He may have been in a minority on every question for aught

' we know ;--from all I hear of him, I pray to God he was. Let nut

his name then be employed to cover these proceedings-T0110 é camu'

nomen Caionis. Let the shield of character be thrown in a doubtful

case over a person accused, but let it not be brought forward to raise a

presumption of guilt against the innocent,_to stab the reputation of a

man departed. Every one should lay his hand on his heart and say,

whether he believed the accusation against Mr Smith to be true or

just ? I lay my hand on mine, and on my honour, or whatever more

sacred sanction there may be, I declare that I believe him to have been a

most honourable and virtuous man-41 man illegally tried, and unjustly

condemned to death, and treated ina manner disgraceful to a civilized

GOVernment in the case of the worst criminal.

I am so far rejoiced that the Honourable Member (Mr IV. Horton)

has taken the manly course of opposing a direct negative to the mo
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tion-that no previous question has been moved-that there is no at_

tempt to get rid of it indirectly. It would have been indeed disgrace

ful to get rid indirectly of the question on a sentence, which, if execut

ed, would have involved all the parties concerned in it in the guilt of

murder. No assembly like the House of Commons, which, at the be

ginning of every session, appoints its Grand Committee of Justice,

can avoid coming to a decision on this question with safety to its con

science and its character, or refuse to say whether an innocent man was

unjustly tried and condemned to death.

The question, then, is brought to this short issue—Whether there

was a legal jurisdiction to try Mr Smith ?-whether evidence not legal

was taken against him ?_-and whether, even on the evidence, there was

probable cause for his condemnation ? The question is not, whether

Mr Smith was an enthusiast—a word very convenient, and very ex

tensive in its signification. If by enthusiasm the Honourable Gentle

man means an ardent zeal for the propagation of religion-a deep

sense of duty to God and man, I allow that Mr Smith must have

had a considerable share of this excellent quality, to brave so long the

climate, the society, and the Government of Demerara. It must have

seen no ordinary call to make Mr Smith so long undertake such

uties.

I am really sorry that the Honourable Gentleman (Mr Horton) has

wasted so much of his time on some of the matters alleged as evidence

against Mr Smith-matters really as irrelevant to the insurrection in

question, as to the Popish Plot. One of these stories is that of a dif

ference which four or five years ago took place between Mr Smith and

a Dr M‘Turk about the small-pox. I ask, was the admission of

Stories such as this, which could form no possible proof, which, if ad

mitted, could establish nothing more than a disposition on the part of

the prisoner, to find fault with the administration of the Colony ? I

ask, whether the admission of such evidence was the conduct worthy

0f any Court ? But if it were admitted, one fact would settle its claims

to weight—Who is the generous Dr M‘Turk? A gentleman who,

five years before, having had some trifling altercation with one of his

neighbours, recalled this difference 'to memory just at the time his

neighbour’s life was in danger. Such was the romantic turn of mind

of Dr M‘Turk, (a laugh.) If there be any thing in the prejudices of

antiquity, I pray I may never be in the same vessel with Dr M‘Turk,

(a laugh.) I leave him to those from whom heis descended, (a laugh)

and I wish of him as I do of them, that he may be expelled from the

Christian world, (a laugh.)

The evidence of the journal and of the conversations of Smith have

8-150 been quoted by the Honourable Gentleman. I wish he had not

quoted that journal; for I am sure that when his ofiicial zeal is a lit

tle subsided, he will be ashamed of such evidence as that journal pre

sents. The production of such a paper-quite as private as the trea

tise of Sydney-the perversion of mere matter of general reflection and

consideration (that had nothing to do with the revolt in question)

into evidence, is a perversion of the rules of judicial proceedings as

gross as can be imagined. I deny, without fear of contradiction, that

any such paper could be received as evidence in any court, acting with

D
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a semblance of justice. The case of Sydney vanished in comparison

with the production of a journal, not before seen of human eye-a

journal which, even in the intercourse of conjugal confidence, had not

been communicated to his wife—a journal, rather intended as a record

to the Creator, than as an address to any created beings. That such

a journal should be dragged from its sacred secresy, and produced as

evidence against its author, was an atrocity not paralleled in the pro

ceedings of courts called of justice. Of this journal parts were read,

and the rest handed about the .Court, and not proved.

The great accusation founded on this journal is, that Mr Smith

avowed himself the enemy of slavery. He was so depraved, that he

was the enemy to slavery itself; be was so abandoned-so lost to a

sense of morality, that he was not satisfied even with the slavery of

millions of human beings. This reproach to Mr Smith he shared

with the House ofCornmons' itself, and I may venture to say, with

every good andlwise man that ever bestowed a thought on the subject.

But the greatest crime of Mr. Smith is yet behind-“ When I hear

the cracking of the whip my heart flutters !” Horrible offence, that he

should be moved in the midst of those degrading inflictions which

rendered those-who inflicted them cruel, and those who sufl‘ered, miser

able. The Right Honourable Secretary of State (Mr Canning) has

talked of an insurrection jbr the whip-it is now construed to be trea

son to breathe a wishv against it. .Mr Smith, too, has a, speculative

opinion that slavery .could not be mitigated—that it must come to a

violent death. This theHonourahle Gentleman (Mr Horton) thinks

fanatical. The Honourable Gentleman would not think Dr Johnson

frantic, nor a sectary, nora Methodist; yet he well knows, from the

most amusing of books, that the Doctor, on a visit to Oxford (perhaps

to the Learned Master of University College) (a laugh,) drank success

to the first revolt of the negroes in the West Indies. He, no doubt,

did not intend to make a jest of it, StillleSS to breathe a deliberate

wish for such a revolt, but to express, in a strong manner, his sense

of the honors of slavery. Yet all the casual expressions of this un.

fortunate Gentleman (Mr Smith) have been imputed to him as settled

purposes and designs.

The Honourable Gentleman has talked of the'means by which the

£eelings of the people of England have been so excited-so generally

- _so universally (if universally be a word to which so can be prefix

ed.) There is only one means by which such a feeling has, or can

he excited—the activity of the press of all parties in this country in

spreading copies and extracts of the report (not that published by the

Missionary Society, for that has been out but for a few days, and has

been seen but by a few; but-_) of the sacred Official Report, to

which the Honourable Gentleman ascribes so much mysterious vir

tue. That Report it is, acting on the feelings of Britons of all par

ties, in a question that can further no party purpose; that has pro

duced a feeling so marked—so honourable.

As my Honourable and Learned Friend (Mr Brougham) stated in

his impregnable speech, (I thought it so before. I think it so the more

since I have heard the attempt to answer it,) that the martial law

should be proclaimed, because the other courts were shut-not that
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other courts should be shut, because martial law was-' proclaimed. 1‘

boldly take up this position, that as soon as the ordinary Courts of

Law can be re-opened, it is unlawful to continue martial law. Lord

Coke says, where the Courts of Common Law can act, martial law

can not act. Sir M. Hale lays down the same doctrine. Every law.

yer in this country has concurred in it. We have had revolutions, re

bellions, and scenes of violence in this country, but the principle has

never been departed from. In the ever-to-be-deplored events which

occurred in Ireland at the end of the last century, an Act passed, (39th

Geo. III.) an Irish Act, which declared, that though the courts had

begun to sit again, yet such disturbance existed in various parts of the

country, that it was necessary to give the King the power of exercis

ing martial law; a pcwer, which it was clear, therefore, that under

those circumstances, but for that act, he would never have enjoyed.

Sir, I look upon martial law only as a legal mode of killing men in

time of war, and when you apply it to your own soldiers, it is found

ed on the principle which has been so luminously stated by my Hon.

ourable and Learned Friend, (Mr Brougham.) But General Murray

rejects altogether the defence of necessity, and puts himself out of

Court on that ground; he says it was entirely his own choice, with a

view to give a better court to Mr Smith. It was then entirely a spon-

taneous act on the part of General Murray; and therefore it was ille

gal, and consequently all the proceedings that followed were void, and

if Mr Smith had been (he would not say executed) but killed, all those

who were concerned must have answered for it at the risk of their'

lives, (checrs.)

I have looked attentively into the subject, and I can find nothing

in the principles of the Dutch law that could sanction the course which

has been pursued. The House need not be afraid that I am going‘

into the various opinions of the jurists; I shall not give my Right

~Honourable Friend opposite, (Mr Canning) an opportunity of indulg

mg in any pleasantries on that subject, who, on a former occasion,

strangely confounded a venerable judge to whom I alluded, the Secre~

wry to Holland and West Friesland, with an authority of very mo

dern date, upon the great antiquity of which my Right Honourable

Friend mainly relied. But this doctrine I take to be quite plain, that

there is no such thing as martial law in the civil law which is the

foundation of the Dutch jurisprudence. I have lately seen a transla

tion of a copy of instructions to the States-General in 1792, in which

not one word is said of martial law: it merely says, that military

Crimes shall be punished by military tribunals, and all other crimes

Shall be punished by the civil jurisdictions. Therefore it is that I

think that the proceedings from beginning to end, are nothing short

Of an act of lawless violence; and cannot, with any colour or pretence,

be called legal proceedings. I am greatly relieved by thinking, that'

my Honourable and Learned Friend (Mr Brougham) has done away

with the necessity of entering on any vindication of the innocence and

virtue of this unfortunate man, who has died in Demerara a martyr

w the cause of religion, of humanity, and of civilization.

It has been stated by the Honourable Gentleman opposite, that Mr

Smith wanted that alderman-er quality-discretion ; perhaps it was
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so ;-that might be the quality most esteemed by those whoare “ wise

in their generation,” and who prosper in this world; but they know

little of that ardent and generous spirit which has ever distinguished

those who have eagerly embarked in the cause of religion ; those great

and good men who, in ancient times, have perished on the scaffold, in

attestation of their principles; a fate which probably Would have at

tended this unfortunate man, had not a prison terminated his suffer

ings. I shall now come to the consideration, as to whether there was

any regular plan, passing over all that had previously occurred, al

though it makes in favour of my argument.

The Honourable Member who has just sat down, has resorted to

the usual resource of men in distress, and has endeavoured to bewil

der us in a wilderness of words, and to entangle the House in a laby

rinth through which it is difficult to follow him. Now I take it to

be a proposition which no lawyer can deny, that before there can be

a misprision of treason, some overt act of treason must be committed;

there could be no concealment if the crime did not exist. I shall put

out of the case, and in so doing, I only follow the example of the Hon

ourable Member who has just spoken, the incredible testimony of the

ooachman and groom ; I shall pass over the supposed visit of Quamina,

and I would ask, \Vhat knowledge had Mr Smith of the intended re

volt on the evening of Sunday the 17th ? Now, it is quite clear that

considerable agitation had prevailed ever since the arrival of Lord

Bathurst’s letter. The Honourable Secretary seems to think, that

Mr Smith had made no endeavours to prevent it; but does the Hon

ourable Member forget the evidence of Mr Stewart ? This gentleman

was the proprietor of a considerable plantation, and Mr Smith inform

ed him, that a great murmur had arisen amongst the slaves, and con

siderable discontent had been created, in consequence of the contents

of a paper which had come out from Europe. Now, it is quite im

possible to contravene or elude the force of this argument, that when Mr

Smith had learned merely that there existed discontent and dissatisfac

\ tion, he revealed it to Mr Stewart, and to Mr Court, who was amem

ber of the Court of Policy; and to those persons he disclosed the ap

prehensions he entertained of the consequences. Now, it will be said

that this was not a particular statement; but then, it was all that he

knew : no plan was formed until the evening of the 17th ; and let me

apply this to the argument of the Honourable Gentleman opposite.

Is such conduct, I would ask, any indication of a disposition on the

part of Mr Smith, to keep secret the discontent and dissatisfaction

which existed ; on the contrary, had he not put it out of his power

by the disclosures he had made to conceal their intentions. Mr Smith

clearly demonstrated that he had no wish to deceive the Government,

or to make secret any thing that had come to his knowledge; and in

this, I take it,l clearly consists the essence of misprision.

Now, if this were not a suflicient proof, I would ask the attention

of the House to another fact. Mr Hamilton, the proprietor of a plan

tation, had a mistress of the name of Susanna. Some said that she

carried on extensive intrigues, but I would hope that this was not the

case; it appears that she had been Jack's wife, and I cannot pretend

to he so much in the secrets of Jack’s family (a laugh,) as to be able
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to ascertain the precise truth ;- however, I believe she lived with Mr

Hamilton; and the Honourable Member opposite, who had so dis'

tinguished himself for dexterity, had passed over a very material cir

cumstance, namely, that this woman, either on account of former love,

or matrimonial duty,.carried on a correspondence with Jack ; and she

told him, that Mr Hamilton was favourable to the insurrection; he

was anxious it should succeed; andall he was solicitous to do, was to

have a little time to enable him to remove his things away ; this was

all he requested from his friend Susanna. Now, if it were true, and

had been believed, that Mr Hamilton had instructed them to break

down the bridges, and thus impede the march of the troops, why not

put him on his trial F for the instruction which he was said to have

delivered, not only amounted to misprision, but to positive acts of

treason; namely, the instructions as to the mode of levying war. I

have stated this, with a view to show the folly of the argument, that

the discontent had not arisen in conequence of Lord Bathurst’s letter ;

but do the House not know, that Jack, relying on ancient friendship,

had- asked Susanna to avail herself of the Mollie tempera fandi, (a

laugh,) and find out the contents of this letter ? and this same feeling

existed amongst the lower negroes themselves, from the beginning of

July to the end of August. Now, had Mr Smith contented himself

with simply revealing the fact? No : he actually proposed to give his

assistance to allay this feeling of discontent, and asked permission to

be allowed to state publicly the contents of the paper, which was the

only mode of removing the dissatisfaction. I would therefore call upon

the house to determine between me and the Honourable Member, or

rather between Mr Smith and his accusers, his pretended judges, but

real executioners, whether, up to the 17th of August, he had content

ed himself with merely using his exertions to dissuade the negroes

from the course they were pursuing; or, whether he had not actuallly

profl'ered his services to allay the discontent? It is quite clear that he

did as much as in him lay to manifest an attachment to the good order

of society, and had used all his means of persuasion to preserve tran

quillity.

I now come to the evening of the 17th of August ; and if the

House should. be of opinion, that such a communication had been

made to Mr Smith as would subject him to the crime 'of mispri.

sion of treason, the contents being treason, they must negative the

motion of his Honourable and Learned Friend ; but' you cannot,

without committing a flagrant act of injustice, vote for the ne

gative of this proposition, unless you are so convinced. At the

same time, let it not be supposed that I assert, that that alone would

be sufficient to negative the motion. I am sorry to see the Honour

able Member, the Agent for Demerara, not now~ in his own place,

(Mr Holmes was whispering somethingto Mr Canning.) I have a

great respect for the private character of the worthy Agent; but I

dread his whispering in the ear of the powerful. I. fear the number

which, by.h.is magical wand, he is at all times able to draw, (a laugln)

But now, let us consider what was the evidence. The statement

Minion the testimony of two slaves, who were, naturally enough, de

simusto save their own lives. They were surrounded, at the time,

D3
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by the skeletons of their brethren, (cheers,) listening to the cracking

of the whip on the backs of their unfortunate neighbours, some of

whom had received the punishment of one thousand lashes, and had

to look forward to the working in chains for the remainder of their

life, superadded to which was that species of exemplary punishment

which was to be met with in the prisons of Demerara. But, after all,

and considering the operation of fear on their minds at the time, these

witnesses have not stated facts ; they talked about the import of cer

tain words in the English language; ,and the House very well knows,

that a single shade of variation in a sentence, may make all their dif

ference between treason and legitimate communication. Mr Justice

Foster has an _eloquent passage on words, in which he describes them,

“ easily forgotten and frequently misrepresented.” Now, the whole of

the evidence against Mr Smith occurred in a conversation, in which it' is

allowed, that Mr Smith used his dissuasion against the proceedings that

were going forward. It all depends upon the meaning of words which

are evanescent, and which were interpreted by a person perhaps not

better acquainted with the delicacies of the language than they were

themselves. Two men, either expecting a cruel death, or some reward

for their evidence against Mr Smith, were naturally not backward in

giving their testimony. However, it appears clearly, that Mr Smith

employed the only two arguments which could be applied to men in

their situation ; namely, an appeal to religion and prudence. He ad

dressed their religious feelings, because the course they were pursuing

was contrary to religion ; and he urged the argument of prudence, be

cause, as he stated, they were sure of defeat; the soldiers would repel

them, and there was no chance of success. What more could he say ?

-I know not what other observation he could have made, or what

other arguments he could have employed.

And now, I would ask, was it not natural that he should have had

some confidence in his influence over these people-and, suppose he

had entertained hopes of succeeding with them, and allaying their dis

content, would it not have been the basest treachery to have exposed

them to severe punishments, when they had relinquished the noun

which he had condemned ? That beautiful passage in the Scriptures,

which Mr Smith had selected for his text, as well as his sermon, was

perverted; he might, perhaps, have made use of some of those ana

logies which I should probably consider fantastic, but which have

been used by some very sublime writers, but yet this text and this

sermon were urged against him as circumstances of condemnation.

Nothing could be more severe than the treatment he received; con

fined with his wife, in two narrow rooms near the roof, from the

month of August to October, with sentries constantly at his door,

which was kept open day and night. Those sentries were relieved

every two hours, and they were ordered, when they came on guard,

to callron this unfortunate man to know whether he was awake.

I have seen the widow of this unhappy sufferer—a most pious and

amiable woman—a lady in every respect worthy of being the partner

and associate of such aman; she gave me a full description of his

sufferings ;-some of the sentries, she said, were more kind than the

rest, and would not disturb him, but were satisfied to look and see if

he was asleep. But she had frequently heard the orders given to
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them. There was he confined with his wife-a woman, with all the

delicacy of her sex—he himself labouring under a mortal disease—

this, too, at a time when the thermometer was at eighty-three in the

shade-during all that long interval of their confinement she says she

saw no human beings but the sentries—no physician—no friends

no legal advisers—no consolation. The first face she saw was that

of the man who carried with him‘the denunciation of her husband’s

guilt, and a threat of death. I asked her, whether the Governor knew

of these circumstances? She said, she could not tell ; for no one came

to make any inquiries about them. Was this, I would ask, nothing

more than was necessary to the safe custody of this man ? Is the

Honourable Member (Mr Horton) prepared to extenuate this conduct

on any ground of policy P No; I am sure, if my Honourable Friend

only consults the dictates of his own heart, it will teach him more

wisdom than any system of policy.

I am as great an enemy as any man to the sudden emancipation of

the slaves ; I should consider any hasty or premature measure the

greatest of all calamities, except the perpetuation of slavery. I have

no objection to grant any reasonable time to carry into effect so deli

mte, so arduous, so awful an undertaking, but difficult problem,

which it has puzzled so many statesmen to solve, (chem-s.) I have

no objection to time, if it be asked in good faith, but let it not be a

delusion, (cheers.)

But to return, there is no question of policy upon which so little

doubt can be entertained, that it is shocking to condemn an innocent

man to death ; and to censure and reprobate such a proceeding at all

times, is essential to conservation of society itself, and any devia

tion from this course is the greatest impolicy. This unfortunate man

they first confined in a place such as has been ducribed by my Ho

nourable and Learned Friend. In the first instance, Mrs Smith was

imprisoned also, but she was subsequently set at large, and was ob

liged to go every day and ask leave to visit her husband, until the

packet had sailed, and then she was permitted to go whenever she

pleased. At length arrived the termination of this poor man’s suifer

ings. The funeral was directed totake place in the dead of the night,

or rather at two o’clock in the morning ; so that no sorrowing negroes

should follow the good man’s corpse. The afflicted widow begged

permission to attend the remains of her husband to the grave. Would

it be believed even this was refused P She entreated to be allowed

this last gratification. The officer said his instructions were peremp.

tory. Mrs Smith bowed in silent submission; but Mrs Elliot, her

friend and companion, who was not so borne down with sorrow, asked

whether it was possible General Murray could have issued such di.

rections ‘3 All the answer she could receive from the oflicer was, that

his orders were peremptory. The coffin was then conveyed by two

negroes to the grave, and at four o’clock in the morning, when the body

had been interred, the two women repaired, in silent anguish, to the

grave of the unhappy man who had just been released from his suf

ferings, and poured over his grave the last tribute which has ever been

paid to the memory of the dead in all civilized countries. They wish
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ed to mark their respect towards the memory of the deceased; they

acted on that feeling so long since celebrated by the Poet

“ But e’en those bones from insult to protect

Some frail memorial still erected nigh,

With uncouth rhymes, and shapeless sculpture deck’d,

Implore the passing tribute of _a sigh.”

Yet this, Sir, was not permitted ; it did not agree with the temper of

his Honour, and he therefore ordered the bricks to be taken up, “ the

frail memorial” to be destroyed, and the spot to be railed in to pre.

vent any future mark of respect being paid to his memory. As they

began, so they proceeded, and at least, Sir, they were consistent in the

spirit they displayed throughout towards this unfortunate individuaL

Servatur ad imam qualis ab incepto. ‘

Shortly afterwards thanks were given by the Governor to the Court;

and two days subsequently there was a general meeting of the Pro

prietors in the colony of Demerara ;_they formed a committee almost

analogous to the Courts of Justice; and with a meeting so constituted

and so composed, they passed certain resolutions. I shall not dwell

on these resolutions ; I shall not advert to their spirit or their purpose

I shall pass over them entirely, and I shall proceed to advert to a vote

which they afterwards passed, and which I think was as violent and

illegal as it was weak and ill-judged. I allude tothe vote of inde

pendence which they passed, in which they broadly declared, that the

Colonial Legislature alone possessed the power of governing'the coi

lony, and in which they ventured to deny the authority of Parliament.

They founded this vote on the terms of a military capitulation entered

into when Demerara surrendered in the course of last war. Having

.mentioned this vote, I shall say nothing further. I shall pass over it,

and proceed to the consideration of another point; namely, thenion which they expressed on the remission of the severer part of the

sentence pronounced on Mr Smith. This occurred 18 days after his

death; and I mention the time, in order to mark the feeling, or ra

. ther the want of feeling exhibited in these proceedings. I mention it,

because I consider it a proof that in this colony all temper, all mo.

deration was at an end, and as an evidence which fully explains that

perversion of human nature which was exhibited throughout. I say,

then, that eighteen days after this unfortunate Mr Smith had died in

a dungeon, they published a resolution, strongly condemning two

parti, whose names, I believe, are not often found together—I al

lude to the London Missionary Society and Lord Bathurst, (a laugh.)

And why was his Lardship condemned, Sir ? Because he had sanc

‘ tioned an act of mercy on the part of the Crown towards Mr Smith.

So far were they from approving of that act-so far were they from

thinking the act ofmercy right or proper, that they actually condemned

iL-tliey wished that the skeleton of Mr Smith might .be hanged upon

a g'bbet, to swing in the blast aperpetual memento of their venganoe.

, They were not content with his death in a-dungeon-they thought

such a death unequal to his offences, and wished him to have been ex

posedonagallowsflothescorn and hatredthka They
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were not content with having obtained his life, they wished to fix a

brand upon his memory—to sting him after death—to make his ex.

ample an object of terror, and a beacon to all future Ministers of the

Gospel, warning them what would be the dreadful consequence of con

rageously appearing in that colony, to preach the doctrines of peace,

ofjustice, and of mercy.

The Honourable Member concluded amid loud cheering from all

sides of the House. As soon as he had resumed his seat, a cry of

“Adjourn, adjourn I” rose from every part of the House; in the

midst of which,

Mr SCARLETT rose, and begged thata short time might be allow~

ed him to express his opinion on this subject, and to state the reasons

for the vote which he should give on the present motion. The Learned

Gentleman expressed his warmest admiration at the talent and elo

quence which had been displayed by the Learned and Honourable

Member who had brought forward the motion, now under the consi

deration of the House, but he doubted very much, on his own part,

whether he ought to concur in the vote of condemnation, proposed

against individuals who had no advocate in that House, and proposed

in language which described them as little better than murderers; for

if the persons whose conduct was now under consideration had had the

courage to carry into execution the sentence passed against Mr Smith,

the present proposition would have the effect of stigmatising them as

persons who had committed murder.

When called on to take part in such a vote, directed against indi

viduals not before the House, he could not but wish, that, instead of

declalnation or harangue, undoubtedly very eloquent and effective,

they had been favoured with a little more argument, and with less of

those appeals which were only fit to inflame the passions of the hear

ers. He had long known the Chief Justice of the colony-and he

had always known him as a man, not only of high education, but 0f

most liberal feeling—he was a. gentleman who had received his edu~

cation at Cambridge, and who was possessed of as much liberality and

as conscientious a judgment as any man whatever. If other gentle

men knew Mr Wray as well as he did, they would think that Mr

Smith had peculiarly happy in having his trial conducted under

the direction of such a Judge, and instead of attacking the character

or conduct of-that entleman, they would, with him, declare that Mr

Wray was incapabfi: of an illiberal action. '

Undoubtedly there were parts of the proceedings of which he (Mr

Scarlett) did not approve, but there was a great difference between ap

proving of and altogether condemning the Court Martial. This was

not an hour, nor was this a very fit tribunal to try questions of law,

but he must acknowledge that in his opinion the Court Martial was

not the proper tribunal at which Mr Smith ought to have been tried.

That Court was only empowered to try offences committed after, and

not before the time of its institution; and the proceedings of that

Court being sanctioned by the Governor, could not be the subject of

an action; and even if it could, Mr Wray could not have sat as a

Judge in his own cause.
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The honourable and learned gentleman then read several parts of

the Report from page 15, by which it appeared that Quamina had

taken part in the attempted revolt. From this he contended, it was

clear that Quamina had committed an overt act of rebellion. It did

not matter on what day this had been committed, for that made no

difference in the act. The next question was, whether Mr Smith

was not so far implicated as to be justly chargeable with misprision

of treason. That offence could not exist without a previous overt

act had' been committed ; misprision of treason was not the conceal-

ment of it, after it had been committed; but if a party knew to-night

that treason would be committed tomorrow, his concealment of it

from the time he acquired that knowledge constituted the offence of

misprision of treason. He would now refer to facts, and see whether

the law, as he had stated it, did apply to the circumstances proved'

in evidence at the trial.

In the Report, he found the strongest corroboration of that evi

dence to which he had already referred, and that evidence itself de

stroyed the charge brought forward by some gentlemen, that it was

merely hearsay evidence, and as such not entitled to much weight;

The learned gentleman here read some part of the Report, in which

it was stated that Quamina had advised the people not to go to a cer

tain place at a previous time mentioned, as they would' be opposed

by the soldiers, and the evidence also described the people as having

been armed. If this evidence were true, there was proof of illegal

communication, on the 17th of August, as to the act to be done.

Now, evidence of communication on such a subject was evidence of

an overt act, and Mr Smith, in his own.statement, had made admis

sions, which strongly corroborated this testimony. He should not

call on the House, however, to look any more at the evidence; for

enough had been stated by Mr Smith himself, whose abilities were

undoubtedly very great, and whose talents, he regretted to say, were

not as well employed as they might have been. He did not mean

to accuse that gentleman of any intentional participation in the crime

of encouraging revolt; he had no doubt that Mr Smith conscien

tiously believed every thing he did to be right; but that did not alten

the law which made an act criminal, even if the intention of the par

ty was not criminal. Nan reus 'nisi mans sit rea, was not always

true ; so that an act was sometimes criminal by law, even though

the party was fully persuaded that he was not doing wrong.

The evidence of Bristol was corroborated, in almost every re

spect, by the statement of Mr Smith ; and he (Mr Scarlett) verily

believed, that if the Honourable Gentlemen near him had been im

panelled on their oaths to try this individual, they must have yield

ed to the positive testimony of two witnesses, corroborated as they

were in so many material points by the statement of Mr Smith him

self. In that statement, especially, it was observable that be ac

knowledged to have heard something from Quamina, which he

ought to have communicated immediately to Mr Stewart and Mr

Cost, but which he failed to do. For these reasons he could not

come to the vote proposed, which was one of such strong and un

qualified censure, although he must admit there were many parts of

the proceedings with which he could not concur, but still he thought,

that in asking Parliament to act so decidedly on documents not
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llfiicially authenticated, his Honourable Friend asked too much,

and much more than the House ought to grant. They ought first

toinquire, whether these documents were not a deception which

misled them ; and they ought not to act on the Report of a Socie

ty, however respectable, with reference to a question of so much

importance to the persons concerned, and to pass a vote of censure

on individuals, which would remain with them for life. He did

not approve of a sentence passed, he presumed, in the spirit of the

old Dutch law of the colony, which certainly was not in concor

dance with the spirit of English law. He thought the previous

conduct of the party ought not to have been received in evidence ;

and he wished it distinctly to be understood, that though he voted

against the proposition in its present shape, he did not approve of

all that had been done.

His Honourable Friend who had spoken last, seemed to have

been possessed of as strong, though a very different feeling from that

entertained in Demerara, and had too warmly and indiscriminate

ly launched his attack upon the Chief Justice and the others who

composed the military tribunal. He had joined in calling on the

House to condemn the conduct of the Governor; but they ought

to pause before they acted on warm and excited feelings, which had

been raised by unauthenticate'd statements. He (Mr Scarlett) beg.

ged the House not to act under the influence of such feelings.

Suppose the-building in which they were assembled was stated to

be on “fire; suppose that the Members were confusedly rushing

out, and crushing each other in the attempt; and suppose some

person better informed on the subject stationed himself at the door

to prevent their egress, by which he unhappin caused many deaths,

although intending only to calm the trouble within. Surely they

would not hastily condemn‘such conduct, which had been adopted

in the heat of the moment, without time for reflection, but also

without any other than the best of intentions. In such a position

stood theparties whose conduct was now under consideration, and

he should therefore vote against the present proposition, though if

another more temperate was proposed, he should give it his sup

port.

Dr Lusnmo'ron rose, but was rendered quite inaudible from the

cries for adjournment.

Mr CANNING also rose, but was obliged to resume his'seat, and

finall
DryLusnnxo'i-on obtained a momentary hearing. He thought

there were many Gentlemen most anxious to speak on this ques

tion, and he should, therefore, submit to the feeling of the House,

ready now to proceed, but willing to defer the expression of his

sentiments, if they should think it necessary.

The cries for adjournment here became very loud, and the

House, which was crowded in every part, adjourned at half-past

one o’clock.
 

Friday, June 11, 1824.

Dr LusnmGTON moved the order of the day for resuming the
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discussion on the adjourned debate, relative to the proceedings at

Demerara against the late Mr Smith.

The order having been read,

Dr Lusmnc'ron addressed the House as follows :—Mr Speaker,

Never in the whole course of my public life, when I have had 00

casion to address a public assembly, have I felt a greater solicitude

to discharge my duty with stricter fidelity to the principles of jus

tice and impartiality than on the present occasion. In my endea

vours to vindicate the character of Mr Smith from the charges

brought against him by the Colonial Government of Demerara—

charges which I have heard with sincere regret, repeated from a

high quarter in this House, I feel particularly anxious to uphold

that vindication without affording the remotest ground of imputing

to me that I have been unjust to any of the parties implicated in

these proceedings.

In those observations which I shall feel it my duty to submit to

this House relative to the proceedings before the Court-Martial,

and the conduct pursued there, I wish it to be distinctly under

stood that I shall rest my argument on the evidence furnished by

themselves against themselves, and not on any extraneous commu.

nications. For the vindication of Mr Smith, and in proof of the

gross injustice of the treatment he experienced, 1 shall rest solely

and exclusively on the documents laid before this House by his

Majesty‘s Government,—documents admitted on all sides, as far as

they extend, to be unquestionable. Having stated the documents

on which I rest my case, it is next most proper that I should put

this House in possession of those principles which 1 conceive, in

, the view I am determined to take, applicable to this great and im

portant question. 1 mean not to limit myself to the mere show

ing whether the proceedings adopted against Mr Smith were legal

or not—I go more directly to the great issue. I claim for that in

jured man his innocence, both legal and moral (cheers) ; and I am

satisfied in my conscience that I shall establish it by evidence which

any fairly constituted tribunal—any'judges seeking the truth only

-will declare to he unimpeached and unimpeachable. It is my

purpOse also to show, that by the tribunal before which he was ar

raigned, not only all the dictates of justice were overlooked, but

even the forms of law. 'lhe rules of the latter were violated, while

they disregarded the principles of the first In my view of the

case, it is not a question whether the concealment of an intended

revolt was or was not high treason at Demerara. 1 am ready to

concede, that if it can be shown that Mr Smith was a party to any

guilty concealment of an intended revolt, that he deserved to be

duly arraigned for the crime, and, if duly convicted, to suffer.

There are certain facts, unquestionable and undisputed, which

it is of the highest importance to a just consideration of this case,

that all those who are solicitous to give an impartial decision, must,

on reviewing the evidence, continue to keep in their full recollec

tion. Some time in the month of May, the Governor of Demera

ra, General Murray, issued a circular in that colony, enjoining the

planters to permit the slaves to attend the public service of the
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Church on Sundays. It was on the 21st of July that the dis

patches of the Earl Bathurst, communiciting to the Governor of

Demerara the benevolent intentions of his Majesty’s Government,

having for their object the welfare of the slaves, in conformity with

' the expressed decision of the Legislature, which dispatches were

.dated the 28th of May, were laid before the Court of Policy in the

colony. These dispatches particularly specified the prohibition of

flogging females ; the abolition of the use of the whip in the field ;

\and other improvements calculated to ameliorate the condition of

the slave population generally.

' On the 18th of August the revolt broke out in the colony. On

the let of August Mr Smith was apprehended; and on the 15th

of October he was brought to trial. it appears also that the prin

cipal charges of which Mr Smith was found guilty, were—of ha

ving created dissatisfaction amongst the slaves—of having concealed

the intended revolt—and of having corresponded with the rebel

leaders, after that revolt had commenced, and while it was in pro

s.

Much has been said of the general conduct of Mr Smith by my

Honourable Friend, the Under Secretary for the Colonies (Mr W.

Horton). I most unequivocally deny that there exists any evi.

dence in the documents before this House that warrants that infe

rence, or at all affects the general conduct of that individual. It

is impossible for me, before I sit down, to allow such an impres

sion to be made, without offering some remarks on that branch of

the question. I shall only say at present, there is no evidence on

that point before the House. The most important part of the ac

cusation was what was alleged to have passed between Mr Smith

and the negro witnesses, on the 17th day of August, the day be

fore the breaking out of the revolt. It was most important to at

tend to the respective dates, and to the connexion of the occurren

ces. That interview is stated to have taken place on Sunday the

17th, after the evening service. Now it was to be rccollected, that

Mr Smith had not been present at Plantation Le Souvenir a greater

portion of the week before. He had been down on the West Coast,

on a visit to Mr Elliot, and only returned the Friday evening be.

fore to his own residence. It is stated in the charges against him,

that he had, previously to that period, advised rebellion, and er.

deavoured to promote it ; but on that point the evidence is wholly

silent. I admit, however, that if at the interview, on the evening

of the 17th, it did appear that any thing transpired between

the negroes, from which it was conclusive that he was appriscd of

a rebellion being in progress, and, if so apprised, he did keep his

peace, then he was guilty of the offence laid to his charge. 'lha

admission I explicitly avow ; but while I make that admission, let

us attend minutely to the proofs of Mr Smith’s guilt or innocence.

To this all-important point I implore the attention of the House.

I implore the attention of every individual member—l call upon

them, individually and collectively, to listen to the evidence (11

this point, to weigh the inferences that naturally arise out cfit.

r.
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It is essential before he acquits, to hear the vindication of Mr

Smith; butmuch more so before he condemns. To that consideration

1 shall at present proceed, reserving my observations on the Court

Martial when i shall have disposed of it. 1 court inquiry ; I am,

in vindication of Mr Smith’s innocence, anxious for the most rigid

examination. And with that feeling, I hope that those who differ

with me will not spare their examination on those parts of the evi.

dance on which I rest that vindication.

That portion of the evidence to which I request your attention

is the very part to which my Honourable and Learned Friend the

member for Peterborough (Mr Scarlett) had adverted on the for

mer night, and whom I regret not now to see in his place. I re

gret it. because I am about to make observations which lead to a

very different inference from that which he then took. I mention

it. because, in commenting on that inference in his absence, I wish

the House to remember that no blame rests with me.

In the first place, then, it is material to consider, that all that

transpired at the interview on the 17th of August, after evening

service, comes from no other evidence but negro slaves. Not on

ly slaves, but acknowledged accomplices. And here may I be al

lowed to ask in what degree of estimation evidence of such a cha

racter (dropping for the moment the fact of their being engaged

in the revolt) is held by the colonists themselves ? True it is that

in Demerara, the testimony of the negro slaves, under certain cir

cumstances, is admitted ; but in all the W'est India Colonies testi

mony of that description, no matter how high the character of the

individual—no matter the degree of confidence that his master,

from experience of his honesty and good conduct, might repose in

him, is universally rejected. In Jamaica and the other colonies,

even on questions of property of the most trifling value, the law

refuses the evidence of the slave ; even though it appeared that he

could have no personal interest whatsoever in the question. Now

mark the grounds upon which the colonists and slave owners have

justified the rejection of negro evidence. We do not allow them,

say they, first, because they are unimpressed with the obligation of

an oath. They rarely, from their ignorance, can discriminate be

tween right and wrong ; they are uneducated, and destitute of that

information from which a judgment can be formed. Then this

detraction from the evidence of the negro slave witness, Bristol,

applied much more strongly when that slave was an acknowledged

accomplice. It was unnecessary to remind the House of the sus

picion and distrust under which the testimony of an approver was

received in a Court of Justice. It never was considered satisfac

tory evidence to produce conviction, unless it were corroborated

by other evidence not of a discreditable character. Besides, it was

to be borne in mind, that the negro-slave witness, Bristol, the main

may of the accusation, might in one moment be sacrificed as the

victim of the prosecutors. He knew well that if he did not give

in such evidence as was gratifying to them, he might, in the very

place in which he stood, be tried for his life by the Court-Martial,

and executed forthwith.
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There is one other circumstance, before I advert to the evidence

itself, that I beg the House to remember. It is this :—That the

whole of the accusation against Mr Smith, even as it rested upon

evidence such as I have described, has no reference to any fact

committed by the accused, but is exclusively confined to the con

versations which he heard from others ; and to the report of these

conversations, if they took place, all the evidence produced rested

upon slave testimony. Then the question at issue was as to the

accuracy of these alleged conversations.

We have the evidence of Mr Van Cooten, as to the value of that

evidence. I then asked if negroes are generally capable of rela

ting correctly any conversation that has taken place in their pre

sence. What was his answer? “ I think (said he) very badly in

general. Some of them may be more capable than others." A.

gain, he is asked, “ Is it customary to send negroes with verbal

messages when accuracy is required ? No, it is not ; at least I

would not do iL—For what reason would you not send such mes

sages verbally? Because I think negroes in general bad messen

gers: ten to one if they carried it correctly."

Such was the evidence of a gentleman who was the attorney of

the estate of Le Souvenir, an owner of a plantation also, and who

had resided fifty years in the colony. How admirably does the

evidence of that respectable man contrast with the assertions cf

Other planters, who followed the impulse of their passions on this

question.

Having offered these preliminary observations to the attention

of the House, we now come to the only evidence on which it was

attempted to affix the charge of a guilty concealment. I beg

therefore to read an extract from the evidence of the negro, Bris

tol, page [4 ; it is as follows : “ After service I did not go straight

home; we stopped close to the chapel a little while, when we heard

Jack and Joseph talking about the paper that had come from home

-—that the people were all to be made free. Emanuel told Qua

mina he had better go and ask Mr Smith about it; and when Qua.

mine was going into Mr Smith’s house, I went in with him ; and

when we went, Quamina asked Mr Smith if any freedom had ccme

out for them in a paper ; he told them no, but there was a good

law come out, but no freedom for them."

The House must bear in mind that the witness stated that there

was no one else present but himself, Quamina, and Mr Smith, and

that it was the first time he (Bristol) had ever been in the house

of that gentleman. “ Mr Smith,” he then adds, “ said the sol.

diers are stronger than you, therefm'e you can do nothing with the

white people ; you had better wait." '

Now, let us see how far this negro approver‘s testimony is cor

roborated ; for only two witnesses, and these slaves, were produced

to establish the only part of the accusation on which any stress was

laid. That second—that corroborating witness himself, also an

accomplice, was Seton. Bristol, it will be recollected, swore that

Only himself, Quamina and Mr Smith were present at the conver

sationc Sewn, the confirming evidence, directly contradicts the
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approver, and swears that he also was present. But mark also the

different account they both give of the same conversation at that

alleged interview. '

Seton’s report of the conversation was to he found in page 25;

and ran as follows : “ Quamina went to Mr Smith, and asked

him about the paper. Mr Smith said yes ; that the paper is come

out—that the paper had come out so far as to break the drivers;

and that nobody should be licked any more again ; and that if any

body should be licked any more again, it would be by their mas-

ters or their managers ; and, if any thing more than that, they were

to be confined." -

Now two considerations naturally arise out of the testimony of'

those two witnesses, speaking to the same conversation. The re

port of the negro Bristol difl'ers most materially in facts from the

corroborating witness Seton ; first, as to the persons present; and

next, as to the actual purport of the conversation. But, to show

the incapacity of either of those witnesses, even under diiferent

circumstances, where there was no charge to give any accurate ac

count of the expressions of Mr Smith, I shall only allude to the

vulgarity of language in which Seton says Mr Smith expressed

himself. Without being at all criminal, he might have expressed

the same purport as to the nature of the communications received

from Earl Bathurst ; but no man could believe that he would have

stated them in the coarse and vulgar terms which the evidence of

the negro witness, Seton, attributed to him. It is of the last im

portance that honourable and impartial men should exercise their

own judgment on such a question as was involved in these proceed.

ings. \Vho was safe if men are to be condemned to death and dis

honour for mere words used ; if such evidence as the language

and the purport was to be received as evidence? But the House

would observe that from the witness, Seton, the only corroborating

witness of the accomplice, Bristol, there did not escape one word

about recovering their freedom by force ; not one word about the

soldiers being more strong than the blacks. And I beg the House

to bear in mind, that on that very expression of adverting to the

soldiers hinged the whole charge of rebellion-it was the only

word upon which such an accusation could with any ingenuity be

founded. Yet though questioned in every shape, and tried in

every mode, from the second accomplice, Seton, the Court-Martial

could not extract that the term _svldiers had ever been made use of

by Mr Smith. Observe, that of all words, it was that very one

which was most calculated to make an impression on the mind of

a negro slave engaged in a conspiracy to revolt (chum)

Could unhappy persons in their situation, with such designs as

they were charged with entertaining, forget the mention of soldiers,

if such a word had ever been mentioned when discussing the

chances of revolt ? Was it not the danger which they most natu-‘

rally contemplated in carrying their designs into effect? Here,

then, on the only part of the accusation which bore the appearance

of evidence, you had the two witnesses produced on the part of

the Crown, on the most material points contradicting each other;
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and will the House believe, that of all the witnesses produced on

this trial, there were only two, these accomplices, on material

points contradicting each other, who had the boldness to state a

single syllable which inculpatcd Mr Smith in the crime of a guilty

concealment of the intended revolt? Not another witness, even of

the negroes : Not a solitary white man was produced to aflix cri

minality to this most injured individual. There were other per

sons besides those two negroes, Bristol and Seton, and they all

gave a different version of the same conversation. lndeed, there

were no less than four different versions sworn to, of what Mr

Smith said at that interview.

Before I proceed further, Ishall give another specimen of the cha

racter of the witness’ Bristol’s evidence. In p. l7, on his cross

examination, he swears that he had a conversation about his lit~

tle girl, when no persons were present but Mr and Mrs Smith-;

and yet, in his previous testimony, he declared that he went in

with Quamina, continued with him at the interview, and that they

lefi the house together. Am 1 not entitled to ask then, if such

contradictions do not take away all grounds of credibility from this

single witness, who alone has sworn to the guilty concealment of

the intended revolt on the part of Mr Smith P He swore, more

over, on his examination, that after the interview at Mr Smith's

he went direct home. In his examination by the prisoner, he has

sworn that he went not home, but to the Chapel. And yet it was

upon testimony of this description that his Honourable and Learn~

ed Friend, the Member for Peterborough (Mr Scarlett) was pre

pared to conclude the criminality of Mr Smith. ‘

But what said other witnesses, as to that interview, and the per.

sons present ? What said the girl Charlotte, the servant? She

swore positively that Bristol, Quamina, and Peter, were present.

Let us then see what Peter, proved to have been present, says of

the conversation that took place. Peter is a negro slave, it is

true, but how was he circumstanced ? He was an accomplice.

vAnd as an acknowledged accomplice, be it recollected, that every

word he uttered in favour of the prisoner endangered his own life.

Every thing, therefore, that came from a witness thus circum

stanced, in favour of a prisoner, was entitled to much greater con»

sideration than under other circumstances his testimony could

claim. Now what was his account P—

“ Were there any other persons present ?—Bristol, Seton, a boy

named Shute, a field negro of Le Resouuenir, and Mr Smith, were

present, and with myself made six.

“ Did Quamina say any thing to the prisoner; if yea, what was.

it? Yes. He said that they should drive all those managers from

the estates to the town, to the courts, to see what was the best.

thing they could obtain for the slaves ; then Mr Smith answered,

and said, that that was foolish ; how will you be able to drive the

White people to town ? And he said further, the white people were

trying to do good for them; and that if the slaves behaved so,'

they would lose their right; and he saieruamina, don’t bring.

yourself into any disgrace ; that the white people were now mak-.
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ing a law to prevent the women being flogged ; but that the law‘

had not come out yet ; and that the men should not get any flog

ging in the field, but when they required to be flogged they should

be brought to the manager, attorney or proprietor, for that pur

pose; and he said, ‘ Quamina, do you hear this ?’ and then we

came out.—“ What did Quamina say in answer, when Mr Smith

said ‘ you hear ?' He said ‘ yes, Sir ;' that was all.”—“ How long

were you and Quamina, and the rest, at the prisoner’s house ?"‘

' “ We did not stop a minute."—“ Was Seton with you the whole

time at that conversation?" “ Yes."—“ Which of you came out

of the prisonerfs house first ?"--“ We all five came out toge

ther.”

We have now from the very witnesses of the Crown—all admit

ted to be approvers—all produced to confirm the testimony of the

first witness, Bristol, the unquestiOnable fact that the number of

persons present at the interview with Mr Smith was doubled, from

the first account; Bristol says that only himself, Quamina, and

Mr Smith were present. Seton, the second witness, swears that

Bristol, himself, Mr Smith, and Quamina were present- Peter

swears, himself, Quamina, Bristol, Seton, and Shute, were pre

sent with Mr and Mrs Smith. With the exception of the witness

Bristol, not one of the other witnesses of the Crown ventured to

state that one word about force or the soldiers was used by Mr

Smith.

There still remained another witness. named Shute, who contra

diets the evidence of Bristol, confirms that of Peter, and explains

what has been stated as to the driving the managers to the town.

His evidence was to be found in page 65, and was as follows :—

" Were you at that Chapel the Sunday before the revolt? Yes.—

Did you see Quamina, of Success, on that day ? Yes—Where did

you'see him? At the Chapel—Did you see him any where else ?

Yes, I saw him at Success Middle Path, and I saw him after that

come over from Success to our place, to Mr Smith—Did you see

him at Mr Smith’s ? Yes, I saw him there, and was there myself.

-Was any body, and who, present when you saw him at Mr

Smith’s ? Seton, Bristol, and Peter, with Quamina, and myself.—

Did any, and what, conversation pass on that occasion ? Yes; Qua

mina said to Mr Smith he was going to drive all the managers

down ; and Mr Smith told him, no ; for the white people are do.

ing many good things for you ; and if you are going to do that-—

you must not do that, Quamina, I tell you ; Quamina said, yes, I

will see; and after that we all came out of the house from Mr

Smith.-- DidQuamina say what he was going to drive the mana.

gets down for P That they must come down, that they may have

8006. law to give them a day or two for themselves.- Was Seton

there all the time? Yes—,Which of you went away from Mr

Smith’s house first 7 We all together went."

I now think that I have satisfied the House that it was‘impossihle

to have fixed from evidence, such as I have described, the slightest

ground of criminality on Mr Smith. As to the charges of conceal-b
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in; the intention of the negroes to effect their freedom by force, I

think no man in this House would venture to convict any man of

any charge on such testimony. Most persuaded I myself am that

I should disprove it in any Court where the object was the admi

nistration of impartial justice.

With respect to the words of “ driving the managers to the

courts," they were to be judged of by the context of the whole sen

tence, if such words were at all used. “ They were to be driven,"

said some of the witnesses, “ in order to procure a new law for the

treatment of the slaves." Is the use of such a term, if it were used,

to be perverted by any stretch of terg'iversity into a call for carnage

and outrage, into an encouragement of insurrection and high trea

son? 0n the contrary, Sir, I am sure the House will perceive

that this directly negatives the assertion, that Mr Smith had any

such intention as that imputed to him. But that is not all. There

is a great deal more. I have here that which proves the real nature

of the observation made by Mr Smith, on the occasion alluded to.

If the House will refer to the 65th page of the proceedings, they

will find in the examination of Shute, a negro, who had previous

ly stated that he was at Mr Smith‘s on the Sunday preceding. the

revolt, when Seton, Bristol, Peter, and Quamina were present, the

follownig questions and answers: “ Did any, and what conversa

tion pass on that occasion? Yes; Quamina said to Mr Smith, he

was going to drive all the managers down ; and Mr Smith told him,

no; for the white people are doing many good things for you ; and

if you are going to do that-you must not do that, Quamina, -I tell

you; Quamina said, yes, I will see ; and after that we all came out

of the house from Mr Smith."--“ Did Quamina say what he was

going to drive the managers down for? That they must come

down, that they may have a good law to give them a day or two for

theiiselves.”

, Why what is this but a complete contradiction of the testimony

Bristol? I do earnestly pray the House fairly to consider the tes

timony to which.I have alluded; and I ask them, whether, without

reference to any subsequent evidence whatever, any honest-man can

lay his hand on his heart, and say, that it satisfies him that Mr

Smith was fully apprised of the revolt which was projected by the

negroes ; and that, being so apprised, he was guilty of the crime of

concealing it from the Government? Why, good God, Sir, if we

were liable to be tried for our lives, not for any act that we had

ourselves committed, but for not perfectly understanding the con

versation uttered by negrhes-uttered in absence of every white man,

who could give a fair testimony of what occurred-uttered by per

aons who had a deep interest in concealing their precise intentions

uttered by persons, who, if they had made up their minds at the time

to revolt, would take special care not to say so to Mr Smith, lest,

as one of them afterwards observed, that gentleman should imme

diately mount his horse, ride to town, and communicate the infor

mation which he had received to the military !

Can any thing be more clear, than that the individuals who had

concerted the insurrection, would not dare to tell Mr Smith what

they had in contemplation ? Can anything be more clear, than that

they must be perfectly aware that the success of their projected

3.
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muqsrise-that the security of their own lives, depended on their

kwping the matter from Mr Smith's knowledge ?

Sir, I am perfectly justified in making these observations, even

by the evidence of Bristol himself; for the House will find, that,

on his second examination, when recalled before the Court on the

eighth day of the trial, page 18. of the Proceedings, Bristol de.

dates that Mr Smith was ignorant of the intended meeting ? “ Did

you, or Quamina, mention the circumstance of the intended meet

ing to Mr Smith?" “ No."

And here I beg leave to observe, that it was at that meeting that

the rebellion was organised ; that it was not until that meeting that

the schemes which had been before floating in the imaginatibn of

the negroes were matured and completed. For we learn from all.

the witnesses, as well for the prosecution as for the defence, that

no organised plan of insurrection was formed until the meeting at

Success Middle Walk, on the evening of the 17th of August.

But, Sir, let us see if there are not any other circumstances con

nectcd with this transaction, which may serve to illustrate it, and to

place the innocence of Mr Smith upon the most clear and undoubt

ed foundation. Let. us see what was the conduct pursued by Mr

Smith, when the revolt actually took place. If Mr Smith really

knew that the negroes were about to take up arms, and to spread

murder and desolation around, I think I am justified in saying, that

it is more than probable that he would have adopted some precau

tions for the protection of himself and his family. Surely if he had

been aware that an insurrection of the negroes was about to break

out suddenly, he would have put Mrs Smith on her guard, and have

taken other means of security. The rebellion, it appears, broke out

on the Monday evening. What was the conduct of Mr Smith '1’ Mr

Hamilton seeks his assistance. He instantly goes to him, expostu.

lates with the negroes, and endeavours, to the utmost of his power,

toquell the revolt. Itthen appears that there whs some conversation

among the negroes. They said among themselves, “ Mr Smith is a

white man ; he will not forego his colour for us." Although he was

their minister, and one to whom they had been accustomed to look

for protection, yet they feared that by the nature of things he must,

under the circumstances of the case, be their enemy, and one whom

they could not trust.

Now, if they knew that they had previously communicated to him

their intended plan ; if they knew that by such communication they

had rendered him an accomplice in the crime which they meditated,

is it possible that they would have entertained such opinions respecting

him ? is it possible that they would have uttered sentimentsinconsis

tent with their reliance on his attachment to them, and to their cause ?

Again, I ask, what does Mr Smith do when the revolt breaks out P

Does he receive the intelligence of that occurrence as of an event

which he had reason to expect would take place P Is he quiescent ?

Is his family free from alarm and terror? On that point there is

the testimony of three witnesses, who all speak of the alarm of Mr

Smith’s family. They declare that .Mrs Smith was in a. state of the

greatest agitation and terror; that she was unable to sleep all night;

angdfxprcssed the greatest apprehensions for the safety of her hus

be
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Now, it is impossible, it is too inconsistent with the principles and

feelings of human nature to be for a moment believed, that if Mr

Smith had been apprised of the intention of the negroes to revolt, he

would have allowed the storm to burst on the head of Mrs Smith,

without informing her that she had no cause for personal apprehen

sion. Of all the inconsistencies involved in the presumption that Mr

Smith was guilty of the crime imputed to him, this is perhaps the

greatest. But before I leave this part of the subject, the House will

pardon me if I advert to an argument which was urged on the first

night of this discuss‘on, by an honourable and learned friend of mine,

the member for Peterborongh. Although many days have elapsed

since I heard that argument, I have scarcely yet recovered from the

astonishment with which it filled me at the moment. I do not ad

vert to the extreme unfairness of dwelling on the testimony of one

witness for the prosecution, without telling the House that the tes

timony of that witness had been subsequently discredited and con

tradicted; but I advert to the declaration of my honourable and

learned friend—a declaration which filled me with feelings of sur

priseand indignation which I can scarcely express—when he observed,

in support of the evidence of Bristol, that Mr Smith admitted has

ting been on the spot; a circumstance confirming the negro’l testi

mony, because there could be no doubt that he would otherwise have

attempted to CSlfilJll:h an alibi. Why, good God, Sir, what was the

fact? Mr Smith did produce evidence; notto deny that he had had

a conversation with Bristol, Quamina, and the other negroes; he

admitted, as an honest man was bound to admit, mat he was present

at the conversation ; but be positively denied that the tenor of the

wart-reation was such as could attach to him the slightest suspi

cion of his being cognisant of the rebellious object in contemplation.

What would be the consequence if such an argument as that to,

which my honourable and learned friend resorted were to carry con

Viction in similar cases? Perhaps the House may recollect, that a

bout twenty years ago the present Lord Chief Justice of the Court

Of Common Pleas was accused of an attempt to commita rape at his

Chambers, in the Temple, on a lady who came to consult him profes

sionally. VVhal. would my honourable and learned friend the mem

bet for Peterborough have said to the Lord Chief-Justice of the

Court of Common Pleas, if, instead of admitting the fact that he

was in his chambers at the time, and standing on his character, and

On other evidence for the assertion of his innocence, he had attempt

ed to establish an alibi ? It is impossible to conceive a more unjust

or a more illogical conclusion than that of my honourable and learn.

ed, friend. I ask my honourable and learned friend, if he were

himself so unfortunate as to be accused of an offence similar to that

to which I have alluded, he would attempt to defend himself by

calling his clerk to swear that he was in Court at the time ? Instead

0“ expecting such an opinion to escape from the lips of my honour

able and learned friend, he could hardly have expected it to escape

from the lips of one of the Deputy Assistants to the Judge-Advocate

it Demerara.

When, however, we consider how the ingenuity of my honourable

and learned friend was evidently taxed to support the failing testi
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mony of Bristol ; when we find that a lawyer so skilled in his pro

fession ; and of such long experience as my honourable and learned

friend, had no better mode of corroborating Bristol’s assertion of

the guilt of Mr Smith, than the argument that Mr Smith‘s own ad

mission of having been present at the conversation with the negroes

was a proof of his having a knowledge of their criminal intentions,

I am sure the House will be sensible that a cause must be bad in.

deed which is compelled to have recourse to such means for support.

But, Sir, there are two other matters, much relied on by those

who assert that Mr Smith was guilty of the offence with which he

was charged. One is the note received by Mr Smith on the evening of

the revolt, from a negro of the name of Jackey Reed, communicating

the contents of a letter which had been sent him by another negro

called Jack Gladstone. To that note Mr Smith answers: “ I am igno

rant of the afi‘air you allude to, and your note is too late for me to

make any inquiry. I learnt yesterday that some scheme was in' agi

tation ; but without asking questions on the subject, I begged them

tobe quiet, and I trust they will; hasty, violent, or concerted mea

sures are quite contrary to the religion we profess, and I hope you

will have nothing to do with them."

Here is Mr Smith alleging his ignorance of the real intentions of

the negroes. Certainly, if it be a crime that he remained silent when

he had received a vague intimation that some application was about

to be made by the negroes to their managers for redress of certain

grievances of which they complained ; if it be a crime, that having

Obtained some loose information that some plan or other was in agi.

tation, without any knowledge of time, place, object, or other cir.

cumstance, he did not consider it his duty instantly to denounce his

congregation, and to become an informer against them, in utter ig

norance of the facts to which hisinformation referred, then, perhaps,

Mr Smith might be deemed criminal. It appears, however, that

the Court itself was not satisfied with the evidence which had been

adduced in exculpation of Mr Smith, and therefore that an attempt

was made to find something in the confession of Mr Smith himself

which might warrant the conclusion that he was guilty. I call upon

the House to consider the injustice of this mode of proceeding. In

the first place, the confession of an accused person ought to be re

sorted to only under very extraordinary circumstances indeed. And

let us look at the kind of testimony by which the alleged confession

in the present case is supported. Is it probable that on the very

night of the insurrection he would make such a communication to

persons in the condition of the two witnesses whose testimony is

relied on in this respect; men whom he had never before seen in

his life ? Is it likely that he would have communicated rt secret so

personally dangerous to himselfto such persons ? One of them, John

Bailey, a servant to the Ordnance store-keeper, swears that Mr

Smith told him he knew of the intended rising of the negroes six

weeks before.

Now, Sir, it is utterly impossible that Mr Smith could know six

weeks before of a revolt, which there is evidence to prove was plan

ned only on the day before its occurrence. Tbe other witness, John

Aves, coachman to Colonel Goodman, who was examined imme-‘

diater after John Bailey, for the purpose of confirming the evidence
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of the latter, swears to the same declaration on the part of Mr

Smith. But it is clear, that John Bailey also swears to that which

is a palpable falsehood, as proved by the evidence of Dr Robson,

the witness immediately following the two witnesses I have just al

luded to. John Bailey says, “ I asked him (Mr Smith) what time

this disturbance took place ; he said about seven o’clock, when they

(the negroes) came from their work. He said he had been busy

writing all day.” Now, it is proved, by the evidence of Dr Robson,

as well as by Mr Smith's own journal, that on that very day, Mon

day, the 18th of August, Mr Smith had been to the town to

consult that physician professionally. What reliance, therefore, can

be placed on the evidence of an individual who puts into the mouth

of Mr Smith words which it is impossible he could ever have utter<

ed ;--who sweats that Mr Smith declared that he had been writing

allday, when the fact, by his own statement, and by the evidence

ol'a physician, was, that he had been to the town to consult the phy

sician professionally ? But mark the next assertion of this witness

Bailey. “ He (Mr Smith) said the two overseers ran to him for

Protection ; the manager was away." The fact was, first, that the

manager applied to Mr Smith for assistance, and that Mr Smith

saved his life ; and, secondly, that the overseers were not there.

Now, Sir, I do put it to the House, when they find a person,

not a negro, of the same colour as the prisoner, come forward, and

make a deliberate statement against him, two of the allegations in

which are proved to be false, with whatjusticc any part of that per

son’s testimony can be depended on ? The objections which have

been usually made to negro evidence are not, in the colonies, ap;

plicahle to negroes alone. The perjury of white witnesses on this

trial, is at least equal to that of which any black ones could be

guilty. Nor is it Mr John Bailey alone to whom this observation

isapplicable. There are others in higher stations, on whose testi

mony little reliance can be justly placed. While I am on this part

of the case, I beg to advert to the statement of my Honourable and

Learned Friend the Member for Peterborough, that Mr Smith

ought instantly to have communicated to Mr Stewart and Mr Cort,

what he had learned from Quamina. Really, my Honourable and

Learned Friend appears to have read just as much of the evidence

as tended to support the accusation, and to have entirely neglected

that which supports the defence. But the House will not find the

testimony of a single witness in favour of my Honourable and

Learned Friend's averment, but the contrary. The fact is, that my

Honourable and Learned Friend seems to have confused dates.

Iregrct, Sir, to occupy so much of the time of the House, but

the interests of justice require that we should not allow this affair

to remain without being thoroughly sifted and examined. The

next charge brought before the Court-Martial against Mr Smith

was, that he had had communication with Qnamina on Wednesday

the 20th of August. That charge Mr Smith did not deny, for the

best of all possible reasons, that there was nothing on his part cri

minal in that communication. It was clear, from the evidence, that

Mr Smith had never sought the interview in question ; but that it

had taken place accidentally, in consequence of Mrs Smith’s wishing

to see Quamina at her house. And here, I beg to observe, that
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contrary to all the principles of justice, and all the rules of evidence,

the Court admitted evidence as to what Mrs Smith said or did in

the absence of her husband. For instance, on Mrs Smith’s conver

sation with Quamina, is built the charge that Mr Smith correspoud~

ed with, and aided and assisted the insurgent negroes. I maintain,

and I am persuaded there is not a single Honourable Member who

will not say, on his conscience, that he believes, that not a single

word ever dropped from Mr Smith having a tendency to encourage

rebellion among negroes. I believe any such accusation is repu

diated by both sides of the House; and that it exists no where ex

cept. in those receptacles of every species of calumny and abuse, the

newspapers of that ill-fated settlement.

ll'l'here were other charges adverted to by the Under Secretary of

State for the Colonies, of a totally difl'erent description, such, as I

believe, were never the subjects of inquiry in any Court of Justice,

-or before any other tribunal whatever. I mean the conduct of ,Mr

Smith during the whole term of his residence (six years) in the Co

lony of Demerara. Sir, I never before heard of any civil tribunal,

cspecially of any civil tribunal acting under English law, putting

a man on his trial for all his actions and all his words, during a pe

riod of six years‘ continuance; and that, too, without specifying

time, place, and circumstances. Merely one sweeping accusation,

that by his general conduct, during a residence of six years, he had

greatly contributed to the creation of dissatisfaction and discontent

among the negroes. Vt'here, Sir, is the man who would dare to

trust his life to the issue of such an investigation? \Vbere, Sir, is

the individual so bold as to challenge such an inquiry? W'here, Sir,

is the tribunal so unjust as to pronounce sentence upon any indivi

dual so accused ?

The Honourable Secretary charged Mr Smith with being an en

thusiast—with requiring from the negroes too strict an observance of

the rites oftbe Christian church. I wish, Sir, I could have been

spared the pain of touching on this part of this subject. I wish so,

because it is diflicult to describe the sacred obligation of keeping holy

the Sabbath day, without the use of terms which many persons will

think savour of cant; or-without falling into the other and much

more dangerous error of lowering that sacred obligation, by not

speaking of it with adequate reverence. To steer a middle course

in such a case is difiicult. It is difficult to draw a preciseline under

such circumstances. It is difiicult, when any deviation is allowed

from the direct rule, to say where that deviation ought to be unhe

sitatingly checked. I am not one of those who are disposed to pro

hibit innocent amusement, or even necessary employment, on the

Sabbath day. I wish that day to be spent in a manner calculated

to gladden and to enliven all human hearts. But if ever there was a

state of society, in which the adherence to the Divine command for

the observance of the Sabbath, is more essential than in any other,

it ‘is a state in which slavery exists; a state in which, during the

other six days of the week, man commands his fellow-men to.“ ork

for his benefit. Is it too much to say, that in such a state of society

the man who labours for others on the six days of the week ought,

on the seventh, to be wholly exempt from labour? Is it too much

to say that the vengeance of public opinion, and of public law, ought
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to fall on those who endeavour to compel their unfortunate slaves to

incessant, to .unintcrmitting toil? . ,

By the law of Demerara, a fine, I believe of 500 guilders, is im

posed on every planter who compels his slaves to work on the Sab

blih-t, But, notwithstanding that fine, it is evident. throughout the

papers respecting this subject, that the law is constantly evaded. It

is evident, from the proclamations of the Governor himself, as well as

by the statements of Mr Austin, Mr Smith, and others, that the,

slaves are compelled, in many instances, to labour on the Sabbath,

and that every endeavour on their part to obtain redress for this

grievance has proved fruitless. Aye, as I have been reminded by

nit-honourable friend near me, that the sole efi'ectof such endeavours

has, in many cases, been to call down on the unhappy slavesthe ven

geanceof those masters of whose oppression they have complained.

| In such a state of society, I ask the House what is the line of con

duct which Mr Smith ought to have pursued? The House will, I

hope, allow me to show, from the evidence of one or two of Mr

Smith‘s disciples, the nature of the doctrines which he really preach

ed to them. '

~Manuel, one of the negro witnesses for the prosecution, de

poses,_ “ Parson said, if your master has any work for you on Sun

day, it is your duty to tell him Sunday is God’s day.” Sir, is that

criminal doctrine? But how does the witness go on with his state

ment of ltlr Smith’s exhortation? “ That if the water-dam broke

on Sunday, it was our duty to go and stop it; that if the boat was to

ground on a sand-bank on a Sunday, it was our any to shove it oil';

and that if people got drunk on Sunday, it was right of their masters

to make them work, to prevent them walking about, and making

mischief.” Is there any thing in these declarations which deserves

reprehension 'r’ _

Romeo, another witness for the prosecution, when he is asked

whether he did not hear Mr Smith say that the negroes were fools

for working on a Sunday, for the sake of a few lashes, answers,

“ No, I did not hear that; but I heard him say, that if their masters

gave them work they must do it patiently; and if they punish you

for a wrong cause, you must not grieve for it." -

It appears, therefore, Sir, that Mr Smith preached such obedience

to the commands of man as was consistent with the commands of

God. If he had used other language, if he had attempted to de

ceive the negroes by preaching one doctrine to them, and allowing

them a practice of another and an opp0site nature, he would have

been a renegade to his faith, and an apostate from his religion. So

far, however, from his having been an enthusiast, as my honourable

friend, the Under Secretary of State, was pleased to call him, Mr

Smith appears to me to have acted with the greatest circumspection

and care, and to have avoided, with all possible care, any thing that

could have a tendency to excite discontent in the negro population ‘

of-Demerara. I know that there is to be found in the evidence of

a single negro witness for the prosecution, one passage which seems

to imply the contrary.

Azor, a negro, deposes, “ I heard him (Mr Smith) say, ‘ You

are fools for working on Sunday for the sake ofa few lashes.’ "

Against that single passage in the testimony of one witness, I set

F
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all the testimony of the other witnessess; I set the testimony of Mr

Austin as to the general conduct of Mr Smith ; nay, set the con

duct of the very slaves themselves. If, Sir, we seek for the efi‘ect

which the doctrines inculcated by Mr Smith had on the minds of

the negroes, let us look to the evidence of one of the planters; let

us look to the evidence of Mr Van Cooten, a gentleman who, at

the time of the trial, had resided about fifty years in the colony of

Demerara. Mr Van Cooten declaresit to be his opinion, “ t the

negroes had become more obedient in consequence of their attend

ance on Mr Smith." Other witnesses would not have been wanting

to confirm this gentleman's testimony, if the prejudice against Mr

Smith in the colony had not been so great as to prevent their giving

honest evidence. As it was, Mr Smith was compelled to rely for

his character on the testimony of Mr Van Cooten and Mr Austin,

and on the prodigious number of certificates of recommendation

which form so large a part ofthe documents on the table.

Sir, I will show the House why Mr Smith could not rely on the

testimony of other witnesses, who were, nevertheless, cognisant of

the favourable impression he had made on the minds of the negroes.

For that purpose I will take the examination of a' planter of the

name of John Reed, who was summoned to tell what he knew of

the accused. The House will find it in page 52 of the printed pro.

ceedings.

Let us see how Mr Reed gives his testimony. A document pro

duced in the Court having been read, he is asked, “ Did you send

the paper or letterjust read, or deliver it to the prisoner ?’.' “ I de.

livered it to the prisoner."—“ Where were you when you so deli

vered it ?" “ I was on my sick-bed at Dockfour. The prisoner

intruded himself at my domestic board, even at my sick bedside;

asked and obtained permission to erect a place of worship on disin.

terested though legal conditions.” It is clear that the impression

which this witness intended to create was, that Mr Smith vvasso

great an enthusiast, that, without regard to common deCency, he

forced himself on his, Mr Reed’s, privacy. Hisfexamination conti

nues :—“ How many times was the prisoner at your house? I think

three or four times—Do you remember at what time of day, on

what. occasion did the prisoner go first to your house P It was early

in the morning, for the purpose of obtaining leave to erect a place

of worship.-Where did you on that morning meet with the prison

er; and did you ask him to stay breakfast, or did he remain without

invitation? I met him on the road leading to the estate, and I be.

lieve I asked him to stay breakfast." All this showed what was

working in this planter’s mind. The House will recollect, that at

the commencement of Mr Reed’s examination, he declares that Mr

Smith intruded himself at his domestic board, and even at his sick

bedside. The close of his examination, however, is as follows :—

“ What do you mean, when you say the prisoner intruded himself?

I was unacquainted with the prisoner before, and on one occasion

he brought Mrs Smith along with him ; perhaps I should not have

deemed it an intrusion but for his subsequent conduct.--Did the

prisoner go into your sick bed-room without being asked 1' No, at:

nm New.”

Now this, Sir, is an exemplification of the kind of feeling that
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prevails in this ill-fated settlement. At the moment of the trial of

Mr Smith, such was the outcry against all religious disposition, that

the very effort to erect a chapel for the purpose of benefiting the

negroes in his neighbourhood was considered reprehensible, and

produced, as has just appeared, a bias which induced a witness to

make a statement in the early part of his evidence, which the fear

of a prosecution for perjury forced him, at the conclusion of his

evidence, to admit to be a total falsehood. The whole of the evi

‘ vce is liable to similar comments; and yet it was on evidence

this that the Court- Martial found the accused person guilty;

such evidence did they, after five days’ deliberation, sentence

im to the punishment of death ; on such evidence did the Gover

nor of the colony, to his eternal shame and everlasting disgrace, sanc

tion the sentence.

In my humble opinion, Sir, I have stated enough already to jus

tify me in declaring, that no impartial tribunal—no competent

judgeb-no honest jury, ever pronounced such a sentence as that

which the Court-Martial at Demerara pronounced upon Mr Smith ;

and that it could have emanated from nothing but the most viru

lent spirit of prejudice. But I will not be satisfied with what I

have yet stated. I will endeavour to show the House, in as few

words as possible, the foundation of the accusation which I unhesi~

tatingly prefer against this Court-Martial, namely, that of having

knowingly and wilfully given a false verdict. Sir, these are strong

terms; but they are not too strong for the occasion. I know I

have no right to travel out of the evidence before the Court for the

purpose of making good my charges, and I pledge myself not to

utter a syllable which is not to be found in the documents on the

table. ~ ‘

In the first place, then, Sir, the Court compelled Mr Smith to

plead before they allowed him counsel, and thus deprived him of

every opportunity of objecting either to the jurisdiction of the Court

itself, or to the illegality of the charges exhibin against him.

In the second place, the charges are, on their very face, illegal;

referring, as they do, to various ofi‘ences supposed to be consum

mated by the prisoner before the proclamation of martial law, which

alone gave the Court-Martial power to try a civilian, and stating

neither the time, nor the place, nor the circumstances of those im

puted ofl‘ences. Even my honourable and learned friend, the Mem

ber for Peterhorough, admits, that it was illegal to try a man by

martial law for an offence committed before that martial law was

proclaimed. Does my honourable and learned friend consider it

more legal to try a man for offences committed years before the ac

cusation, without any specification of the particulars of those of

fences ?

Sir, the next charge I make against the Court-Martial is, that

they allowed the Judge-Advocate to make such a speech as that

which he made on opening the case. On that occasion he was

bound, as prosecutor, to state in detail the specific ofl‘ences with

which he charged the prisoner. Instead of that he merely says,

“ I shall first adduce in evidence that the prisoner, even from the

beginning of his arrival in this colony, has begun to interfere with

the complaints of the different negroes upon the estates in the dis
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trict where he has been admitted as a regular Missionary;" and

then goes on with a number of similar general charges, without eu

tering upon a single specific statement.

My next accusation against the Court-Martial refers to the partial

spirit which they exhibited, and to their evident prejudice against

the prisoner. This is apparent in many parts of the proceeding.

.For instance, Seton, a negro witness for the prosecution, is thus

cross- examined by the prisoner : “ Have you been instructed by any

one to say what you have just told the Court? I have been exaa

mined before at Mrs Menten’s, by Mr Smith, Judge-Advocate. —

Was what you so told put down in writing ? Yes—Have you since

seen or heard what was so put: down in writing ? I saw the paper

at the time, but not since ; it has not been read to me."

Now, Sir, these are very ordinary questions on a cross examina.

tion. They are very proper, in order to ascertain if a witness has

been previously tampered with, or has received any intimation of

the evidence expected from him. The Court-Martial, however, in

stantly take fire at this cross-examination by the prisoner, charge as

an offence that which he had an undoubted right to do, swear the

Deputy Judge-Advocate, and thus examine him :-“ Have you ex

amined the witnesses for the purposes of this prosecution? I have

examined several of them, and the witness is one.—Have you at

tempted to mislead or instruct the witnesses as to the evidence P As

a witness here I must answer no; but I should think on ordinary

occasions such a question too degrading to be put to me." And

then, as if to mark stillmore strongly the spirit of the Court, there

comes this paragraph ;—“ The Court observed that the two preced

ing questions were put for the purpose of protecting the Judge» Ad

vocate from the imputations attempted to be thrown upon him by

the prisoner. ' ’

Now, I ask, not whether such a proceeding as this was consistent

with good sense, but whether it could have been prompted by any

thing but the most profound ignorance, the most invincible preju

dice, the most determined disregard of decency.

The next accusation I make against this Court is their admission

of such a mass of hearsay evidence—the hearsay evidence of negro

witnesses, two or three deep. I contend also that the Court plainly

showed the feelings by which they were actuated when they permit

ted the Judge-Advocate, after four days' preparation, to make the

reply which he did. And, lastly, I maintain 'that no honest man

would have concurred in pronouncing such a sentence as that which

the Court pronounced, even if he believed the prisoner guilty of the

oli'ence imputed to him. And what, Sir, can be advanced in extenn

ation of the conduct of the Court? Is it that,they were ignorant of

the law? Can that be said, when among their members was the

Chief-Justice of the Colony P That this gentleman is a man of liberal

education, was declared to the House the other evening by his ho

nourable and learned friend, and even the member for Peterborough,

who told us that Mr Wray was a Fellow of Trinity College.—

He is also a barrister, selected by his Majesty’s Government to fill

the highest legal station in the colony, so that of course he must

know something of law. What did he do in the extraordinary cir

cumstances in which he found himself placed ? Did he remonstrate
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against the proceedings of the Court, or did he not? If he did, that

would certainly be some extenuation of his own offence, but would

involve in still deeper guilt all the other members of the Court,

who, having their ignorance dispelled, and their eyes opened to the

real character of their proceedings, nevertheless disregarded the opi

nion and advice of their instructor, and obstinatcly persevered in a

course of error and injustice. But how monstrous was it, if this

gentleman did not remonstrate against the conduct of the Court?

Good God ! the instant he heard the nature of the charges preferred

against the prisoner, the speech of the Judge-Advocate in opening

the prosecution, the admission of evidence in a shape partial and in

jurious, ought he not instantly to have expressed his warm indigna_

tion-ought he not to have insisted on the strict observance of the

rules of law and ofjustice P and in the event of a refusal to acquiesce

in his representations, to have quitted a Court in which he could not

remain without shame and degradation ? Sir, was his conduct in not

doing so worthy of a man of liberal education—of a fellow of Tri

nity College—of a Banister? I am ashamed, deeply ashamed, that

the gown which I have the honour to wear should have been so

disgraced on this occasion.

But, Sir, we have been told that the situation of affairs in Deme

rara was one of a very critical nature, and that some strong mea

sures were indispensable to the public security. We, who represent

the injustice of these proceedings, have been told, “ All that you say

is very true; but some allowance must he made for the urgency of

the case." Let us inquire what that urgency was. The trial com

menced on the lSth of October. Sentence was pronounced on the

24th November, the Court having deliberated for five days before

they were determined thus to record their everlasting shame. The

revolt of the negroes commenced on the 18th of August, and not a

trace of its existence remained on the 28d of the same month. Three

months, therefore, elapsed from the extinction of the insurrection to

the commencement of the trial. Now, Sir, although I can make

allowances for the urgency of an occasion, although I can make al

lowances for the impressions of fear, I can malte no allowances for

that urgency, or ~for that panic which continues for three months,

and which then issues in an act of gross cruelty and monstrous in

justice. There never was any thing more unfounded than the ex

tenuation pleaded upon this occasion; from beginning to end the

arguments of its supporters only serve to show the weakness, the

hopelessness of their cause.

I am aware that I have already trespassed considerably upon the

attention of the House, and in a few words more I shall have done.

The House must perceive that I have hitherto abstained from saying

a single word upon what has appeared in the Missionary copy of

these proceedings. If it be true, as stated in that copy, that certain

questions proposed by Mr Smith were refused to he put by the Court,

then I say that it enhances the guilt of that Court a thousand fold,

and adds to the disgrace and discredit of the whole transaction in the

same proportion. I do not say whether those statements are true or

false, but I maintain that they ought to he inquired into.

Let me now be permitted to say a word or two with respect to

the causes of this revolt. It has been said, that that revolt was ow
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ing to the dissatisfaction created in the negroes' minds, by the doc

trines preached by Mr Smith. Now, Sir, if ever any set of men

could be expected to revolt sooner than another, it was the set of

men implicated in this transaction—the slaves of Demerara. In the

first place, there had been the largest importations of slaves into that

colony, and the mortality there was quadruple what it was in other

places. According to the report, it appears that one great cause of

the mortality was the absence of medical aid l The Governor, it ap

pears, gave orders in May, which had for their object, right or wrong,

to prevent the attendance of the negroes at places of public worship.

This produced discontent. But the principal cause of dissatisfaction

arose from the extraordinary measures taken with respect to Lord

Bathurst's letter, which arrived on the 7th of July. What did the

Governor do upon that occasion ? Did he keep silent with respect

to the contents of that paper; did he take care that they should

not transpire ? He did no such thing ; on the contrary, he allowed

a general rumour to go forth ; he allowed it to reach even into the

huts of the negroes, that something good had come out for them, in

a paper; but up to the 18th of August nothing whatever is publish

ed upon the subject. Now, Sir, let me ask what must be the neces

sary etl'ect of such treatment upon ignorant minds? their religious

feelings were violated, their hopes were excited by reports respecting

a paper, of the contents of which they were kept in ignorance down

to the very day ofthe revolt.

Here, then, you have at once the motives which induced the

revolt ; you have their hopes deferred ; the severity of their punish

ments increased ; and, good God ! if you torture men thus—if you

increase their punishments, and defeat their hopes, must you not

at length drive them to resist that tyranny which they find insup

portable? Do we not find this to be every day the case, and it is

well that it is so. It has pleased God, in his wisdom, to fix in the

human mind a point, beyond which endurance will not go, and at

which the oppressed is stimulated to turn around and avenge him

self upon his oppressor. This has been ordained by the wisdom

of an unerring Providence, as a means of preventing the perpetua

tion of tyranny and slavery. .

The House is aware that Mr Smith lived on the Plantation

called Le Souvenir, and that the next Plantation is called Success,

to which Quamina and some others of the negroes belonged ;

others, again, lived on adjoining plantations. It has been already

stated, that the orders sent out by Lord Bathurst were for the

abolition of the cart-whip in the field, and the total prohibition to

flogging females. Now, I find that Mr Hamilton, of Le Souvenir,

stated on the 15th July, that if he was not allowed to flog his

female slaves, he would put them into solitary confinement, with

out food. That humane gentleman at the same time comforted

himself, by expressing his conviction that the plan of Mr Canning

would not be carried. into effect. I sincerely hope he will find

himself disappointed ; I hope and trust that that Right Honourable

Gentleman will, as ‘I know he can, introduce such measures as

neither this manager, nor all the managers of all the estates in our

colonies, will be ableto resist. But Mr Hamilton did not stop

here ; when he found that cart-whips were prohibited in the fields,

he humanely furnished his drivers with catsio‘nine-tails. To the
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credit of Mr Van Cooten, however, he took the cats-o‘nine-tails

from the drivers,- and turned Mr Hamilton away. So much for Le

Souvenir.

I shall now, with permission of the House, say a word or two

as to Success. And first, as to the charge preferred against Mr

Smith before the Court-Martial, of exciting dissatisfaction in the

minds of the negroes. I find, in a letter of Mr Smith, dated the

20th of August, that a Mr Roche had been discharged from the

- estate, because twenty-seven negi'oes died. l\Ir Roche stated that

the negroes had been over-worked, as he, to accomplish the orders

under which he acted, was obliged to keep them at work night and

day. This is, I think, Sllfiicient to give the House some idea of

the general cause which the negroes had to resist the authority of

their masters, particularly in the brutality exercised at Le Souvenir,

and the extreme severity practised at Success.

I have now only a few words to add; but I cannot conclude

without observing, that the spirit which dictated this prosecution,

and seems to have attended it in its progress before the Court.

Martial, is not yet at rest. I find that there still exists the same

spirit of resistance to the mild and lenient measures advocated by

the mother country ; the same anxiety to persecute every individual

who stands up in support of the cause of truth and justice. The

House are already aware of the part taken by the Rev. Mr Austin,

is clergyman of the Established Church, in this transaction; but

they are not, perhaps, aware of the extent of malice, and misre

presentation, and obloquy to which he has been subjected, in con

sequence of the honourable and Christian part which he took upon

him on the trial of Mr Smith. >

In The Guiana Chronicle and Demerara Gazette of the 26th April,

I find the following observations:—“ And now for the sleek-headed

Philistine—the preacher of bad will to all men—the slandcrer of all

men, and the evil spirit of Demerara."

In The Guiana. Chronicle of the 9th February, the following

paragraph appeared :--“ There is some individual in this colony-a

wolf in sheep's clothing-who is doing incalculable mischief to the

cause of truth and the interest of the community, by his metho

distical mummery, and the mendacious and scandalous writings to

people of his own class in England. The name of the individual

has been hinted to us, and not only hinted to us, but, by the sa.

credness of the cause we advocate, if we happen to fix on the

worthless animal, in a tangible and credited shape, it shall be no

fault of his, if we do not make him publicly execrable. ,

“ This wolf in sheep's clothing-this worthless animal, we have

now fixed upon in a ‘ tangible and credited shape:' and, as the

Editor of the Royal Gazell: says, ‘ The Rev. Mr Austin is the

man! ! !’ -

“ To find language sufliciently expressive to denote our abhor.

rence of the conduct of this individual, is impossible. There is no

language in the known world capable of supplying us with words

sufiiciently strong for the purpose. It deserves every epithet that

is bad—it deserves every stigma which can be cast upon it; and it

is calculated to excite that unlimited reprobation, with which the

acts even of the most hardened criminals are universally visited.
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“ To repeat the extract from Mr Austin's letter, verbatim et lite

ratim, as it appears in‘T/ze Missionary Chronicle, will not be ne

cessary; it is recorded in our last; it will only be proper that we

take to pieces that part of it which contains a direct charge against

the inhabitants of this colony, of attempting the life of a fellow

creature. In this we are in some measure relieved by our corre

spondent, ‘ Episcopalian,‘ whose communication we recommend to

the perusal of our readers.

“ In perusing this paragraph,-‘ Nothing but those principles of

the gospel of peace, which he (Mr Smith) has been proclaiming,

could have prevented a dreadful efl'usion of blood here, and saved

the lives of those very persons who are now (I shudder to write it)

seeking his.'—Mr Austin has not used that circumspection which

his better sense ought to have prescribed for him. The contents of

this paragraph are as false and libellous as falsehood and libel can

be ; and we recommend the gentlemen of this colony, who have

any public spirit in their veins, and whose rank in society entitles

them to display it, to wait upon his Honour, the first Fiscal, in a

body, and insist upon the vilifier and traducer being prosecuted for

his scandalous and infamous charge. This is the way in which our

colonies are sacrificed,-this is the way in which materials are af

forded to the saints to fabricate their weapons of attack, and to bear

down the colonists before them. The very people whom we clothe

and feed—the very people whom we nourish and enrich, are those

who are our bittcrest enemies, and who do us more mischief, by far,

than a whole host of declared opponents. We meet the latter on

fair terms, but we have no means of defending ourselves against

the formsr. They stab us in the dark, and the blow becomes mor

tal before a remedy can be applied. And will the people of this

colony continue the tool of these fellows any longer ? Will the in

habitants of Demerara permit Mr Austin to continue to pocket

their money, at the expense of their lives ? For what can we ex

pect, when our own well-paid minister, aminister of the Establish

ed Church, rises in rebellion against us, but that ruin awaits our

property; and

 
They do take our lives,

When they do take the means by which we live.’

“ If they do, we can only say, that Mr Austin will be fully

authorised to follow the line of business he has so fitly 'com

menced, and to go on dealing out, by wholesale and retail, and for

esportation, ready-made lies, and other articles, for the convenience

and assistance of the saints. If, however, they do not, and we are

in hopes that this will be the case, let them pursue that line of con

duct towards their lurking foe, as shall render his longer residing

amongst us more a matter of necessity than of choice. Let them

do this, and they will prove themselves to be the friends of the

country.

“ Mr Austin's character is for ever gone. As a clergyman, m

a preacher of the doctrines of our Saviour, the fundamental prin

ciple of which was truth, he is sunk beyond redemption. His

honour is forfeited—his name is blighted, and the pulpit cannot

shield him from shame and disgrace, nor from the just and merited
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reproaches of an injured and calumniated set of people. Where

ever he goes, the finger of hatred shall point him out, and derision

shall laugh him to scorn ; while the misery of those who are con

nected with him shall add poignancy to the reflection, that his re~

putation is blasted for ever, and that, for mere worldly gain, he

betrayed the friends who fostered him, and

‘ Like the base Indian,

Threw a pearl away richer than all his tribe.’

 

“ It was our intention to have entered more largely into the mat

ter-to have noticed the forfeiture of his word-of his honour, to

his Excellency the late Governor, which he sacredly offered as a

pledge that he would not write home to the Missionary Society,

upon any thing connected with the trial of the late Smith, and

to have touched upon his remarks before the Board of Inquiry, &c.

But these points are ably handled by an ‘ Episcopalian,’ and super

sede the utility and necessity of our saying a word more.

“ In conclusion, we appeal to the inhabitants—we call upon

them, as they respect the laws and institutions of the colony, as

they feel for the common weal and welfare—and, as they are iden

tified with its safety and its danger, to unite in expelling, by all the

legal means in their power, this pest from the shores of the country.

We call upon them as fathers, as Christians, and as men, to dis

continue their attendance at his church, until his presence shall no

longer profane it; and to ofi'er up their morning and evening pray

ers in the retirement of their own dwellings, where the honest

sentiments of devotion will be heard, ‘ though no crafty gownsman

shall superintend the scene.’

“ We call upon them to do all this, as a duty they owe to them

selves, and to the country which, by birth or adoption, is their

own; and, finally, we call upon them to shun, in public and pri

vate places, all intercourse with the being who is a disgrace to his

cloth, and an enemy to the establishments and prosperity of the

colony." [Cheersfrom both sides of the Hausa]

Now, Sir, mark :-The revolt took place on the 19th August; the

publication which I have just read was given to the world on the 26th

of the following April-11 period of seven months having elapsed !

The House will from this be able to judge what a malignant and

persecuting spirit still exists in that colony. I could show from other

documents, but it is not necessary, the same spirit of hostility to

religious education—the same determination to degrade the negro

character, openly, disgracefully avowed in that colony. And, Sir,

those opinions will be to the humiliation and disgrace of our tribu

nals of public justice in the colonies, unless this House expresses,v

in the strongest and most decided terms, its reprobation of such

proceedings. If you do not do this, you will let it go abroad that

you do not mean to govern your colonies upon principles of law

and justice. An awful responsibility now rests upon his Majesty’s

Ministers, and upon this House. If we allow this question to go

by without deep and serious consideration, we shall let slip an op.

portunity not easily regained. The Right Honourable Gentleman

opposite, (Mr Canning), whose talents all admire, and whose.weight

in the House and the country is notorious, can settle the question
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at once. That Right Honourable Gentleman has hitherto stood

forward as the friend and advocate of every measure introduced for

the benefit of the negro population of our colonies. I call upon

him to consider what will be the effect of negativing my Honour

able and Learned Friend’s motion this evening. I call upon him

to reflect upon the triumph that will be obtained in Demerara, by

such a proceeding.

Let it once be known in that settlement, that this motion has

been negatived, and the persecutors of Mr Smith will rejoice-the

shouts of victory will burst forth. How, then,~is the complaint of

the humble negro to be heard—how are injustices, daily inflicted

upon him, to be remedied P The consequences of such a determina

tion on the part of this House will be, that the severity exercised

on the negroes will be increased one hundred fold—the cause of

religion will fall to the ground—Government will lose its authority,

and all the hateful and degrading passions of man will be brought

into full and unrestrained action. I say, Sir, that we owe it to

ourselves—we owe it to justice—we owe it to him who is gone to

render his account at the bar of Heaven, to come to no decision

upon this question which, as conscientious men, we cannot approve

of as just and right. I call, then, upon every man who hears me,

not to vote until he has fully sifted the grounds upon which the

question stands. I hope the decision to which we shall come will

be in unison with the voice of the country ; and that we shall, by

our vote this night, mark as it deserves, an act alike repugnant to

British justice and British feeling.

Mr Truman. and another member rose at the same moment, but

the cry of “ Mr Tyndall" being very general, the other member

gave way, and Mr Tyndall proceeded. In rising to oppose the

motion of his honourable and learned friend, it was not his intention

to offer himself either as the apologist or the defender of certain

little irregularities which had, it appeared, crept into the proceedings

before this Court-Martial. If his honourable and learned friend,

who had just sat down, had called on the House to consider what

would be the effect of negativing this motion, he (Mr Tyndall)

begged of them to consider what would be the effect of adopting it.

The motion of his honourable and learned friend was for an humble

address to his Majesty, stating, on the part of the House, that they

had taken into their most serious consideration the papers submitted

to them relative to the trial of Mr Smith, and that they felt it their

duty to declare, that they contemplated, with feelings of great alarm

and deep sorrow, the facts therein stated, &c. The House should

bear in mind, that, by this motion, they would condemn, unheard,

a set of honourable men, bred in the school of honour, and who

had acted under the solemn sanctity of an oath. It should be re

collected, that if Mr Smith‘s character was of value, there were in

the settlement of Demerara gentlemen, whose characters were also

dear to them.

He could not help expressing some surprise at the turn which the

debate appeared to have taken since the last discussion. On the

last occasion he understood the main point argued to be the illega

lity of the tribunal before which this Missionary had been tried.

To-night it appeared that his honourable and learned friend (Dr
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Lushington) admitted what be (Mr Tyndall) had been led to con.

sider as the great ofl'ence. For surely, if the illegality of the tribu.

nal could have been shown, it must have appeared from the stores

of learning which be (Dr Lushington) was capable of bringing to

bear upon it. > He took it, therefore, that the Court was competent

to the performance of the duties imposed upon it, and to award

the punishment of death; but lest any doubt should remain upon

that point, he should trouble the House with a few authorities to

prove that the punishment of death was the only punishment that

could, according to law, be inflicted for the offence.

It was hardly necessary for him to state, that the laws of Deme

rara were founded on the Dutch law, or to add, that tlie laws of

Holland were founded upon the old Roman law. And no man

would hesitate to admit, that by the ancient civil law, the punish

ment of death was inflicted alike upon persons who committed trea

son, or who, knowing of its commission, concealed that knowledge.

This was laid down in Huber and other writers upon civil law. It

was not for him to defend that law, or to contend that a milder

course would not have been preferable: it was sufficient for him to

know that it was the law. The honourable and learned gentleman

quoted other writers upon civil law '( French and Dutch) in support

of this part of his argument, in which it was stated, that a person

concealing high treason was liable to the punishment of death, al

though they had no participation in the criminal act. The House

had, therefore, a concurrent system of law established in Europe in

support of the power of the Court to pass the sentence which it did

on Mr Smith.

Now, he apprehended that, before his honourable and learned friend

could'be justified in pronouncing the proceedings at Demerara a gross

violation of law, he was bound to prove one of three things, namely,

that the punishment was greater than the Court had power to award ;

that the Court had no jurisdiction in the case; or that, having the

jurisdiction, its conduct was grossly and palpahly unjust. \Vith re:

spect to the first point, as to the measure of punishment, he had, he

trusted, set it altogether at rest. He would therefore apply himself

to the second point, viz. the jurisdiction of the Court, and inquire

whether it was not the best constituted, and most impartial that could

have been under all circumstances obtained ? The proclamation of

martial law at once superseded all civil process, and made it necessary

that other Courts should be substituted in its stead. Before he

went further, he wished to guard himself against a conclusion which

had been come to by some honourable and learned gentlemen on the

other side. It was said, that martial law had been proclaimed on

the 19th, and that the offence of Mr Smith, if any, had been commit_

ted on the 17th; and then it was asked whether that law was to have

an er post acta operation, and that under it all bygone offences were

to be trie ? He said certainly not; it would not be lawful to try in

this way an offence committed last year, or at any previous period,

which gave it a character distinct and separate from the circumstanr

ces which occasioned the proclamation of martial law. But here

the case was different. Mr Smith was charged with having a guilty

knOWledge of treason and rebellion on the 17th day of August, and

with having concealed that knowledge ; on the 18th the negroes re
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volt, and in consequence martial law was the next day proclaimed.

Was it not then drawing too nice and subtle distinctions—distinc

tions unworthy of the honourable and learned members on the other

side, to say that the offence of concealing the knowledge of the trea

son of the 17th, was a bygone offence, and not an ofl‘ence cognisable

by a Court-Martial? Having said so much about the offence, he

would inquire what the construction of the Court was, and whether

it was not what could have been obtained.

And, first, had a Court-Martial not been appointed, by what tri

bunal could Mr Smith have been tried ? According to the law of

the colony, in ordinary cases, he would have been tried by the Pre- s

sident and a certain number of planters, who would bejudges alike

of the law and the fact, and who, as planters, would necessarily have

been interested in the decision. Now he would put it to the House,

whether a Court composed of British oflicers, for the most part

strangers, having no connection with the colony (with the exception

of the Vendue master), and, therefore, disinterested—he would'put

it to the House whether a Court so constituted was not preferable to

the former P His honourable and learned friend had not acted quite

fairly in his allusions to Mr \Vray, the President of the civil tribu

nal. He was a gentleman of liberal education and amiable man

ners, to whom he had the pleasure of being known in the course of

professional intercourse, and he did not believe that he would have

for a moment lcnt himself to any base or unworthy proceedings, such

as those described. With respect to the leading questions objected

to, it would be found that more had been put on the part of the pri

soner, than by the other side, and that upon the whole the balance

of hearsay evidence was considerably in his favour.

He had again to complain of a. little unfairness on the part ‘of his

honourable and learned friend, in not using with his usual candour

the observations made by an honourable member on a former even

ing relative to the statements of some of the witnesses having been

confirmed by Mr Smith himself. Now, it appeared from the evi

dence, page 41, that he was present at a conversation, in which he

heard Quamina and Seton talk in a low tone, and speak of“ driving

their managers" and “ a new law.” Upon this part of the case it

was asked, whether every man should be bound to prove an alibi, a

gainst whom it was stated that he had been in some place where

something illegal was spoken. But that was not a case in point.

Here, it appeared, there was testimony by Mr Smith strongly cor

roborative of what had been stated by Bristol and Seton.

It could not be disputed, that they had clear evidence of the fol

lowing facts, viz. that a. revolt had taken place on the 18th of Au

gust; that that revolt had been headed by persons high in office, or

duly attending on the Bethel Chapel which belonged to the accused ;

that Mr and Mrs Smith remained in their house upon the estate,

after the other whites of the colony had become alarmed, and were

flying for shelter; that on the evening when the revolt broke out, Mr

and Mrs Smith had been found walking near the spot; that Smith

had had an opportunity of informing the Governor of what he

knew, as he had been that morning in town on horseback, for the

purpose of consulting his medical adviser; and that it was found in

the evening he was in possession of information which he ought
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to have communicated to the Governor, but which, though he had

an opportunity of doing so, he withheld.

He now came to the fact of the communications made to Mr

Smith on Sunday, the 17th of August. It appeared from the evi

dence of Bristol and Seton, as well as that of Aves and Bailey, that

he had had an intimation of discontent and dissatisfaction amongst

theslaves so far back as six weeks before. Mr Smith, in page 40, says,

-" They (Bristol, Seton, and Quamina) were all standing together,

and I went into the hall to get a glass of wine. While drinking it,

Iheard Quamina and Seton, who were standing together, in a low

tune of voice, uselthe words ‘ manager and new law.’ This induced

me to rebuke them for talking of such things.” Why, he asked,

rebuke them unless he considered their conduct improper; and if

improper, why conceal what he knew from the Governor ? He then

goes on to say, “ From all that passed, I had not the smallest idea

that they intended to revolt. The receipt of Jack's note on Mon

day brought to my recollection what I had heard on the preceding

day, and caused_me then to attach to it a meaning which I had not

attached to it before.”

Now mark what Peter says when examined by the prisoner. “ W'ere

you at that chapel the Sunday before the revolt? Yes.—Did you

see Quarnina, of Success, on that day? Yes.—Where did you see

him ? At Mr Smith‘s house.—Were there any other persons pre

sent? Bristol, Seton, a boy named Shute, a field negro of Le lie

souvenir, and Mr Smith, were present, and, with myself, made six.—

Did Quarnina say any thing to the prisoner; if yes, what was it?

Yes—He said that they should drive all those managers from

the estates to the town, to the courts, to see what was the best thing

they could obtain for the slaves; then Mr Smith answered, and said,

that that was foolish ; how will you be able to drive the white people

to town ? And he said further, the white people were trying to do

good for them, and that if the slaves behaved so, they would lose

their right ; and he said, Quamina, don’t bring yourself into any dis

grace; that the white people were now making a law to prevent the

women being flogged ; but that the law had not come out yet; and

that the men should not get any flogging in the field, but when they

required to be flogged, they should be brought to the manager, at

torney, or proprietor, for that purpose; and he said, Quamina, do

you hear this ? andthen we came out.--What did Quamina say in

answer, when Mr Smith said, ‘ You hear?‘ He said, ‘ Yes, Sir;'

that was all.”

He would ask, could any person who was acquainted with the

state of society at Demerara, who knew the strong distinction be

tween the whites and blacks, and who possessed the knowledge it

was proved had been communicated to Mr Smith; he would ask,

did he do the duty of a good citizen in not making it known to the

Government? Would any man but Mr Smith have contented him

self with exhorting the blacks to be peaceable, and not have found it

his duty to caution the Government that such steps might be taken

as the probable course of events rendered necessary ?

It wasimportant, too, for the House to recollect, as was stated in

evidence, at page 26, that a letter was sent on the Monday, the

morning of the insurrection, by Jackey Reed, to the prisoner, which

G .
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2letter inclosed a letter from Jack Gladstone to Jack Reed. Jack

Gladstone, it would be recollected, was the son of Quamina. The

House would see, by referring to this letter, how far it was confirma

tory. A slave, Jack Gladstone, writes to Jacky Reed, and Reed

sends this to Smith. Now, what is Smith’s answer? “ To Jacky

Reed—I am ignorant of the affair you allude to, and your note is

too late for me to make any inquiry. I learnt yesterday that some

scheme was in agitation, but, without asking any questions, I beg

gedsthem to be quiet, and trust they will. Hasty, violent, or con

certed measures, are quite contrary to the religion we profess; and

I hope you will have nothing to do with them." This was Dir

Smith's answer ; and could any reasonable man doubt, after having

read it, that Mr Smith had more knowledge than he thought it

prudent to confess? At least he must have known there was some

thing in agitation. But this would be confirmed, he thought, by

Jack Gladstone’s letter, which was as follows: “ My Dear Bretber

Jacky-I hope you are well, and I write to you concerning our

agreement last Sunday. -I hope you will do according to your pro

mise. This letter is written by Jack Gladstone, and the rest of the

“brethren of ’Bethel Chapel, and all the rest of the brothers are ready,

and put their'trust in you, and we hope that you will be ready also.

We hope there will he no disappointment either one way or the

other. ‘We shall begin-to-morrow night at'the Thomas, about seven

o'clock."

Now-this letter was from the brethren of Bethel Chapel, and sent

' to the rest of the brethren. It came to Mr Smith three quarters of

an hour before the revolt was to break out. It was proved by the

evidence of his own servant, Charlotte, that he had a horse in his

stable, and what prevented him that instant from sending a. com

munication to the Government ?

He would now look at the answer. The letter of: Jacky Reed

says, " Dear Sir, Excuse the liberty I take in writing to you ; I

'hope this letter may find yourself and Mrs Smith well. Jack

Gladstone has sent me a letter, which appears as if I had made an

agreement upon some actions, which I never did, neither did I

'promise him any thing, and I hope that you will see to it, and in

quire of members whatever it is that they may have in view which

I am ignorant of, and to inquire after it, and know what it is

about.--'l‘he time is determined on for seven o'clock to-night."—

It was important to notice what was Mr Smith’s answer to this.

Was he ignorant of the affair alluded to in the letter of Reed?

Illust he not have known of those concerted measures of which

'he alone speaks ? If he did know of them, was he doing his duty

as a citizen of Demerara, in keeping this knowledge to himself, re

maining quiescent when the colony was on the eve of a rebellion?

“ I am ignorant,” he says, “ of this afi'air." But of what afl‘air?

and did not his use of such words show that a suspicion at least

.did exist in his mind ? Why fancy “ hasty, violent, and concerted

measures," when no such measures were alluded to in the letter,

unless he had good reason to know they were to take place ? This

part of the letter was extremely strong as a proof, and ought to be

Qvell weighed.
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He would not go through all the details of the evidence, but al—

lude to some parts of it only. It was on the evening of Wednesday

that Quamina made his appearance and received provision from

Mr Smith. This shows distinctly, that there was not only a com

munication, but a connection between the two. If the only ques

tion were the guilt or innocence of Mr Smith, this ought to be

considered as entirely settling that point. But this was not the

question before the House. They were called on to pass a cen

sure on the Court-Martial which tried him. Was this usual in

other cases? Was it customary, when a prisoner was committed

by a magistrate, after that magistrate had duly investigated the

matter, to censure that magistrate, if it were afterwards discovered

that the evidence was erroneous ? In trials before the usual courts

of justice, where the judges used their best discretion, was it, he

would ask, customary to pass a censure on them immediately after

they had pronounced the sentence of the law ?' It was not, and

they never were censured for their proceedings when they behaved

with a proper discretion; and it was only in cases in which all

mankind cried out against them, that they were subjected to re

proof or punishment. He did not mean now to argue the ques

tion whether Mr Smith was guilty or innocent; but he meant to

say, was this case sufficiently made out by the evidence given be

fore the Court to satisfy it of Mr Smith’s guilt ? And would it not

be the hardest thing possible, without hearing the members of that

Court-without hearing those who tried the prisoner, and learning

from them what parts of this evidence influenced their minds—

would it not, he asked, be the hardest case possible to pass a vote

of censure on those, honourable persons; and consign them to

ignominy for life ?—[The Learned Gentleman sat down amidst

considerable cheering]

Mr J. WILLIAMS began- by complimenting the learned gentle

man who had just sat down, and then went on to say that his speech

formed a perfect contrast to those of all the other speakers who had

hitherto supported his (Mr Tyndall’s) side of the question. The

manner in which he has this night stated the arguments in favour

of the defence was entirely new. Neither in the speech of the

Member for Newcastle (Mr Horton), nor in the speech of the

learned Member for Peterborough (Mr Scarlett), had there been

any. allusion to that unknown and obscure law which his learned

friend had this night brought into the conflict. The Colonial

Secretary had not found it in all the records he had lookedvat;

and his learned friend, the Member for Peterborough, seemed to

know nothing of it, when, in his defence of the Members of the

Court, he had abandoned the legality of the sentence. Neither

did those persons who were on the spot seem to know any thing

Of that law which his learned friend had raked up. What says

the Judge-Advocate in those eighteen pages of reply ? \Vhere does

he go to seek for his law for finding Mr Smith guilty? Does he

bring it from the authors to whom the learned gentleman had a].

luded? He never thought of doing any such thing. He appeals

to the law as laid down by Mr Justice Blackstone, to the Mutiny
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Act ; and never, till his learned friend had dragged this law

from its oblivion this night, was the subterfuge ever before thought

of. His learned friend began with this law, and concluded with

a- serious accusation. The fault, however, lay with the law of

England ; for his learned friend could not be ignorant, that the

writers of that law had laid it down in no very gentle terms, that

a Court-Martial was illegal in time of peace. Judge Hale says,

hat martial law is no law at all ; and when allowed, it was the ne

cessity of discipline only that gave it countenance, and: it ought

not be allowed in time of peace when the King’s Courts were

open. If a Court-Martial order a man to be put to death in time

of peace, the olhcers of that Court are guilty of murder. So says

another authority, who passed for being quite orthodox among the

lawyers, Lord Coke. His Lordship has stated plainly, that “ if

under martial law men were executed in peace, this is murder."

It was not without reason that he had stated the learned? gen

tleman had concluded with a serious accusation ; but he (Mr Wil

liams) regretted that there was no question as too case of justice

ever brought before that House, which was not confused and per

"plexetl with a laborious panegyric on the party accused; if that

party had been invested with'authority, and had used it to the ut

most, then the case was obscured by unnecessary panegyric'. Not

withsanding the introduction of this new law, he would maintain

that the legality of the sentence was not proved. Reducing the

question to the narrowest limits—taking the view of it which‘was

taken by the Honourable Member for Peterhorough—admittiug

that he had some understanding of the plot—and thus meefing'flie

supporters of the legality of the sentence on their own ground,

he was prepared to say that no straining of analogy, no forced con~

struction of the law of treason, could go the length of proving that

a case of treason had been made out so clear, that a knowledge of

that, admitting it had existed, amounted to the crime of misprision

of treason. Let it be assumed, for the sake of argument, that

some communication had been made to Mr Smith; but it was not

enough to show, that a communication had been made, the kind

of communication should also be shown, to justify flue defence of

the Court now made. He would meet his opponents on the narrow

and contracted ground they had chosen, though he th0ught there

could be no more effectual condemnation of the whole proceedings

than the narrow corner in which the defence was now concentra

ted. What had become of the ll pages of the Judge-Advocate‘s

reply—what had become of all those references which had been

made to Mr Smith’s private journal ? What had become of the at

tempt to heap prejudice on the prisoner—what of the attempt, so

evident on the face of the proceedings, to fix a degree of criminali

ty on Mr Smith by accusing him of selling bibles, testaments, spell

ing books P Of all the charges which had been made. only one re

mained, and three out of four accusations were abandoned.

The Honourable Secretary had never, in the heat of debate, ac

cused Mr Smith of going beyond enthusiasm—of having been cu]

pably intliscreet. At one time, indeed, he got so far as to say that
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his conduct had been such, as almost to bear an aspect of crimina

lity. Now the Honourable Member said he had oti'ended the co

lony law. Either this was a wilt'ul abandonment of what had tor

tured the Judges and the Advocate, or they had been driven into.

this pitiful retreat of resting all their defence on one part only of the

charge which had been made against Mr Smith. The accusation was

one of misprision of treason, but against whom was the revolt?

Was it against the authority of the State? He could find this no

where stated. The crime of the revolters was not treason, but only

rebellion or revolt against their masters and the managers. if,

under those regulations, which he should always call the absence

of law, for he would never give this sacred name to institutions for

punishing men of one colour, and bestowing impunity on men of

another,-—if, under those regulations, a slave, who was absent one

month from his labour was punished with death—if the slaves for

entering into a combination—a term which be hoped soon to see

disappear'from our own statute-book, might be punished with death,

he did not know how these laws for slaves could be made to apply

to the white subjects of this country resident in that place. What

regulationecould his Honourable Friend show thatmade Mr Smith,

by any kind of forced analogy. guilty of misprision of treason, when

there was not even an accusation against the revolters of having

been guilty of treason, either against the Government or against

the constituted authorities P He could not find the shadow of an

argument to show that a free subject of England was liable to death,

or that Mr Smith was even amenable, to either a civil or a military

tribunal, for knowing of what is called high-treason against munc

gers and OVerseel-s.

His learned friend had the misfortune to defend a bad cause,

and had been quite unsuccessful in endeavouring to show that Mr

Smith knew of the plot, or had any communication concerning it..

it was only on Mr Smith’s own admission that any inculpation

rested. On this point his learned friend had forgotten the evi

dence of Seton, from which it would appear that the negroes were

in open revolt at ,1, past 4 o'clock, when Mr Smith did not receive

the letter till 7. He would contrast testimony with testimony, and

show from the contradictions of the slaves themselves, that Mr

Smith knew nothing of the revolt- On no intelligible principle,

on no legal forms, and beth had been violated in Mr Smith’s case,

could he be held to have known of the plot ; he would refer to the

evidence of Bristol, and still deny that any communication had

been made. to Mr Smith, which, by any legal construction, could

bring home to him the crime of misprision of treason.

He did not mean to assert,.that it was necessary to constitute.

that crime that the treason should be accomplished ; it wasnot nc- .

cessary that the King should be put to death to complete a trea

sonable project; but to make Mr Smith guilty of misprision of

treason, some treason must have been divulged to him, some certain

and settled plan, before he could incur any guilt by concealing it.

Taking it on the showing of his opponents, he would deny that~

there had been any misprison, any concealment of a specific plan
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brought home to Mr Smith. There was some conversation among

the slaves about freedom, which had come out from England, and

- one said they were resolved to make a push for it.“ Not a word

avas said of revolt, but of making a push for freedom. There was

no description of any plan ; no specification of a plot ; there was

a doubtful scheme, which did not, even if completed, amount to

treason. in the evidence of Bristol, page 14, it was stated, that

Quamina asked Mr Smith if any freedom had come out for them

in a paper. He told them no ; but that there was a good law

come out, but that there was no freedom come out for them. He

added, You must wait a little, and the Governor or your masters

will tell you about it. Quamina then said, Jack and Joseph were

speaking very much about it ; he said theyKJack and Joseph) want

ed to take it by force. This was all that was specified, there was'

no more communication than this ; it was this taking by force

vvhich Mr Smith endeavoured to repress by strong exhortations,

and from which his honourable and learned friend had conclu

ded that Mr Smith had been informed of a plan for breaking out

in revolt against the masters. All the evidence of what Mr Smith

knew rested on this. His expressions in the letter mentioned at

page 26, in which his learned friend had found such evidence of

a guilty knowledge, all referred to taking their freedom by force.

This was proved by the evidence of Mr Austin.

He had heard injurious reports of Mr Smith’s conduct, and then

Mr Austin states at page 53, in “ no one instance, among many

numerous inquiries, did it appear, or was it stated that Mr Smith

had been in any degree instrumental to the insurrection.”‘ He bold

ly challenged gentlemen to find any evidence, or a single extract

to show that Mr Smith had any knowledge whatever of the intend

ed revolt. When the rebellion broke out, it appeared from the e

vidence for the prosecution, that Mr Smith had exhorted the slaves

to be quiet. There was no evidence to oppose this: the commu

nication which had been said to have been made to him, was only a

communication of something, but of what had never been defined.

He defied the most acute sagacity to discover in that communica

tion any feature of a regularly formed plan. By no analogy could

it be said that Mr Smith had concealed a plot: and all the proofs

of a misprision had totally failed ; for to constitute that offence, it

was necessary that a regular treasonable plan should have been dis

closed.

It was said that Mr Smith had been guilty of imprudence and

indiscretion ; but suppose he had been guilty of that and of more ;

suppose him even to have acted extravagantly as well as imprudent

ly, be (Mr Williams) knew not by what severe and atrocious law,

(for so he must call it, if any such existed)—by what atrocious law,

upon what surrnises, on what extravagance of conduct, unfortunate

wretches were to be handed over to the stroke of the executioner,

or to the more summary and final punishment of death. It was a

matter of much doubt with him whether, in such circumstances, the

handing over of men to the sentence of such laws, carried on under

licenses, was any other at best than a system of legalised oppression.
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He would refer to the evidence of Peter, supported and Confirmed

by the statement of Quamina, to show the real nature of Mr Smith’s

conduct. From them it appeared that Mr Smith had told the ne

groes that no law for their freedom had then arrived, and that

whatever had arrived would be communicated to them by their

masters.

It was also proved that Mr Smith had recommended to themI

with warmth and earnestness, the propriety and necessity of abstain

ing from all measures of violence. ‘Was this conduct to be urged

against him? was any person to be permitted to torture it into

guilt,--to assert that it was colourable.-that it was intended only to

mislead and deceive, and that they who followed it would be acted

upon by a gross and guilty deception '8 By what principle of evi

deuce known to the law of this country were a man's declarations

thus to he wrested from their plain and obvious meaning, and used

only as a qualification of what he said on other occasions, for the

I mere purpose of ensuring his conviction. There was no evidence

that Mr Smith had heard any thing of a definite nature, that he had

even an idea of any positive plan or proposal, so as to constitute

the offence which had been imputed to him by the honourable and

learned member for Peterbo'rough. The only evidence to 8650!

him in any manner was, that he had heard of something which in

time might become a plan-some expressions which might after

wards ripen into acts of violence-into conduct at least highly im

proper and illegal, not positively criminal.

He was astonished that, in looking at the charges brought again“

Mr Smith, they had not considered what sort of a man he was. His

journal had been referred to; and if it was properly examined, no

one could doubt, that if Mr Smith did dream of kingdoms, they

were not of this world—that if ,he had been guilty of raising rebel

lion, he had not raised that rebellion in order to place himself at the

head of the government, and make himself sovereign of the country.

Yet there were individuals who seemed to doubt this, who seemed

to entertain an opinion that Mr Smith had felt the spirit of ambition ;

and this opinion they entertained of an obscure, humble, and re.

tiring individual, who was positively ignorant of the nature of mar.

tial law-who had certainly referred to his Encyclopaeclia, which,

however, had failed to give him any information on the subject. It

seemed to be imagined that this obscure and unlearned individual

was actuated by a feeling of ambitibn—that he wanted to make Jan};

king-make Jane queen—to raise Quamina into state dignity-t0

make Amilcar high in office and in power-and, finally, to create“

himself emperor. It was supposed that he was desirous of domi

nion—that he sighed for “ Imperium fasces legioncs;" and that, to

Obtain these, he had been guilty of inciting the people into rebellion,

or at least of countenancing them in their revolt. Let persons who

unagined this refer to Mr Smith's journal, and they would then be

convinced that he was not the man, even in his wildest dreams, to

think of placing himself at the head of a newly founded military

republic-comprised of what? of negroes !

The way in which the charges had been stated, he found was

most deserving of remark. On the first charge, Mr Smith was

found guilty, though he was stated to be innocent of any bad inten.
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tion. They had actually convicted him on the fact, and acquitted

him on the intention. Yet this was the result of the labours ot'

learned lawyers—this was the benefit derived from the assistance af

forded by the learning of Trinity College—this was the decisions‘ofi

those “ second Daniels" who had come to judgment—of these mo~

dern representatives, if not personifications, ot' the Minoses and Rha

damanthusestof ancient times. With a firmness of nerve equalled

only by deficiency of understanding, they convicted Mr Smith of the

fact charged against him, and sentenced him on that conviction,

though by no law could a man be considered guilty whose guilty in

tentions were completely negatived-though there was no one who

would not be entitled, in fact, in morality, and in law, on such a

finding, to an absolute acquittal. As to the third and fourth charges,

when Mr Smith, with one foot in his grave, appealed to his accusers

on the state of his health, they acquitted him of the greater part of

the ‘charges; but the Deputy Judge-Advocate had found that he

was guilty of having been present at a conversation held by Qua

mina, and with not having communicated that conversation to the

authorities. In fact, he was criminally convicted on a charge of not

having communicated to the authorities a matter with which they.

were perfectly well acquainted—a matter as notorious to those au

thorities as were the lights in the House to all the honourable men»

bers by whom be (Mr \Villiams) was surrounded. That matter

was, that the slaves believed that some law in their favour had come

out from England, and they were anxious to know the nature of

that law. '

On this conviction of criminality—on this judicial declaration of

guilt, they had sentenced him, not to the punishment due to indis

cretion, or imprudence, or impropriety, or even simple illegality of‘

conduct, but to the most dreadful, the most ignominious, and the

last punishment of the law—they sentenced him to be banged by the

neck till he was dead; and this sentence was still in force, unim-

peached, and even unreprobated. It was no longer a matter of per.

sonal importance to Mr Smith whether this sentence still remained.

ih force, or whether it was abrogated. He had quitted this world,

where he had sufl‘ered so much persecution, and had gone to render

an account of his actions before a more lenient Judge than any to

whom he had pleaded on earth. But though Mr Smith was no

longer interested in the question, the honour and the justice of the,

country were; and the House were loudly called upon to inquire

whether, in his trial and in his condemnation, that honour and that.

instice had not been grossly violated !_

In the case of this unfortunate and persecuted individual, martial

law had been brought into operation in time of peace, against all the

principles ol‘ the English constitution, and of English law. Mr Smith.

had been charged with having communicated with Quamina with

intent to aid in the rebellion. His Judge; had convicted on the.

charge of communication, but had acquitted him on that of the in

tention; and yet this monstrous absurdity had been exhibited, that

punishment had been ordered to be enforced on a conviction pro

cceding without proof of guilt, and not only so, but positively against

evidence of innocence. Such was the practice in that climate—such.

the law, and such the administration of it there. In this climate it.
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would not be suffered for an instant, though having been committed

there the judgment was still sufl'ered to remain untouched, name

versed, and was even defended in this House.

His (Mr W'illiams') opinion was doubly strong on this case, be.

cause it was founded on the conviction that it was not Mr Smith in

person who had been the subject of this attack, but that through him

had been attacked all attempts at instruction, he had almost said all

religious and moral instruction, and every thing which the friends of

humanity desired to see prosper. In fact, that system at present en

couraged in Demerara could scarcely exist, if the promulgation of

the doctrines of religion should still be tolerated—in fact, if the du

ties of propriety and decency should continue to be enforced. No

one could doubt that the system of religiousinstruction was intended

to be wounded in the person of Mr Smith ; and that through his perse

cution, a desperate, and, perhaps, fatal blow was hoped to be struck

at the system. lfthat was not so, could any gentleman account for

the different manner in which Mr Smith and Mr Hamilton had been

treated? How was it that Mr Smith had been persecuted, and Mr

Hamilton spared? The reason was plain: Mr Hamilton was no

Missionary—he preached no religious doctrine-he manifested no

wish to instruct the slaves—he exhibited no partiality but for addi~

tional punishments. - He was one who neither taught, instructed,

nor practised any thing but torture. Yet' he was spared, while Mr

Smith, with his journal, and his wish to disseminate religious in;

struction (his only crimes), was persecuted unto death. He (M!

Williams) craved in aid of that observation, which had before' been

made, that the system ought not to be condemned through. the man.

He called upon those who opposed himv to. be manful-to act and

speak boldly, plainly, and intelligibly ; and if they believed that; the

extension of religious instruction was not consistent with the safety

ofthe Colonies, publiclyto declare that opinion—openly to avow that

they. would no longer permit such instruction to be offered-that they

would take away all the books—that they would destroy the Holy

Bible itself, and oblige the negroes to continue for ever in a state of

moral and religious darkness._ Either let them do'ihis—or let them

no longer continue religious instruction, as a sort of condition pre

cedent to negro emancipation. Let not the House, in investigating

this case, sufl‘er themselves to be influenced by the feelingsof intent

perance manifested by these colonists—let them consider well before

they sanctioned a proceeding which every man of sense and of feeling

must condemn-which every friend of the constitution must deplore,

and which must appear, to every unbiussed mind, to he a grievous

and cruel act of injustice. [The honourable member concluded

amidst loud and continued cheering.]

The Arron-nev- Gnumar. wished to say a few words on this ques

tion. He should not detain the House, at this hour, with a long

and minute detail; but he felt that he should not discharge his duty

to the House, if he did not make some observations on this most im

portant subject. He did not feel bound to admit that he must take

part with the honourable gentleman opposite, unless he could aflirm,

that had he sat on the trialof Mr Smith, he should have arrived at the

same conclusion as the Members of the Court-Martial had adopted.

That, he apprehended, was not the question before the House. Those
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who’sat as members of the Court-Martial, were as independent of

the colony as he could pretend to be; they sat as Judges on oath,

and they deliberately examined the evidence produced before them.

Under these circumstances, he could not say that because-be might

have difl‘ered from them in the conclusion to which they arrived, that

they had therefore acted wrongly, and corruptly, and cruelly; and he

thought, that although the members of this House might come to a

ditfereut conclusion, they could not therefore declare the Judges of

Mr Smith to have acted, not only erroneously, but corruptly and un

justly.

He begged again to direct the attention of the House to a point

which had been treated on both sides as one of considerable import

ance, he meant the appointment of the Court- Martial. He admitted

that no one could justify the creation of a- CoursMartial but in a

case of extreme necessity ; and unless the House should be satisfied

that such a case did exist, undoubtedly no justification could be made

out on that part of the subject.

Now, what were the circumstances of the case? Let the House

look at the than state of the colony, and let them remember, that

though they were now debating this subject calmly, deliberately, and

safely, such wasnot the state of the colonists, and great allowance

ought to he made» for the very difl‘erent circumstances under which

they had acted. In the first place, there was a population of only

4000 whites scattered over the whole country ; the numbers of the

military garrison did not exceed 400, and these persons were sur

rounded by at least 80,000 blacks, many of whom were most dread

fully irritated, and all of whom were, or were expected to be, in a

state of revolt. Under these circumstances, application had been.

made to the Commander of the Forces for a reinforcement, which;

however, he could not grant, and it then became necessary to call!

in the assistance of the Indians, to make head against the revolt

ed slaves. This, he thought, if any thing could be, wasa case of ne

cQSsity. It was not a mere question of policy or political govern.

went—the continuance of the dominion of the whites was not the

only thing at stake ; it was a contest for their existence—for the lives

of their wives and children-and for the preservation of every thing

that was clear to them. Were they to expose themselvesv naked and

defenceless to the attacks of their revolted slaves! Certainly not—

they had the recent example of a neighbouring island ; could they

forget that? Could they forget the state of St Domingo ? \Vho was

there, that, under such circumstances, would not say that the Go

vernor was justified in calling into exercise every power he possessed

for the preservation of the colony? But it had been said, that'the

moment this had been put down, the Court-Martial and the other

extraordinary powers ought to have ceased. Of that, however, ho

nourable members were not competent judges. '

The Governor's disposition was undoubtedly favourable to such a

plan; and such must have been the wish of the inhabitants, could it

have been carried into effect with safety. It was very inconvenient

to them to he put under the restraints imposed by martial law, to

have their commercial intercourse interrupted, and the powers of

their Civil Courts superseded ; and they would gladly have got rid of

these evils, but that they were ina state which did not admit of any
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relaxation of those extraordinary powers then called into exercise by

the urgency of the moment. He boldly asked whether, under such

circumstances, persons on the spot were not better judges of the ex.

pediency of the measures adopted than the members of this House,

who could only form their opinions from printed statements? E

nough, however, appeared on these statements to show the dreadful

state of the colony. In the month of November, a negro, named

Richard, was at the head of a party of blacks in the woods, then un

subdued, and the inhabitants felt that. there was no security but in

arms.

He should now proceed to ofl'er a few observations with respect to

the trial ; and he would at once ask whether, if the object of the co.

lonists had been to obtain Mr Smith‘s condemnation by means of an

unfair trial, they would not have acted in a different manner, and

have chosen a different tribunal? In order to answer this question,

he would refer to the nature of the two tribunals. The President of

the Court-Martial had been selected, because he had formerly sat

with considerable honour as Judge-Advocate in Spain. It had been

objected to him that he was interested, as being Vendue Master, and

consequently as deriving emolument from the sale of slaves. Now,

in the first place, he was an -oflicer interested in the sale of all perso.

nal property in the island, and he was not paid by the particular e

molument arising from the sales, but from a fixed salary. Here

then was an ofliccr to whom no objection could properly be made,

and who was in fact entirely disinterested, and who brought to the

Court all the advantages resulting from his learning and experience.

Mr Wray, who also sat as a member of the Court-Martial, had

been requested to undertake the office of Judge-Advocate, which,

however, he refused, on the ground, that aJudge-Advocate ought to

he the prosecuting Counsel ; and that, as he was the presiding Judge

of the Civil Court, it might be stated, that he had influenced the

members of the Court against Mr Smith, by accepting that situation.

This tool: place on the 25th of August, long before this trial, and

without any reference to it. What motive but a wish fairly to dis

charge his duty could be imputed to Mr \Vray ?-he neither derived

emolument nor honour from his situation ; on the contrary, he im

posed a responsibility on himself, from which he would have shrunk,

but that he felt called on by his public duty to undertake it. He

(the Attorney-General) should not repeat what had before been ob

served of the qualities of that gentleman, but should content him

self with observing that he had long known Mr Wray, whom he ful

ly believed to be a man of deep learning, judgment, and coolness,

.and distinguished for a deliberate and reflective disposition. From

such a man, actuated by such motives as those which had induced

him to form .part of the Court, what could be expected but fairness

and justice? The learned m'ember for Knaresborough had certainly,

therefore, been mistaken in imagining that he had much advanced

the argument in favour of the motion by describing the trial of Mr

Smith by a Court-Martial as a trial from which he could hardly ex

pect justice. He made use of this argument because the idea had

been raised that it was the intention of the Court-Martial, perfas e!

nefas, to oppress the Missionary Smith ; and as this was the case, he

would take this opportunity of explaining to the House the nature
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ed that this trial should have taken place.

ofthis civil tribunal of Demerara, at which they had so much wish

This Court consisted of

the President and eight planters, so that if Mr Smith had been found

guilty by this Court, there would have been no end to the accusa

tions of partiality and unfairness. The honourable member for

Winchester had said, that if he had been tried by this Court, he

-would, in fact, have been tried by the President alone; but this was

by no means the case, as a majority of five out of the nine was suf
v~fioient to carry the verdict, whether the President was included in

t

the majority or minority.

With respect to the examination of the slaves which had been

complained of, had the trial been in the Civil Court, that evidence

would not only have been received, but instead of a public examina

tion and cross—examination of them, as in the Court- Martial, a quo

rum of the President and two of the Planters would have been suf

ficient for theinterrogatory, If, then, Mr Smithyhad desired to have an

open and public trial, it could not for a moment beaquestion which

mode of trial he would have chosen. A great deal had likewise been

said on hearsay evidence ; but as long as the law of Demerara admit

,ted of such evidence, there could be no reason for bringing in the

practice of England, which indeed was the only country in the

world that refused such evidence: hearsay evidence had always been

received at Demerara, and Mr Smith was to be tried by thc laws of

that country, and not of this.

With respect to the question of misprision, there was no individual

connected with Demerara who was not perfectly aware that conceal

ed knowledge of treason was, by the laws of that country, subject to

capital punishment: it was his desire, and be trusted that he had

described all these circumstances faithfully and correctly.

The honourable gentleman’s motion accused General Murray of

gratifying his own partial and private feelings in adopting this mode

of trying by martial law; but he thOught he had shown, that had

such been his feelings, he would rather have adopted the other as the

safer mode; and again, with respect to the Judge-Advocate's pre

paring his charge, he complained that he had been allowed much

more time than Mr Smith for his defence, though it appeared that

that gentleman had from the middle of October to the 2d of No

'vember.

Dr Lusnmc'rou observed, that he had only from the 25th of Oc

tober to the 31st of the same month.

The ATTORNEY-GENERAL did not intend to dispute on single

points; there were many others that he could urge. It had been

stated by the honourable gentleman opposite, that he was not allowed

counsel till after he had pleaded; but the fact was, that he did not

himself apply for that assistance before. And now he would say a

word or two as to evidence; The honourable gentleman who had

spoken last, had said much about the law of England; but the

question came to this—whetheer Smith ought to have been tried by

the laws of Demerara or of England ? This question he would not

take upon him to decide at present; but he certainly imagined that

it was but common sense for a man to be tried by the laws of that

country where the offence was committed ; for suppose that an act

were treason in England, and only a. misdemeanour in Demerara, it
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would never be suffered that the trial should be removed to that

place where the offence was regarded in the less serious light. The of.

fence, in short, must be measured by the existing laws of the country,

and at the time it was committed. This was an universal principle;

and, therefore, it' misprision was considered as treason, it was to be

visited, though tried by a new Court, as treason; for if an attempt

at insurrection in George-town, or any other place, would be high

treason, and any person knew that such an insurrection was contem

plated, even though he might not know the exact particulars, was it

not fit that he should be rendered liable to the law as one guilty of

misprision ? And could there be any doubt that Smith knew of the

plot, when it was perceived that he took care to put any questions to

the slaves that might lead to a discovery of what he knew to be in

agitation? The evidence of Bristol served to show that he had been

conversing with Smith about it; nor did the statements of Seton

contradict this, as had been alleged; for as he was not so long with

Smith as Bristol was, the evidence of the latter might be perfectly

correct without Seton’s being able to corroborate it. Bristol then

said that he had heard_Quamina tell Smith that it was their intention

to drive the managers up to the town; and this was not at all con

tradicted by Seton. The hon0urable gentleman said, however, that

there had been no confirmation of this; but he thought that it was

fully confirmed by the evidence of the Missionary‘s own witnesses,

Peter and Shute, who stated what was in substance the same as

Bristol’s testimony; and after the explosion of the revolt, Smith

acknowledged that he knew something of it, which likewise went

to confirm what Bristol said; in'addition to which, Manuel had

stated, about a fortnight before, that Jack and Joseph intended to

make a push for their liberty.

At six o‘clock Smith received certain intelligence that the rising

was to take place at seven ; and he defendslhimself, when accused of

not informing the authorities, that he was so alarmed and agitated as

not to know what he was about: this is what he said in his letter;

but it was curious to remark the palpable inconsistency that existed

between what he wrote and what he did. The manager was within

a hundred yards of him, the overseer was on the spot; but instead

~ of going to their house to give them timely notice, he immediately

walked out, quite in a contrary direction, leaving every thing to take

its own course, and yet, in spite of all this, the House was called

upon to pass a sentence of condemnation on the conduct of the

CourbMartial.

He did not intend to advert to the Tuesday, IhOugh on that day

Qnamina was observed by Mitchell to go into Smith’s yard; but

what came of him there did not exactly appear. On the Tuesday,

likewise, Romeo heard Mr Smith express a desire to see Quamina,

whom he complained of not having seen for some time. On the

Wednesday, however, Mr Smith sent Andrew to get hold of Qua.

mina, with directions not to go to Ange's house, for Jenny Grant

was there, who knew him; neither was he to go to Mr Smith's, as

Kitty Stuart was there, who had belonged, as well as Quamina, to

the estate called Success. Kitty Stuart, however, was pressed to go

to Ange’s house, which after some demur she at length did, and it

was then that Quainina was introduced to Smith‘s habitation, and,

n .
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'the doors were shut, though Elizabeth had been brought forward to

prove that they were not closed ; her‘EVidenee, however, only proved

that they were not closedduring the-whole of the time which Qua

mine was engaged in conversation with Smith, which lasted about

ten minutes; and this female added, that Mr Smith-threatened to

have her whipt if she mentioned this conversation at all; a laugh

had been raised at Quamina’s going- away with a bottle of porter,

but he thought that that circumstance served very satisfactorily to

prove the hospitality and kindness with which he had been received

by Smith.

The honourable member for Winchelsea had likewise added, that

there was not evidence to prove that even Quaminn was engaged in

the revolt, while, in fact, there were five or six witnesses who all

swore to the fact of his being one of the leaders, and that he was

present with arms in his hand. Well, but he then says, how does it

appear that Smith knew all this ? It appeared, he thought, from the

insinuation of Quamina having been engaged in conversation with

him, and from Smith‘s having said to Romeo, that Quamina did

not come to hini‘as often as he had been accustomed-and why was

this?‘ Because he had been engaged in the revolt. He did not

press these points for the purpose of showing that Smith was guilty

of all the crimes that had been laid to his charge, but to show the

-various evidence that had been laid before the Court-Martial, and to

ask the House if they really could concur in a sentence of condem

nation on that Court?

Looking at this evidence, through the medium of the notes that

vhad been published, he might not, perhaps, pronounce the same

opinion on Mr Smith's case that the Court at Demerarn had done;

“but he did believe that that Court had been perfectly impartial, and

strenuoqu desirous of administering justice between the country

on the one hand, and the prisoner on the other.

Mr Wuaenroncr said, that the course pursued by the honourable

=and learned gentleman in undertaking, he would not say to defend,

\but to palliate the decision of the Court- Martial, did not appear to

‘him quite fair; he had picked‘one or two circumstances out of the

great mass of evidence, but it was absolutely necessary to take that

whole mass collectively to form an impartial judgment in the case of -

this poor man.

For many years the public prints had been striving to excite pre.

judices the most unfair against the class of persons to whom Mr

Smith had belonged; and it had been obserVed by the learned gentle

man who had last spoken, that it was for the very purpose of coun

teracting these prejudices that Mr Smith had been tried by a Court

Martial; but if that Missionary had been tried by the usual civil

tribunal, he would have had the benefit of an appeal to this country,

which he considered as an unanswerable argument to all that had

been urged by the learned gentleman in favour of the trial by mar.

tial law; and when this appeal had come to England, he would

have liked to have seen the honest indignation which the venerable

body of religious Missionaries would have poured upon those attempts

at evidence; he would like to have witnessed what would have been

said by that body who were bound to defend the religion of the coun

'try, when they found the Judge expressing his concern and sorrow
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that Smith did not teach the slaves that they were at liberty to violate

the Sabbath, and to make, as it were, an entirely new religion in the

colony; and how they would have felt, when they read Smith‘s pa

pers and journal, in which he said that he felt his heart fluttering

every time that he heard the crack of the whip. '

In the next place, it' the learned gentleman's arguments were not

done away with altogether by the circumstance of Smith‘s privilege

ofappeal, had he been tried by the usual court, yet at least it would be

found that his arguments in favour of trial by Court-Martial had

much less weight than be supposed, when it was remembered that it

was composed of military and naval commanders, who were in gene- ,

ral more willing to imbibe prejudices than to restrict their feelings.

As a proof of thishe would remind the House, that fourteen years

ago, before many of the laws for the amelioration of the slaves had

been passed, and while various others with respect to the colonies,

that were now rectified, existed, they had Generals and Admirals

declaring, in that House, that they considered the system of treat

ment towards the slaves as perfect, and void of all objectionable

points; and he himself had known one gallant officer, who had gone

so far as to say, that he heartily wished that he was one of the num

ber of the slaves, [a laugh] This being the general opinion of thee

ofiicers, it was clear that they were wholly unfit for the ofiiw of

judges in Smith's case ; and he must confess that he felt much gra

tified that not a single individual that he had heard mention the

subject, attempted to defend their conduct, or to affirm that they be

lieved Smith guilty of the crime laid to his charge. The members

who sought to pallinte their conduct, modestly laid all the burden on

the chargecf’mispfision ; apparently forgetting that the Court-Mar

tial had asserted that Smith had been carrying on the system ofen

couragi'r'tg revolt among the slaves for years. Now, as Smith ap

peared to be a reasonable man, was it possible to believe that a per

son of his sense and character could have willingly engaged in a

crimev So dreadful in its consequences, and from which the most

wicked man alive would have shrunk with abhorrence; and could

any one think that Smith, supposing him capable of the former pro.

position, was so blind as to think that he could reap any advantage

from the rebellion of an unarmed and untrained band of slaves a

gainst the regular authorities, who, even if they succeeded in their

first attempt, would have found it impossible to keep possession of

the colony P And yet it was of all this that the Court-Martial had

accused him, though it was easy to trace, from beginning to end, the

ingenuity they had displayed; and the speech that had been deliver

ed on the occasion, worthy of any grand inquisition in the world, in

extracting from Smith‘s journal and conduct every thing that might

criminate him, and throwing the rest into the dark. This was I!

question of great moment, when it was remembered that at the very

time all this was doing, it had bren the determination of‘Parliament

gradually to ameliorate the condition of the slaves, and yet they

found these proceedings operating in the very tteth of such determ‘.

nation. _

It was the wish of many persons in this country to promote the

religious improvement of the slaves, and he knew that there was a

counteracting wish in the colonies; he knew that in Demcrara there
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was a wish to make the destruction of Mr Smith an example, and a

terror to other Missionaries. The objection was not to him indivi_

dually. but to all those who were employed in the propagation of

Christianity, which was in every respect contrary to the spirit in

which they carried on their oppressions. As to the paper which had

been already alluded to in the course of the debate, though the opi

nions therein delivered might suit the purposes of the editor, looking

to his own paltry advantage, such a paper was directly contrary to

the principles avowed by this Government, and was an insult to the

Government itself; but in all instances, those religious persecutions

were directed not against particular sects, but against religion itself;

the instance of Jamaica and those of many other of the colonies,

went to prove that the real offence for which the Missionaries

were persecuted was, the offence of Christianity; and the real mis

chief so anxiously attempted to be guarded against was that of in

structing the slaves in religious knowledge. The case which had

occurred in Barbadoes was a striking instance of the enmity enter

tained by the white population against the religious instruction of

the blacks. A chapel, the building of which had cost several thou

sand pounds, was destroyed by the fury of the mob; notin one day,

but at different periods; for after their first attack upon it, they

went as usual to their business, and returned‘ the day after to finish

the demolition, and drive the Missionary out of the colony. The

Governor, after slumbering over this outrage, did at length issue a

proclamation, offering a reward for the apprehension of the rioters ;

and would the House believe it, that proclamation was met by a

counter proclamation, posted in all the streets, denouncing all those

who might give information against the persons who had infringed

the laws ; nor was it from the dregs of the population that this pro

ceeded, but from many who were considered persons of condition

and influence.

But to return to Mr Smith-When it was urged that he ought to

have informed the Government of the existence of criminal inten

tions in the minds of the slaves, it was to be observed, in the first

place, that there was no ground for Supposing that he was conscious

of the existence of any such intentions; and as an honourable and

learned friend of his (Mr Brougham), whom any man might be

proud to call his friend, had said, he knew perfectly well how happy

the Government would have been to have made use of his name

against any sustected persons; but. Mr Smith knew no more than

was known by manyin the colony, as was evident through the whole

of the trial. There were one'or two particulars which Mr Smith

himselfhad not pressed sufficiently on his own defence, and which

did not appear at all to have had any weight with the Court-Martial.

A fortnight before the revolt, he had expressed himself willing to in

form the slaves, from the pulpit, that they were mistaken in the idea

they had taken up of having been liberated by his Government.

That fact showed his disposition in a manner sufficiently strong,

and ought to have acquitted him even of the suspicion of favouring

any hostile designs. .

But he would beg to call the attention of the House to the evi

dence of that great and good man Mr Austin, who was naturally

an object of persecution at Demerara. He plainly told them that
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he had found none of the slaves mention the name of Mr Smith as

concerned in exciting tlu-m to instn'rtction; and he distinctly said,

that he conceived Mr Smith to hth- been an excellent Christina

Missionary, entitled to the approbation of his country, and to the

gratitude ol'those to whom he extended his spiritual care, He (Mr

Wilberforce) hoped that the House would consider well the situa

tion in which they Wt re placed, not by any conduct of their hwn, but

by the conduct of the Court-Martial ; and when it was objected that

the Court-Martial ought not to he treated with any degree of harsh

ness or severity by the House, that House was bound to considtr

that the Court had forced themselves into the condition, and that it.

only remained for it to act mth justicemnd impartiality.

' \Vhen they considered that it was a poor Christian Missionary,

who, whatever he might feel for the condition of slaves, had no

wer to remedy their sufferings; they must be astonished, not

nly at the verdict, but at the whole of the proceedings. The

cruelty with which he was treated could not fail to make an im

ression on their minds; a cruelty, such as, with the exception of

'e Dauphin of France, had perhaps never been exercised against

any man.v To have a person labouring under extreme disease,

awakened every two hours to ascertain if he had made his escape,

was an instance of wanton and cruel severity. There was not a.

gentleman who had spoken but condemned the proceedings of the

flourt'Martia], and yet some had interposed between them and the

indignation of the House; others, however, more consistent, and

condemning their proceedings, were desirous to express that opi

nion of the cOnduct which had been exercised towards a good

man, who had lost his life in the performance of his Christian du

ties

l\lr Caruso: Sir, Whatever difference of opinion, or whatever

shades of dill‘erence the House may entertain as to the vote which

they ought to come upon this question, there is one point in which

all must agree—that it is one of the most painful that could possibly

engage their attention. Indeed, l scarcely recollect any question

of which I could say, as l can of this, that there is no single part

of it on which I can reflect with satisfaction.

I difi‘er from my Honourable Friend upon one point, though I

admit that he has generally placed the question upon a fair issue.

I deny that the House is obliged, on the one hand, to defend every

act of the Court-Martial, or, on the other, to conclude that the

unfortunate gentleman, who forms the subject of this discussion,

is entitled to the consideration and character of a martyr. I dis—

claim both those extravagant opinions, and I hope to show the

VHouse, that they can exercise their duty in this unhappy case

without committing themselves in either extravagance.

It is one of the common artifices of debate to attempt to throw

on the Government, as the Honourable and Learned Gentleman

has done, the task of proceeding step by step through the whole

of this anoman and difficult case. I do not hold that I am

bound to such a course; and differing, as i do, from the Honour

able and Learned Gentleman, I hope to show that my dissent

is perfectly consistent with justice ; though I shall not identify my
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opinions with those for which Mr Smith was tried, nor with the

sentence by which he was condemned. \

The charge which the Honourable and Learned Gentleman had

brought forward, turned first upon the incompetent jurisdiction of

the Court ; secondly, the illegality of the proceedings; and, third

ly, the violence and injustice of the sentence. It has been said,

that no one can _oppose the resolution who is not prepared to

maintain the guilt of Mr Smith. From that opinion I also dis

sent, though I fully admit the talent which the Honourable and

Learned Gentleman has shown, and concur in thinking that the

country is indebted to him for having brought the subject under

the consideration of Parliament. But with all those feelings in

my mind, I have no difficulty in stating, that, of the crime, call it

what you will, with which Mr Smith was charged. of concealing

a danger from the knowledge of Government, which he knew to

have existed, is one of which I cannot acquit him. I ascribe no

motives to his conduct, but the fact itself; such is my conscien

tious opinion. After the most painful and laborious investigation

of all the documents that were calculated to throw a light upon

the subject, I declare, upon my honour, that I think he knew

that which, if he had known its mischievous character, he ought

to have told; and which, if he had but an ordinary portion of dis

cretion, he must have known to be mischievous.

\Vhether the remains of the original Dutch Constitution, or whe

ther the nature of Courts-Martial warranted the punishmentwhich

was assigned to the offence, I have not the knowledge to decide;

but when I am asked to inculpate the Court-Martial in a crime of

murder, I‘ must inquire whether they had any precedents to war

rant them in the course they took, and I must hear the defence

which they are capable of making. it is a very different thing to

agree to the condemnation-of a Court- Martial, in the terms of the

motion, and to defend the sentence which they thought proper to

pronounce. If I were to defend that sentence, I must, as part of

the Executive Government, make myself responsible for its logos

lity; but it is already known to the House, that, on the review

of these'proceedings, the Government did not hesitate for a mo.

ment to annul the sentence. But I cannot, as a Member of Par

liament, condemn that tribunal unheard.
V Itis one mitigating feature, at least, in the conduct of the Court..

Martial, that in pronouncing sentence, they allowed the prisoner

the only benefit to be found in the law of Demerara,--I mean the

advantage of an appeal. They accompanied their sentence with a.

recommendation to mercy, not in an occasional way—not in a

manner that might be passed over, negligently or lightly, but at

tached as it were to the sentence, and thus urged with a force that

carried with it its own execution; for it is not to be supposed that

an appeal to the King in Council, sitting in the light and liberty

of this free country, could have refused to comply with a recom

mendation so urged and so applied. It is no fault of mine, if I

am obliged to resort to conjecture, to account for the preference

which the Court-Martial gave to a severe course, rather than to a

I
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mild one. Many may ask why, if the sentenoe was accompanied

with a. recommendation to mercy, they did not enact some milder

punishment, omitting the recomendation ? Why transportation

from the colony, or imprisonment were not inflicted? 1 account

for it in this way, that whatevergflier punishment they might have

assigned, could not have been delayed; and that, by choosing the

severest sentence, they were satisfied, and they inflamed the feel

ings of the colony, which I do not pretend to disguise; and at the

same time provided for the rescue of the individual.

When first Mr Smith was taken up, application was made to the

Government here, to deliver him from colonial prejudice, and bring

him home to trial ; a letter was dispatched in consequence, by the

Secretary of State, requiring, that if proceedings were not yet

commenced in the case of Mr Smith, he should be sent to England.

The note did not arrive in time, and therefore was not acted on.

But where is the fault-if fault there be, when proceedings were

commenced before a competent tribunal, when there is no reason

to presume the existence of malice-where is the fault to justify

such a censure as is now proposed? What reason is there, when,

in the case of an ordinary magistrate, you will not permit his juris

diction to be called in question without some proof of malice, that

you should, without requiring similar proof, in this instance visit

the tribunal with the heavy censure of Parliament ? The more

you press the argument, that there‘ was no tribunal in the colony

by which he could be fairly tried, the more was the Government

justified in taking him out of the hands of the colonial tribunals,

and placing him in a situation ‘to-be tried by men untainted with

their prejudices. -

If I thought with my honourable friend, .(Mr Wilberforce), that,

'by passing by that sentence, we should leave the colonies to imagine

that Government had given up the wish to afford religious instruc.

tion to the negroes—that they subscribed to the monstrous doctrine

of the colony, which would shut out the light of reason and revela.

‘tion, I would rather commit an act of injustice to the Court-Mar.

tial than hazard the consequences, or incur the disgrace of such an

interpretation. But that is impossible—we know by the surest of all

facts, by the angry animadversions of the colonists, on the attempt

to withdraw Mr Smith from their jurisdiction, and on the remission

of his sentence, we know that our refusal to degrade the Court

Martial can never be supposed by them as a proof that we recant

our opinions with respect to the treatment that ought to be extended

to the slave population.

' lily honourable friend has alluded to the destruction of a cha

p9], and the expulsion of the Missionary from Barbadoes, but he

did not state the whole fact; he should have added, that the same

Missionary who was expelled from Barbadoes, was received and

welcomed at St Vincent’s. My conviction is, that the notice which

this case has attracted, and the mode in which it has been treated

-by the House, will show to the colony of Demerara, that whatever

imprudean or guilt they may suppose an individual to have corn

' mitted, a number of such victories as this must put an end to all

their attempts to shut out instruction from the slaves.
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I shall propose to the House to meet this motion by the previous

question, which will neither countenance the colony in their views,

, nor make this House a party to the censure of honourable men,

who, in the discharge of their duty, had rescued the prisoner from

atribunal where he must have been heard with prejudice, and judged

with severity, and from which it was desirable to save him. W'ith

the knowledge of the communication that was made to him on the

17th August, I cannot hold him guiltless ofx concealing the con

spiracy. I feel as strongly as any man can do, the impropriety of

producing his journal as evidence against him ; and I will now no

otherwise take it into account than thus far, that I cannot put out

of my mind what .I thus learn of the sentiments of Mr Smith,

while I am now trying the conduct of his judges. It is 'clear that

he did entertain some general apprehensions of a convulsion in the

colony; an apprehension not definite, I am ready to admit, as to

mode or time. Why do I state this ? \Vhy, that on a mind so pre.

pared, it appears most improbable that the information which was

conveyed to him should have made, as he pretends, no impression.

If he had been previously in a state altogether unprepared for such

information, it was very possible that he might have rejected the

intimation as altogether insignificant; but where, from his own

confession, we know that he lived in habitual expectation of some

such event, when he was in a frame of mind in which “ trifles

light as air" must have seemed proofs; when suspicions must have

been awakened even without cause, I cannot conscientiously believe

that the\communication he received could have failed to make an

inflprossion on him. He tells us, indeed, that the next day the in.

formation he had previously received came to his mind. What did

he do with the letter he had received ? He tore it. This appears

to me, under the circumstances, to be proof of a guilty know.

led e.
1g know that, strictly, it is only on the facts subsequent to the

proclarnafim of martial law, that .Mr Smith must v'be judged.

But I must add, that if in my own mind I am convinced that the

corpus delicti existed in Mr Smith, I will not condemn his judges,

because, with substantial justice, though with dg'kctive proofi,‘ they

passed sentence against him. I take his own evidence as to the

state of his own mind, and I am convinced of the improbability of

his alleged apathy. It is said, I think, in a speech of Mirabeau’s,

of the colonists of St Domingo, " They sleep on the verge of a

volcano, and yet the first sparks that burst from it create in them

no alarm." So it was with Mr Smith, according to his own do.

fence. He was, according to his own confession, on the verge of

a volcano, and yet it was not till the explosion had passed that he

felt the first alarm. Do I, therefore, impute to him the folly or

the wickedness of participating in the design of the insurrection,

or of founding hopes of personal aggrandizement on the result?

. No, Sir; it was, I believe, that weakness to which men are liable,

and good natures, perhaps, more than any others-the fear of be

traying even the guilty, the hatred of the very name of informer.

But, while I morally excuse, I cannot legally absolve him; nor

can we, when we have to administer law—when the safety of the

Commonwealth is at stake, allow ourselves to be borne away by
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the consideration of those feelings which may make the hero, but

which should also make him content to be sacrificed to the commu

nity he has injured. Who is there, in reading one of the best tra

gedies in the English language, and in contemplating the conduct

of Pierre and Jqflier, who does not contemn the remorse of J11 m»

which saved his country from ruin-who does not honour the ob

sfinacy of Pierre, which would have laid Venice in blood? But

though this feeling he poetical, though it may be generous, it can

not be sanctioned by the practice of law,-it must not be encoura

ged by the decision of a senate—we must not call misprision deli

cacy, and concealment an honourable confidence—we must teach

the people their duties, though they be harsh—we must say to

them, “ You must betray your friends, if it is necessary, to save

your country; or if you save your friend at the expense of your

country, your country will demand your life as the price of her

peace, which you have sacrificed."

I give full credit to Mr Smith for his motives—I give him credit,

in the first place, for not wishing to. betray those who had broken

his bread, who had crowded round his tabernacle. I give him

credit for perhaps the less excusable desire, to spare especially the

members of his own particular flock and confession; but cannot

forget that Mr Smith was the member of a State to which he owed

his allegiance, and that it was his imperative duty to have given the

information he withheld. Was it necessary too, I ask, for him to have

given information in a manner which should draw down vengeance

on his flock? Could he not have entrusted the same confidence to

the authorities, that he had committed to his own journal? Could

he not have given a generai intimation of what was to. happen?

Might he not have revealed, under a solemn promise of safety for

the individuals ?

, Aga'n, when after the proclamation of martial law, when be de

clined the military service, partly from a mistaken view of the duties

of his holy profession, and partly, I own, from the more legitimate

excuse of his personal infirmities, might be not have said, “ I can

not take up with you the aims of the flesh, but I have arms of brighter

temper, and keener force; I will go forth clad imliem, and be they

who they may who remain in rebellion, 1 will answer for the Bethel

congregation, that they shall remain in lheir ailegiance." Such was

not the conduct of Mr Smith. He passed the Governor’s house

going to town on the Monday; he pas>ed it in returning. Was it

not worth a moment‘s pause to enter, to give some general warning,

some intimation of what he confesses he felt? He did no such thing,

and I cannot hold him guiltless. Sir, I will not enter into the mi

nutirz ofthe evidence against Mr Smith. I lament the mode of the

trial; I deeply deplorehis fate; but, Sir, in these proceedings, I see

neither that which should entitle the victim to the honour of a martyr,

nor that main: animus in his Judges which should call down on them

our unqualified disapprobatiun; and in proposing to the House to

pass the negative on the previous question, I think we shall not be

liable to the imputation that we are lukewarm in the cause of the im

provement of our fellow-creatures, or that we cease to regard religion

as the fittest instrument by which that improvement can be efl'ected.

I The Srsnum having read the motion, and the previous question

moved by way of amendmtnt, there were loud cries of “ question I"
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Mr Damn): rose, and assured the House that the difl‘iculty which

he felt in expressing himself in a manner adequate to his own feel

ings, was aggravated at this moment by following a speech so elo

quent as that of the right honourable gentleman, and so full ofstates

man-like views, though leading, he thought, in the end, to a con

clusion condemnatory of'themselv'es. It seemed, indeed, extraordi

nary, that, after the sentence of the Court-Martial had been giVen

up as indefensible by every one who had spoken on the question,—

after the Right Honourable Secretary had, as the climax, stated that

the Sentence had been annulled,-that the House of Commons was

to withhold its approbation of that reversal. Butif, in point of fact,

the sentence had not remained up to this moment unannulled, his

honourable and learned friend (Mr Brougham) would not have made

that powerful statement by which he had carried home conviction to

all these who heard him. But when the sentence, in point of fact,

was unannulled-when the sentence that he be hanged by the neck

had remained upon the unhappy man till he died—when the Go

Vernment had adopted the sentence, and only complimented the de-~

cisiou of the Court by adopting its recommendation, and banishing

him for ever from the colony in which he had done no wrong, it be

came the House of Commons to step in and condemn the policy un

der which these moostrous proceedings had been carried on.

~ The right honourable gentleman (Mr Canning), at the time that

he professed to make allowance for all delicacy of feeling in the case

of Mr Smith, had at the same time endeavoured to make it almost

a legal crime that he had not gone forth between the contending

parties, and had not exposed his breast to the cutlass of the negro.

and the mercy of the Government of Demerara. Witsit probable

that he could have escaped the double danger, or that he might have

fallen, under that t0| ture which was allowed by that civil law under

which, to-night, for the first time, the truly called anomalous pro

ceedings ofthe Court-Martial had been sought to be palliated ? A:S

to these proceedings he did not wish to go further than the defender

of them, his honourable friend the Member for Peterborough (Mr

Scarlett). He only condemned them in the beginning, the middle,

and the and. He only wished to give his Majesty's Government‘the

authority with which it was desirable they should be invested, and

which the proposed resolution of the House of Commons would give

them. The right honourable gentleman had said, that he would not

enter into the minutia of the law of the Court-Martial. If this were

a question of niceties and minutiw, he:( Mr Denman) should be very

unwilling to enter into it. If it were like the case of anofiicer acting

upon an informal warrant, which was conscientiously believed to be

valid, he should be most unwilling to animadvert on the Court-Mar

tial. -But this was a case in which not the minutiw, but the-sub

stance of law had been departed from, and in which the forms of

‘ law had been perVerted to injustice, for the purpose of putting to

death an innocent man !

He did not complain of the'first proclamation of martial law, but

why, after it had been proclaimed on the 24th August, was it conti

nued without a shadow of cause to the end of the trial on the 20th

Nevember? But. it was said, that if the prisoner had not been tried

by martial law, he must have been tried by the civil law, and that his
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,judges‘would have been, in fact, eight planters, from whom the Go

vernment wished to protect him. He would have been tried, it was

true, by the Judge and eight Commissaries; they were not necessa

rily planters, but any residents, the Judge directing them, and acting

under his responsibility, (and in his character as a Judge. could it

be said that there was no difference between the security against a

judge so acting, and a judge voluntarily throwing of his judicial

character, and associating himself as a member of a Court-Martial

among persons over whom he had no control?

In ordinary Courts-Martial there was a strong feeling of the

members towards the prisoner, as one of their own profession, whom

they regarded kindly, perhaps, from intimacy, and whom they always

protected on the principle of honour. Did this apply in the case of

1the destitute Missionary, an outcast against whom all prejudices

were running high, and who, from the beginning, had been stigma.

tised as the author of the revolt, which be (Mr Denman) verily he.

vlieved he had from the beginning endeavoured to prevent? How

many were the safeguards for the prisoner under the civil law ? In

the first place, it was necessary to petition the Governor for liberty

to arrest the accused, which he might refusehand bail him if he chose.

The proceedings then commenced on the part of the prosecution,

and the evidence was taken, (it was true, in writing, but at least as

accurately as these oral depositions seemed to have been taken);

then the charge was drawn up ; and the demand of the Fiscal ; and

from this period for-word, (he would affirm, though the contrary had

<heen alleged), from this stage of the proceeding forward, the prisoner

was allowed counsel. Then the evidence was gone through, and the

President and Court decided what evidence should be admitted, and

what rejected. Now/he tools the-liberty to ask this question,—Was it

possible, if this Court had formally and responsibly exercised this

judgment, as to what evidence should be admitted, and what reject

ved, that this journal of Mr Smith’s should have been produced against

him ; or, what was more monstrous, that particular passages should

have been admitted, to the exclusion ah.“ the rest ? Then followed

the public discussion ofall the evidence ; and, finally, supposing the

party was convicted, there was an appeal on the whole case to the

King in Council. It was said, an appeal had been made to the Go

vernment ; but it was not an appeal to the King in Council, but an

appeal to the mercy of the Governor of Demerara; and, considering

the temper of the colony, it would not have been wonderful if the

punishment had been inflicted.

He hadxhappened to read the evidence some months ago, when

‘he had seen nothing on the subject except insinuations against Mr

Smith. He (Mr Deuman) was no fanatic; and be had no other

feeling on the subject than that it would be wise to let all West In

dian questions alone for the present, if the people of Demerara would

let them. Yet, with all these feelings, he had read the evidence with

utter astonishment; he had looked page after page for the proofs

of his guilt, and he found none; and looking fairly and honestly

at the whole case, he thought this man had been most foully and un

justly treated, and that circumstances brought forward in proof of

his guilt proved his innocence. In his own mind, be (Mr Denman)

could find nothing against Mr Smith but an anxious desire to pre
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vent the mischief, and too much confidence, perhaps, in theipower

of doing so. ‘

The right honourable gentleman had said, that Mr Smith slept

on the border of the volcano, and had given no alarm of its eruption.

This was not the fact ; he had given an intimation as distinct as his

own knowledge ; and there was surely much difi‘erence between the

combination for striking work, which he might have anticipated, and

which might lead to riot, and, perhaps, assaults on particular per

sons; there was a great difference between this and treason. Two

miserable men (Bailey and Aves) were brought to say that he had

told them that he had known six weeks before that something must

happen ; and this was construed into positive knowledge of the plot.

What motive, indeed, could Mr Smith have had to engage in such

a plot? The poor miserable men'who were under sentence of death,

knowing that a Missionary would be an acceptable sacrifice, forged

one story upon another against him, but none of them made out any

guilt. It appeared to him that there never had been a more gross

perversion of evidence than this case exhibited. Much had been

said of hearsay evidence ; but he was one ofthose who was very glad

that it had been received, for it was impossible for any man to have

gone through that hearsay examination, and say that Mr Smith had

acted wrong.

The right honourable gentleman (Mr Canning) had asked whether

they supposed the Court-Martial had not thought they were justified

by authorities in the course they had pursued? He should like to

know what were these authorities P But of this he was quite cer

tain, that there was no authority to show that martial law could have

"properly existed in the colony at the time of Mr Smith’s trial. The

_.ust'ification ofthis proceeding which had been set up, appeared to

him to be its condemnation ; but it was quite enough to show that

the sentence was indefensible, and theevidence open to reproof; and

that it was a case loudly demanding inquiry was abundantly proved

by the parties themselves. It was idle to say that the House was

~ not in a condition to form an opinion ; for what other purpose were

the papers laid on the table? Here the parties themselves have

made the returns.

He denied altogether that the resolution charged malice; if he

could learn the terms in which his honourable and learned friend

(Mr Scarlett) would express his opinion, he was ready to adopt them ;

the only difi‘erence was that they were less specific. In no instance

with which he was acquainted, had such hard measures been dealt

out to any man as to the memory of the unfortunate Mr Smith;

and how was this condemnation procured ? why out of the defence

of Mr Smith himself on his trial. Nothing was ever heard like it.

All you have in the way of evidence is, that he had 11'sth to a con

versation; and then they give credit to his testimony up to the very

point which could betray him into danger, and then he is 'to be dis

believed. He was not aware of any instance in which the admission

of a prisoner was taken up to acertain point in confirmation of other

circumstances which had not been proved in evidence. But in all

this there was involved a much higher principle, he meant with re

spect to the government of the colonies themselves. In passing over

the case, they would hold onto general proclamation of impunity to
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all abuses abroad, and it would be only necessary hereafter to find

out a good case of abuse in order to load it with panegyrics. He

should not further trespass upon the time of the House, but should

give his most cordial support to the motion of his honourable and

learned friend. [cheers]

‘ Sir Josern Yoaxri said he had not the bad taste to detain the House

for two minutes. The learned Doctor had advised the honourable

member to read over the evidence ; he had done so, and he now de

clared conscientiously that he saw no reason whatever for supposing

that Mr Smith was guilty, and as a petty juryman he should most

assuredly have acquitted him. Now this Court-Martial took a whole

lunar month to convict him. On this subject he remembered a cir

cumstance which took place during the revolutionary war. The

present Lord Chancellor, who was at that time Attorney~General,

took nine hours to make out his charge of high treason against Hardy

and Tooke; and a very shrewd fellow remarked, that when such a

sharp chap as the Attorney-General (for he was so at that time) had

been so long in substantiating his charge, they might depend upon it

they would all escape. He looked upon the statement ofthe Right

Honourable Secretary (Mr Canning) merely as a brilliant apology;

and he thought that most bloody record of poor Mr Smith’s trial

should be blotted out ; and therefore he should vote w'gh great plea

sure for the motion of the honourable and learned member (Mr

Brougham.) "

Mr Baouonau (having been loudly called on) rose to reply, and

said—It is not, Sir, my intention to occupy the time of the House

for more than a very few minutes; it would be unbecoming in me

to trespass long on the patience of the House; for although the ques

tion has assumed quite a new shape in consequence of the speech of

the right honourable gentleman opposite (Mr Canning), yet nothing

which I have heard advanced can either change my opinion, or, in

my mind, weaken the force of those arguments upon which I have

fet-bly endeavoured to rest the merits of this important question.

Those arguments have been supported in the most irresistible man

ner by my learned friends around me, who have risen in their place

one after another, and have distinguished themselves in a manner

which will ever redound to their own honour, and will gain for them

the everlasting gratitude of their country as the honest advocates of

truth, of justice, and humanity. And what have we on the other

side of this Question? It certainly had had the advantage of the

great learning and eminent talents of my excellent and much valued

friend (Mr Tyndall,) for whom I entertain the highest regard and es

teem, founded upon a long acquaintance with his talents and ac

complishments, which, although not new to me, have been displayed

to night for the first time in this House, and have procured for him

the unqualified and well-merited approbation of all who heard him.

But what have we, by way of answer to the statement which has

been made? We have a confession qftlte fact, a plea of guilty, ac

companied with a recommendation of the Court-Martial to mercy,

but not one word respecting Mr Smith. All the other gentlemen

opposite, and particulaily the Right Honourable Secretary (Mr Can

ning,) have abandoned all the charges against Mr Smith, except the

misprision of treason. One of them charged him downright with

1
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misprision, but the Right Honourable Secretary (Mr Canning) said

there had been something like a misprision, for he well knew that

there must have been treason before there could have been conceal

ment. All that the right honourable gentleman charged him with

was this—I cannot help thinking that Mr Smith knew there must

have been something wrong going forward, and he should have com

municated to the Governor that something, whatever it was. My

honourable and learned friend the Attorney- General did not stop

here; for he very well knew that there must be something more to

support the highest criminal charge followed with the highest cri

minal punishment. Accordingly, what says my honourable and

learned friend (the Attorney-General)? In order to lay a founda

tion for this extraordinary sentence, and seeing nothing in the Eng

lish law to support it, he then comes in with his Dutch code [a laugh.]

True it is, says he, there is nothing in the English law, even if an

overt act of treason had been proved over and over again ; true it is,

that if the bond by which the conspirators were bound together had

been produced in Court, together with their seal and signatures,and

if Mr Smith had seen the bond and seen the seal, and seen the con

spirators, he might have had as accurate a knowledge of the con

spiracy as any man could have of his own household affairs; and

yet all this would not subject him to the dreadful sentence which

had been passed upon him [cheers] They knew all that; they sen- ,

tenced him to be hanged, as if he had committed a capital crime,

and that, too, by a Court which had no such power, and on a man

who was beyond their jurisdiction.

But in order to deal with this extraordinary case, my learned

friend (Mr Tyndall) thought it necessary to show some foreign law,

and then comes in the Dutch law; but here my learned friend got

into a most unfortunate dilemma. In the arguments and opinions

of my learned friend, Ilisten with an habitual attention, but I must

say that he did not get over this part of the subject so hardin as over

the rest. His acute understanding showed him that he had got

on ground of which he had not previously taken a view. Now the

Dutch law gave no right of a military tribunal; the English law

gives the power of a Court-Martial : necessity has no law—so says

the English law. But not so the Court-Martial ; they did not rely

upon Domma, Hueba, Boetius, or Byntershoeck, far from it; the

only authorities which they quoted were Mr Justice Blackstone, and

an able Professor, my learned friend Mr Philips, and his Book on

Evidence [a laugh] But the whole foundation cf the proceeding

must be wrong, if the Court had no jurisdiction. They should have

consulted that ancient and venerable system ofjurisprudcnce, half

Norman, half Celtic, the old-fashioned every day common law of

England, in which no man is better skilled than my learned friend;

but in order to get them out of this ditiiculty, my learned friend re.

sorts to the Dutch law, and thus is caught on the horns of a dilem.

ma, and there I fear, he must remain suspended, lest in escaping the

one, he might might get transfixed with the other [a laugh]. Now

this is not the least part of the argument; it is in fact the founda

tion of the whole.

My learned friend, the Attorney General, seeing also the difficulty

'of the case, applied his acute mind to the solution of it, and he also
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terminated with borrowing the jurisdiction from one code of laws,

and the punishment from the other. The fair form of Englishjus

tice with all her haudmaids would not satisfy him 2 he must intro

duce into Court the Dutch lady [a laugh,] with Domrna, Hueba,

and her other followers. But to put an end to any controversy on

that point, it was only necessary to call the attention of the House

to the proceedings at Demerara, to show how the Dutch law is used,

when it is called in aid of the English law. Did they treat the

question as of Dutch law, and depending on Dutch authorities?

No, they treated it entirely as a question of English 'law, and Eng

lish only, and on that they rested the support of the case.

I wish my honourable and learned friend (Mr Scarlett) was now

in his place, and I should pay my respects to him as others have

done [a Mug/1.] However, he has left behind him a most worthy

representative in the person of the Colonial Secretary (Mr \Vilmot

Horton,) by whom, if he was not outdone in a complete ignorance

of the facts of the case, he was certainly very nearly equalled. There

was, however, this distinction between the two cases, that the Honour

able Secretary (Mr Horton,) with a gravity quite suitable to the

occasion, said he had taken much pains to make himself master of

the facts of the case; but my honourable and learned friend (Mr

Scarlett) said that the case was of a nature which one might take up

at an odd moment and look into. lam quite ready to take the

assertion of my honourable and learned friend in this case as I would

in all others, without even the additional confirmation of his own

speech. But my honourable and learned friend sees this question with

ajaundiced eye, being " a native" of the NVest India islands; and he

feels, perhaps, what has often astonished me, that prejudice which

some, but not all, of the West Indians entertain, which induces them

to make common cause ; but the honourable Secretary is just quite

as much astray. The whole must be wrong, if his statement is

foundedupon the supposition that Mr Smith _had knowledge of the

revolt some twenty-four hours before his information had reached

him. Talk not to me of the letter of Jackcy Reed, which he only

got on the Monday evening. If, indeed, he had received that letter

before the rebellion broke out, then indeed, and not till thenI you

might talk of concealment.

It is clear that Jack was the ringleader, the contriver of the

Whole combination, project, or whatever it may be called; and it is

equally clear, upon the evidence, that Quamina had nothing to do,

at least with the concoction of the plot.- thcy were not only in cus

tody, but had been rescued before Mr Smith received the letter on

which so much stress has been laid : the commotion began at half

past three, and it was not until half-past six that the letter came to

the hands of Mr Smith. It is evident, therefore, that the commotion

had at that time begun, and had continued for three hours, as evident

as that we are sitting here in a very bad atmosphere, and that the

House is listening to a very tedious argument (laughter). Recollect

ing then the situation in which he was placed, and the previous re.

fusal to listen to his admonitions and warnings from the pulpit,

I am not the man to marvel that he did not go about giving advice

on the one hand, and telling tales on the other.

But says the right honourable gentleman (Mr Canning), if he
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would not communicate the treason (which never existed), if he

would not disclose secrets (with which he had never been intrust

ed), if he would betray confidence (which no man had reposed in

him), why did he not go into the field where the negroes were flock

ing—where one had been already captured—where he could not stir

a step without being dazzled by the glance of martial cutlasses? why

did he not take that favourable opportunity to argue with the slaves

-to read the Bible to them—and to preach to them those doctrines

of peace and forbearance, for circulating which, and for nothing

else, Mr Smith was prosecuted to the death, and his name blighted

as a felon, with an everlasting stigma? Was such a moment of ex

citement to be so employed—when the minds of the slaves were in a

state of such feverish alarm, that even a peace-maker would have

been mistaken for an enemy? Impossible! Recent experience had

convinced Mr Smith of the folly of such an attempt; and his know—

ledge of the human mind must have satisfied him that such a project

would have been equally hopeless and ridiculous—hopeless, because

utterly vain, if not dangerous, and ridiculous because hopeless.

But I am told that it is injustice to the Court-Martial to censure

them with such severity as the motion conveys ; and some honour

able gentlemen have gone so far as to maintain that it imputes no

thing short of murder. I cannot be answerable for what others may

import into my proposition, and much in the course of this debate

has been imported into‘it, in a manner more illogical than I have

ever yet witnessed, even within these walls. In my opinion the

mntion is only a temperate and a mitigated censure; for who can

deny, and therefore no man pretends to deny, that the law of the

land has been grossly violated, and that a most flagrant breach of

justice has been committed against this unhappy individual ? \Vhoso

does not believe this, let him vote against my motion-whose does

believe it cannot think it too much to be called upon to record his

opinion. . .

In former times, be it remembered, Parliament has not shrunk

from expressing its sentiments in terms far stronger and more strin

gent’than I have employed. In the case of Sydney, it did not say,

like the right honourable gentleman, “ Pray be civil—do not be too

violent-a man has been murdered. but that is all—the law has been

violated, but nothing more—not only the forms but the very substance

ofjnstice has been abandoned, but what of that. Be patient, be kind,

be forbearing-be all charity and lovinthindness towards this De

merara Court, which sentenced Mr Smith to death, without law or

evidence, and produced that death by cruel and wanton severity."

Such language was not used in the case of Sydney; the word murder

itself was used upon that memorable occasion, not indeed by this

House, but by the Peers in the appointment of the Committee, as

appears by the Journals " to inquire of the advisers and prosecutors

of the murder of the Lords Russell and Sydney."

I will not' enter into a detailed comparison of the two cases,

though there are some remarkable similarities. In the first place,

no legal evidence was given of the handwriting of Colonel Sydney

to his bills, and no legal evidence was brought forward of the hand

writing of Mr Smith to his Journal. In this respect there was a fa

tal defect in the very outset. The man who swears that it was in
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Mr'Smith's handwriting, could not say that he had ever seen him put

pen to paper; and when the prisoner asked, “ did you ever see me

write ?" the Court declared that the question was unnecessary. The

witness, indeed, added, that he had received letters~from Mr Smith,

but it did not appear either that they had been acknowledged or act

ed upon. Now, in Sydney’s case, there was an indorsement on the

bills of exchange, and they were paid; yet, for receiving that testi

mony, Parliament had voted that he had been murdered, and that the

attainder ought to be reversed. It is clear, that if the journal were

the handwriting of Smith, he never intended to submit it to mortal

eye. Other strong resemblances, would time permit, might be point

ed out, but I take leave to say, that the likeness is completed by the

misdemeanour of the judges. The Chief-Justice who tried Sydney

was the man who oppressed him; and it is the remark in Collins's

Peerage, and I believe in other authorities, that “the Lord Chief

Justice, in allowing the account of the proceedings to be published,

carefully made such alterations and suppressions, as might show his

conduct in the most favourable light."

Such had been the caution of Chief-Justice Jefl‘ries, of immortal

memory, who will be known to all posterity, as the head, not of ig

norant and inexperienced men, for he was an accomplished lawyer,

and of undoubted talents; but as the head and leader of unjust,

cruel, and tyrannical judges. There shall Jefl‘ries stand while Eng.

land stands; but his name would have been handed down with far

less appropriate distinction, if our ancestors had consented to'fritter

away the expression of their honest indignation ; if, instead of trans

mitting hatred and disgust at his character and conduct to their

children’s children, they had abandoned their highest duty, their

most sacred trust, and their greatest glory, by speaking the simple,

but forcible language of truth and justice [much cheering]

The motion has been met to-night with the previous question;

but I really thought from what passed during the former debate,

that the King's Government had “ screwed their courage to me

sticking place," when they put forward the Honourable Under Se

cretary for the Colonies to meet the question in the front by a decided

negative [No, No,” from Mr Wilmot]. My information upon this

point is derived from the usual sources of such intelligence.

Mr VVruvto'r : I said that I dissented from the motion, and would

not qualify that dissent in any way.

Mr BaoncnaM. I confess I cannot draw the nice distinctions in

discerning which the Honourable Gentleman displays so much

acuteness. In my plain judgment and humble apprehension un

qualified dissent is that frame of mind which begets a direct nega.

tive. Call it what you will, such a course seems to me more in

telligible and more consistent. '

But let us pause a moment to inquire what can be the meaning

of all this extraordinary tenderness for the good men of Demeraq

ra ? It is to me utterly incomprehensible. I remember some time

since moving some strong resolutions, which had for their object

changes in the commercial policy of the country. Those changes

have all since been made, or are about to be adopted. No objec.

tion was made to the propositions themselves; indeed the Chanceb
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lor of the Exchequer expressed his entire concurrence in them. I

would at all times rather take his good works than his profession

of faith ; and now, I am happy to say, we have some of the for

mer. But on that occasion, nine parts out of ten of the answers

to my motion consisted of observations on the factions nature of

the speech by which it was brought forward. Many even declared,

_ that they w0uld have supported the proposition but for that speech,

which was construed into an attack upon the foreign and domestic

policy of the country. How, then, have these Demerara people

entitled themselves to so much courtesy and consideration ? Have

they in their speeches and conduct shown any such decided appro

bation of the policy of the Government at home as to merit such

kindness and forbearance ? On the contrary, have not they evin

ced the most factions spirit ? Have they not declared that they are

resolved to prohibit missions and missionaries in future, and that

they will do their best to expel such as are unfortunate enough to

be now among them ? The question, then, is not whether there

shall or shall not be religious Missionaries, but whether there shall

be any teachers at all.

Not only Dissenters, but Members of the Establishment, bear

ample testimony to the fact, that the inhabitants of Demerara look

with the utmost jealousy at all attempts to convert or instruct the

negroes, and that they are determined as much and as long as pos

sible to resist the instructions of his Majesty’s Ministers, and to

oppose, what would be much higher authority, if it dared to have

a will of its own—I mean the House of Commons. This House

has declared in favour of the religious instruction of the negroes,

and that forms the first part of my proposition : the other relates

to the particular case of Rh Smith

The Honourable Gentleman quarrels with the name of martyr,

but I contend that Mr Smith deserves the title, and in former days

would have reaped the honour. He is a martyr who suffers for

conscience sake. Whether I do or do‘ not agree with him in opi_

nion, I respect his sincerity—I admire his zeal, and that sincerity

and zeal have compelled a Christian minister to die the death.

His blood cries from the earth, not for vengeance; but for justice ;

he did not expire imprecating curses on his enemies, but praying

for those who had brought him to an untimely grave. All the

House is called upon to do, is to render him, tardy justice, and to

hold out protection to others who may venture to follow him, and who

shall unite charity with enthusiasm, knowledge with zeal, patienceto

endure with courage to resist oppression when patience is exhaust

ed, and resistance only can avail. They have a high and holy

duty to discharge ; nor is the duty of Parliament less, to take care

that their lives shall be secure, and that their memory shall not

be sacrificed to that spirit which, in this instance, has persecuted

the living, and blackened the dead.

It becomes this House to read a severe lesson to the obstinate

and perverse: speeches, unattended by a vote, will do nothing,

and that vote I call upon the House to pass, in tenderness to the

West India planters themselves, and in justice to those settlements
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which have not mixed themselves up with the guilt of Demerara.

Let not the other colonies share the shame, when they have not

pal-taken the guilt. The mother country must make herself re

spected, and, if necessary, feared : she must declare, that the

claims of justice are paramount and inviolable, and that while the

rights of property are regarded, the higher rights of the subjects

of the Crown of Great Britain, whether white or black, must not,

for an instant, be neglected. The negroes are our fellow-men and

our fellow-subjects, and let us take care that their masters do not

tyrannise and domineer, regardless of all restraint and indifferent to

all the consequences. If the colonists, warned by no cautions,

scared by no dangers, and dead to their best interests, continue

their course headlong to destruction, then let the mother country,

in mercy to none more than to the white population, exert, un

awed, her lawful dominion, vindicate her just rights, and restore

to its first lustre the tarnished honour of the British name 1 (long

continued cheers.)

The House then divided,

For the Motion ........................--....'........146

Againstit 195

__

Majority against it ............ 47

The debate occupied the House till half-past three o'clock.




